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FOREWORD
Numerous experiments have been identified for Shuttle applications ranging
from space exposure of various material samples to planetary soil return
missions including a search for the "edge" of the universe. Payload systems
to support the numerous experiment operations are being developed with
emphasis on providing the greatest scientific return per dollar invested in
equipment and transportation. Servicing, repairing, and refurbishing pay-
loads are some of the more significant economic measures that can be
applied either through ground based or orbital operations.
Since manned extravehicular activity (EVA) is a qualified, prime candidate
for economically conducting on-orbit payload support functions, this study
was designed to assist in correlating experiment and payload requirements
with EVA capabilities, systems and operational modes, The study was
sponsored by the Bioengineering Division, Life Sciences Office of NASA
Headquarters, Dr. Stanley Deutsch, Director. The work was monitored under
the technical direction of Mr. John H. Covington, Crew Training and Procedures
Division, Flight Operations Directorate of the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
(JSC), Houston, Texas. The Contracting Officer was Mr. Thomas R. McPhillips,
Program Procurement Division, JSC.
Major objectives of the study were as follows: (1) to develop a comprehensive
description of the Space Shuttle baseline EVA systems including candidate
EVA-assisted operational modes; (2) identify and select candidate payload
tasks across representative payloads for EVA application; and (3) develop
payload EVA task completion plans including Dreliminary EVA operational
procedures and timelines. The study was performed over a twelve-month
period beginning June 1975.
i !ti1'^C,h^DNnlL1^iL ,Dou^,L.a^k_
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The -Final report for the contract is presented in two volumes:
Volume T: EVA Systems and Operational Modes Description
Opp tic pla^rs
This document (Volume 11) identifies and selects candidate payload tasks
for EVA appl ication based on an analysis of four representative Shuttle
payloads and develops typical EVA scenarios wit h.. supporting crew timelines
and procedures. `fhe vo.lume also summarizes the EVA preparation and post
EVA operations and timelines emphasizing concurrent payload support
functions.	 - i
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
ACS Attitude Control System
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1.1 BACKGROUND
o
The economic constraints on manned space flight are more pronounced on the
Space Shuttle Program than in previous U. S. space activities. Both the
Space Shuttle launch system and the payloads are pursuing the most economical
means of payload transportation and experiment development and operation as is
feasible without impacting experiment objectives or flight safety. Payload
servicing and refurbishment studies have indicated that extravehicular on--
orbit servicing is a prime candidate for economically satisfying payload
operational requirements. Much of the EVA support equipment will be provided
onboard the primary spacecraft, the Shuttle Orbiter, for safety and contingency
situations. Eight Spacelab (Sortie) payloads and six Automated payloads are
specifying planned EVA for on-orbit servicing in the early payload design
phase. In addition, 97 Spacelab payloads of the 157 identified in the
Marshall Space Flight Center Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions documents
(Sortie Payloads---July 1975) speci fy EVA for contingency operations. The
Automated payloads specify contingency EVA for 60 of the 84 payloads
	 i
identified in August 1975.
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The Shuttle EVA system is expected to play a major role in payload servicing
and refurbishment on both currently.defined and future payload missions.
The EVA role is further enhanced since the Shuttle system will provide
subsystems and equipment to perform three 2-man EVA operations of 6 hours
duration on each 7-day Shuttle flight. One EVA capability, however, will
always be reserved for contingency rescue operations. Orbiter--provided
EV support equipment includes space suits, life support equipment, airlock,
equipment servicing provisions, prebreathe subsystems, and all expendables
and consumables at no cost to the payload. EVA capability in addition to the
Orbiter.provisions can be added as mission kits but are chargeable to the
payloads.
1.2 SCOPE AND APPROACH
The study effort comprised a combination of data identification, compilation,
and analyses of EVA and payload systems followed by selection of potential
EVA payload tasks, timeline and procedures development, conceptual designs,
and presentation methodologies/formatting. The study consisted of five (5.)
major tasks and several related subtasks to reach the study milestones.
The major tasks are listed below:
a Develop Shuttle EVA systems descriptions
a Identify and develop Shuttle EVA operational modes descriptions
a Identify and select representative EVA payload missions/tasks
a Develop payload EVA task completion plans (timelines and procedures)
a Define payload EVA task support requirements not currently
included in the Orbiter baseline system.
The overall study approach is illustrated in Figure 1.1-1. The study results
presented in this volume of the final report include Tasks 3 through 5 of
the overall study. The results of Tasks 1 and 2 are provided in Volume I.
Task 1 provides a summary description of the Space Shuttle baseline EVA
1.1-2
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system(s) required to perform planned and candidate on-orbit payload
servicing operations. The description provides the physical and operational
characteristics of the baseline EVA system including illustrations and
drawings. Task 2 identifies and provides a descriptive overview of the
available EVA operational modes provided by the Shuttle Orbiter and avail-
able to support on-orbit payload servicing functions. The primary operational
modes
. consist of: unaided EVA, EVA with the . Remote Manipulator System (RMS).,
EVA on RMS and EVA with a Manned Maneuvering Unit (MMU). The EVA oper-
ational modes description includes performance characteristics and
limitations of each system. The study results of the above tasks are
provided in Volume I of the final report.
Task 3 presents the results of specific payload analyses and selects poten-
tial EVA -tasks to conduct typical EV missions. Payload analyses emphasis was
pl-aced on the payloads currently designing for planned EVA or studying
concepts for EVA servicing, and payloads with potential cost savings through
EVA utilization.. Task 4 develops EVA procedures and timelines for conducting
the-typical EVA missions identified in Task 3. The EVA procedures entail
crewmen operations from airlock egress through mission operations and
terminate following airlock -ingress. Task 4 identifies. elements of the EVA
mission including number of crewmen, translation aids and locations, work--
station provisions, lighting, etc.
i
Task 5 identifies additional EVA support requirements (e.g., subsystems,
tools, equipment) necessary to complete the representative payload EVA
missions (EVA scenarios) developed as part of Tasks 3 and 4. The additional
EVA support equipment requirements are not currently part of the.Shuttle
baseline EVA system for payload systems) and are recommended primarily to
enhance overall EVA operational capability, payload task requirements that
are beyond the capab.lity.of the baseline EVA system were also identified
and support equipment defined to permit completion of specific EVA missions.
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:.. CTS N: . 2:fl	 EVA :TASK SELECTI ON AND TASK COMPLETION PLANS
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The identification, description and selection of representative payload
tasks for potential EVA application were derived from an analysis of four
.candidate payloads scheduied.fcr Shuttle flights in the 1980's. The pay--
loads, selected by the NASA, include the following:
o Advanced Technology Laboratory (ATL)
r Low Cost Modular Spacecraft (LCMS)--Formerly Earth Observatory
Satellite.(EOS)
* Large Space Telescope (LST)
s Shuttle IR Telescope Facility (SIRTF)
The Shuttle payloads selected contain experiment disciplines from both the
Automated and 5pacelab payload classifications. The payload selection was
designed to allow detail analysis of a minimum number of payloads possessing
representative operations and configurations across the total payload
community. The payloads were sufficiently diverse to identify and select a
number of typical EVA tasks which would inclusively require all baseline
EVA systems while utilizing a wide range of EVA crew capabilities.
In the selection of tasks for EVA application, primary emphasis was placed
on the analysis of payloads currently either planning for or studying
concepts for orbital EVA servicing. Additional EVA operational categories
defined for and addressed by this study are unscheduled EVA, contingency
EVA and potential planned EVA. The study does not attempt to prioritize
the EVA operational categories relative to mission success, equipment salvage,
or spacecraft/crew safety. The four EVA operational categories as. defined.
by this study are described in the subsequent section,_
1 2.1 -1
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2.1.1 EVA Operational Categories
For purposes of this study, EVA is classified into four basic categories
defined as follows:
v Planned EVA - Required as the prime method of accomplishing the
mission objectives (support of selected payload operations).
These tasks are planned and trained for as part of the mission
preparation.
a Unscheduled EVA - Tasks which are not planned but which may be
required to achieve payload operation success or enhance overall
mission success.
a Contingency EVA - All inspec •-Ion; remedial or rescue activities
required to effect safe return of the crew.
a Potential Planned EVA - Activities that could be accomplished by
EVA but would require an alteration in mission plans or a change in
payload, Orbiter, or EVA hardware. Benefits could include:
- Reduction in payload subsystem complexity
- Reduction in Orbiter support systems complexity
- Reduction in mission cost
- Efficient utilization of baseline EVA equipment.
Tasks identified for each of the four selected payloads are grouped into
one of the above referenced categories.
2.1.2 EVA Task Classification
An assessment of the orbital and transearth EVA operations conducted on past
space programs, Shuttle payload plans, and analysis of projected operations
has yielded numerous functions. that can be effectively performed by man
outside the space vehicle. These functions may be combined to provide a
general classification of twelve major EVA task functions.as
 listed below:
a Deploy/Retract
	 a Remove/Replace
2, i -2
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o Cargo Transfer
	
r Repair/Refurbish
e Assembly/Mating	 • Data Acquisition
is Maintain	 9 Satellite Deploy/Recover
a Operate/Monitor	 a Crewman Translation
v Inspect/Diagnose	 6 Astronaut Rescue
The specific requirements associated with each extravehicular function
depend upon the particular mission/payload. A general description of major
EVA functions was determined and is defined in Table 2.1.1. The task
classifications shown in the table are used in describing payload operations
for each EVA task identified.
2.1.3 EVA Task Selection
The EVA tasks identified from an analysis of:the selected Shuttle payloads
are presented in the fallowing subsections. Initially an overall description
of each payload, its function, major components, and EV crew interfaces are
described based on payload data available in early 1976. Payload operations
considered within the capability of present EVA equipment development
technology and demonstrated EV crewman capability are listed. The EVA
tasks-involved in each of the payload operations are described using the EVA
task classification provided in Table 2.1.1. Finally, general rationale
relative to task performance is presented.
2.1.4 Payload EVA Task Completion Plans
The payload EVA task completion plans encompass the development of preliminary
crew procedures and timelines (based on the payload defined tasks), identifica-
tion of crewman-to-payload interfaces, and development of preliminary Shuttle
EVA preparation and post operations and timelines. In order to maintain
payload EVA operations continuity from task identification through procedures
development, the EVA task completion plans (Task 4) and the EVA task selec-
tion (Task 3) products are integrated for presentation in this report.
2.1-3 IurcfooNN^l^^ narJGr^a^^^
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TASK TASK DEFINITION
DEPLOY/RETRACT To DEPLOY is to arrange, extend, place, unfold,
position, etc. payload components, systems, subsystems,
or experiment apparatus and to secure that equipment
into its programmed location and configuration.
To RETRACT is the reverse function and includes the
releasing of the securing device(s) and the retraction,
folding, stowing, etc. of the equipment (e.g., DEPLOY/
RETRACT antennas, sensors, booms, solar arrays, experi-
ment samples, etc.).
CARGO TRANSFER CARGO IRANSFER is -the transfer, movement, transportation,
etc. of materials from one stable point in free space to
another including on/off loading, tethering/restraining,
inflight stabilization, mass relocation, untethering/
unrestraining, special handling, etc. accomplished either
manually or assisted by crewman maneuvering equipment
(e.g., CARGO TRANSFER of film packages, retrieval of
experiment modules, supplies and expendables).
ASSEMBLE/MATE To ASSEMBLE/MATE is to join, secure, fit together two
or more units, components, subassemblies, etc. into a
complete system by the performance of various operations
that may include sealing/bonding/welding, making of
electrical/fluid/mechanical connections, and the
positioning/stabilization prior to and during the
installation (e.g., antenna assembly/erection, space-
craft assembly, kick stage mating, meteoroid collection
equipment, etc.).
MAINTAIN To MAINTAIN is to perform scheduled, periodic operations
required to sustain system efficiency and may include
servicing, cleaning, focusing, vessel resupply, aligning,
calibrating, tightening, checking, etc.	 (e.g., MAINTAIN
sensors, cleaning lenses and coatings, resupply of
fluids,	 etc.).
i
a,
1
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TABLE 2.1.1: Classification of Typical EVA Tasks
TABLE 2.1.1: Classification of Typical EVA Tasks (continued)
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TASK TASK DEFINITION
DATA ACQUISITION DATA ACQUISITION is the procurement, attainment, or
collection of factual information and measurements by
sensor/recording equipment.	 This function may include
the positioning of sensors in proximity of phenomenon of
interest, the stabilization of sensors, data recording,
deactivation of sensor/recorder, etc.	 (e.g., data or
electromagnetic field intensities and patterns, still and
movie photography, plasma wake measurements, etc.).
SATELLITE DEPLOY/ SATELLITE DEPLOY is the performance, or assistance in the
RECOVER performance, of various sequential operations that result
in the launching or emplacement of free flying satellite/
subsatellite spacecraft into a desired orbit and may
include pre-release inspection and checkout, satellite
release, post-release inspection, etc.	 (e.g., DEPLOY
experiment subsatellites, orbital storage vessels, auto-
mated spacecraft, etc.).
SATELLITE RECOVER is the performance or assistance in the
performance of various operations to accomplish the
retrieval/acquisition of a free flying satellite/subsatel-
lite spacecraft from orbit (may be unstable and uncoopera-
tive) and the stabilization of it in the desired position.
This function may include satellite rendezvous, pre-recovery
inspection,
	
stabilization/grappling, disabling of stabili-
zation system/despinning, removing appendages/expelling
expendables, positioning and securing satellite in
receptacle, attachment of support umbilicals; etc.
	
(e.g.,
RECOVER experiment subsatellite(s), automated spacecraft,
etc.).
ASTRONAUT RESCUE ASTRONAUT RESCUE is the acquisition, extraction and
retrieval of a disabled EVA astronaut from a hazardous
environment and positioning him in a safe location.
	
This
may include rendezvous, stabilization, securing; trans-
lation and obstacle avoidance, etc.	 (e.g., recovering
astronaut from disabled Manned Maneuvering Unit, other
spacecraft, structural entanglement,.etc.),
2, l -,	 rJ
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TABLE 2.1.1: Classification of Typical EVA Tasks (continued)
TASK TASK DEFINITION
OPERATE/MONITOR To OPERATE is to conduct a series of tasks in a specific
sequence to permit continuing performance of systems for
meeting mission objectives and may include activation,
sequential control, deactivation, etc.
To MONITOR is to watch, observe, check, and review the
status/progress of events and operations for the purpose
of verification, regulation, or feedback control 	 (e.g.,
experiment or s acecraft systems activation and perform-
ance evaluation.
INSPECT/DIAGNOSE To DIAGNOSE is to investigate or analyze the cause or
nature of a condition or phenomenon (e.g., 	 INSPECT/
DIAGNOSE as to possible cause(s) and location of pressure
leak in spacecraft shell, radiator degradation, thruster
malfunction, etc.).
REMOVE/REPLACE To REMOVE/REPLACE is to perform various operations to
remove, detach, displace a module or subassembly from an
assembly/system and to replace it with a substitute or
superseding item.	 This function may include releasing,
removing, storing, acquiring, replacing, aligning,
installing, securing, etc. where special, complex aids
should not be required (e.g., REMOVE/REPLACE thruster
modules, experiment modules, film canisters, etc.).
REPAIR/REFURBISH To REPAIR/REFURBISH is to perform appropriate corrective
action to renovate, recondition, etc. a damaged or mal-
functioning item and to restore it to a usable, operable
state.	 This may include nonscheduled replacement at
component level, cutting, sealing/bonding/welding, etc.
This function will normally require the use of special
aids (e.g., REPAIR/REFURBISH solar array panels, meteor-
oid damage, thermal coating replacement, etc.).
CREWMAN CREWMAN TRANSLATION is the safe scheduled movement,
TRANSLATION (EVA) transfer, or transportation of crewmen from point to
point in free space or on the exterior of a single
or docked vehicle(s).
	 Translation support equipment
may include handrails/handholds, tethers, MMU's, etc.
(e.g., CREWMAN TRANSLATION between undocked vehicles,
on the exterior surface of single or integrated vehicles,
or in the immediate proximity of any spacecraft.
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To avoid redundancy in the development of EVA procedures and timelines,
each payload EVA task identified in the task selection phase is not included
in the EVA task completion plans. The quantity of possible EVA tasks defined
for each of the payloads is intended to demonstrate the numerous and diverse
Shuttle EVA applications. Several of the key EVA tasks were combined to
develop representative EVA mission scenarios for each of the selected payloads.
Following task selection for the representative EVA missions, trade-off
criteria were developed to determine the best approach to task completion
using the EVA operational modes defined in Volume I of this report. Task
completion plans were then developed.
2.1-7
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2.2 ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY (ATL)
2.2.1 ATL Program Description
2.2.1.1 introduction	 i
The Advanced Technology Laboratories (ATL's) are dedicated, multi-
disciplinary sortie payloads particularly suited to the research require-
ments of the NASA Langley Research Center. The ATL discussed in this
document is currently classified as Shuttle Mission 11 in the NASA
Integrated Mission Analysis and Planning Schedule (Ref. 2.2.1). The
Shuttle Mission 11 ATL is the fifth Shuttle operational flight and the
first ATL to orbit and perform a 7-day, Orbiter-att^ched Sortie mission.
The ATL consists of a pressurized, habitable Spacelab and a 6 meter (=20 ft.)
pallet. This ATL payload consists of thirteen experiments selected from
payloads ATL-2, ATL-3, and ATL--5. A crew of 6 (3+3) will be required: A
commander, pilot, and mission specialist to operate the Orbiter, and three
payload specialists for payload operations. The mission 11 ATL experiments
consist of communications and navigation, earth observations, physics and
chemistry, microbiology, component and systems tests, and environmental
effects disciplines. The orbital altitude is 350 km. (189 N. mi.) at an
inclination of 57 degrees. The payload is scheduled for launch on
May 1, 1980, at 1345 EST from the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) for a 7-day
mission. Approximately 132 hours are required for mission completion.
The primary goal of the Advanced Technology Laboratory payloads is to utilize
the space environment (e.g., high altitude and velocity, weightlessness.,
radiation, and earth orbital perspective) to develop and test a wide
variety of advanced technology systems and techniques to permit all NASA
centers to extend laboratory programs into space.
2.2.1.2 ATL Experiment Description
The Mission 11 ATL experiments were tentatively selected by the NASA Langley
Research Center (LaRC) in June 1975 and currently remain under study. The
2.2-1
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-thirteen experiments are listed in Table 2.2.1 by number and title assigned
by the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) Space Shuttle Payload Documents
(SSPD)--Ref. 2.2.3 and 2.2.4.
TABLE 2.2.1: ATL Experiments (Mission 11)
SSPD NUMBER EXPERIMENTS
XST-001 Microwave Interferometer
XST-004 Autonomous Navigation
XST-006 Search and Rescue Aids
XST-008 Imaging Radar
XST-010 Lidar Measurements
XST-019 UV Meteor Spectroscopy
XST-020 Zero g Colony Growth
XST-021 Microorganisms in Zero g
XST-023 Electrical Characteristics of Cells
XST-024 Properties of Biological Cells
XST-026 Zero g Steam Generator
XST-029 Environmental Effects
XST-044 Contamination
The objective of each ATL experiment is described below:
a Microwave Interferometer Navigation and Tracking Aid, XST-001:
used to determine the capability of a satellite interferometer
technique at L-band frequency to locate low powered radio sources
on earth.
d
• Autonomous Navigation, XST-004: used to determine the capability
of a number of navigation techniques for determining orbital
position relative to earth ground track.
2.2-2	 MCR7^1►11'al^E'L.L S3'^Ll^C.,^tA^
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a Search and Rescue Aids, XST-006: used to determine the capability
of side-looking radar to detect and locate passive earth--located
targets.
Imaging Radar, XST-008: used to determine the capability of imaging
radar to obtain satisfactory radar images from low earth orbit.
s Lidar Measurement of Cirrus Clouds and Lower Stratospheric Aerosols,
XST-010: used to measure the spatial distribution of cirrus clouds
and low stratosphere aerosols.
s Ultraviolet Meteor Spectroscopy from Near Earth Orbit, XST--019:
used to obtain quantitative spectra of meteors in wavelengths below
3100 angstroms (A).
P Colony Growth in Zero-Gravity, XST--020: used to investigate the
pattern of growth of bacteria colonies in near zero gravity.
o Interpersonal Transfer of Microorganisms in Zero Gravity, XST--021:
used to investigate the interpersonal transfer of microorganisms
between crewmen in weightlessness.
r Electrical Characteristics of Cells, XST-023: used to measure the
electrophoritic mobility, surface zeta-potential and surface charge
density of selected mammalian cell lines.
s Special Properties of Biological Cells, XST-024: . used to determine
the physical properties of mammalian cells in zero gravity.
s Zero. Gravity Steam Generator, XST-02f: used to obtain performance
data on the operation of the zero gravity steam generator.
a Environmental Effects on Non-Metallic Materials, XST-029: used to
investigate and understand space environment effects on elastomers,
coatings and polymers.
In addition to the above experiments., an Integrated Real . Time Contamination
Monitor (IRTCM), Experiment XST-044, will be used to provide simultaneous
measurements of contamination composition, deposition rate, particle size
and effect on optical surfaces. The experiment will also provide the means
2.2-3
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for evaluating the effectiveness of cleaning techniques on surfaces in
which contamination has been carefully monitored.
Numerous ATL compatible experiments are being considered by the NASA for
application in the Space Technology discipline. Various experiments and
payload bay installation configurations are being studied for optimum ATL
flights. A tuneable laser (COOwith an IP telescope and detector is also
under consideration for the first ATL mission. The tuneable laser provides
the capability for remote sensing of the earth atmosphere and Shuttle
external environment. The tuneable Iaser may be flown in lieu of the
imaging radar on the initial ATL mission; however, this document addresses
only the imaging radar configuration.
2.2.1.3 ATL Payload Configuration
The ATL payload baseline configuration consists of three major elements,
Figure 2.2-1:
o A pressurized, habitable module consisting of subsystem support
equipment for internal accommodation of experiments
a A 6 meter (020 ft.) pallet structure providing external mountings
for experiments and sensors
a An Integrated Payload System (IPS) consisting of experiments and
experiment support equipment housed either in IPS experiment consoles
within the pressurized laboratory or mounted on the pallet.
The pressurized laboratory consists basically of a 4.6 m. (180 in.) diameter
cylindrical section, 6.1 m. (240 in.) long with 60 0 conical sections
attached at each end, Figure 2.2-2. The aft conical section is removable
for installation of experiments and equipment6 Access into the laboratory
is through a 1.5 m. (60 in.) diameter hatch. The laboratory consists of a
crew station console for control and monitoring onboard systems and
i	
experiments, a data management console for recording experimental data,
a workbench for general operational support, standard equipment racks for
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FIGURE 2.2-2: ATL Pressurized Laboratory Configuration (Concept)
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housing carry--on electronics, and cabinets for crew personal items.
Viewing is accomplished through airlocks and/or observation windows,
Two scientific airlocks, located on top of the laboratory, are available
for deploying experiments. If an airlock is not used, optical windows or
hatches may be installed. The optical wi ndows, approximately one meter
(40 in.) in diameter, may be used for experiment observation. Three smaller
windows, approximately ..3 m. (12 in..) in diameter, are available for
experiment viewing: two on the laboratory aft bulkhead and one between the
airlocks.
a
The experiments for ATL with pallet mounted equi pment include the following:
a Microwave Interferometer Navigation and Tracking Aid-4ST-001
a Autonomous Navigation---XST-004
a Imaging Radar (XST-008) and Search and Rescue Aids-=XST-006
a Integrated Real
—Time Contamination Monitor--XST-044
a, Environmental Effects on Non--Metallic Miaterlal s---XST-029.
A preliminary external arrangement of the pallet for the above ATL experiment
is depicted in Figure 2.2-3. Descriptions of the major experiment hardware
systems (external) are provided in'Subsection 2.2.2 of this document
The Integrated Payload System (IPS) consists of LaRC experiments, experiment
support hardware, and structural consol es for housing experiments and equipment.
Most experimental supporting electronics and other subsystems are housed within
the IPS experiment consoles, Figure 2.2--4. However, certain sensors are located
on .
 the unpressurized pallet with supporting electronics located in the consoles..
The IPS includes all the equipment and sensors, regardless of location, required
for the ATL mission (i.e., Shuttle Mission No. 11). The IPS uses standard
c. on.sol es which 'enhances the .rapid. interchangeability of the ATL in r !or. dour.
consoles will support 2.8 m 3 (100 ft3 ) of experimental equipment ( Ref. Figure
2.2-2) .
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2.2.1.4 ATL EVA Requirements
The ATL pallet mounted equipment is currently being designed (conceptual
phase only) for compete operation from within the pressurized laboratory.
No planned EVA's are presently being scheduled. Contingency extra-
vehicular functions are being considered only in the event of external
equipment malfunction ar failure. Possible ATL EVA applications identified
in later subsections are based on: (1) enhancing mission success; (2)
ensuring safe crew and arbiter return; and (3) hardware modification for
economical EVA payload application. The three EVA areas are categorized
as unscheduled, contingency, and potential planned EVA (Ref. Section 2.1.1).
2.2.2 ATL _Equipment Description--Pallet Mounted
The design of ATL experiment support hardware located outside the pressurized
Iaboratory has been developed only to the conceptual phase. Planning and
analyses to select experiments for the initial ATL flights are continuing in
early 1976. Pallet mounted equipment for supporting experiment operations
(e.g., deployment/retraction mechanisms, jettison devices, backup systems)
is not defined to the level required for specifying detailed (candidate) EVA
applications. The experiment systems and equipment described below are
derived from References 2.2.1 and 2.2..2 and are subject to change as payload
development and experiment selection progress.
2.2.2.1 Microwave Interferometer Navigation and Tracking Aid---XST--001
The XST-001 experiment equipment accessible to the EVA crewman consists of
a 2.3 kg. (5 lbs.) receiving antenna and preamplifier at each end of
extendible, orthogonal booms, boom cannisters, four 38.1 m. (125 ft.)
extendible booms, and various boom actuating mechanisms, Figure 2.2-5
Cables from the receiving antennas are deployed along the booms to radio
receivers at the hub of the experiment. Extendible booms of the astromast
coilable or articulated lattice type are proposed for antenna deployment.
The booms are retractable and are stowed for launch and reentry.
IMDC W0014
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FIGURE 2.2-5: Microwave Interferometer Navigation and
Tracking Aid Pallet Equipment
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Based on the XST-001 experiment hardware conceptual configurations and
mechanical components, EVA can be applied in the unscheduled, contingency,
and potential planned EVA categories. Depending on final hardware design
and equipment accessibility, unscheduled or contingency EVA can be conducted
should equipment malfunctions occur. Design of the XST-001 boom latching.
and folding mechanisms for manual operation could be cost effective both
in initial design and launch weight cost.
2.2.2.2 Autonomous Navigation--XST--004
The autonomous navigation experiment designers are considering a single
telescope coupled to a coherent optical parallel image correlator with an
inertial reference unit as the major pallet mounted equipment. The equip-
ment is to be mounted within a platform assembly-with rotation provided by
the Orbiter to gain viewing of both the starfield and the Earth, Figure
2.2-6. The basic design being considered uses a 20 cm. (7.9 in.) clear
aperture Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope with an 80 field of view, a one-watt
He-Ne laser, a 25 m-n. (.98 in.) wafer image intensifier, paraboloidal
mirror segments, fixed multiplexed matched spatial filter, image dissector
electro-optical readout system, and an optical-to-optical input imaging
device.
2.2.2.3 Imaging Radar--XST-008--and Search and Rescue Aids---XST-006
The ATL imaging radar and search and rescue aids experiments Use a slotted
waveguide array antenna mounted on a pallet to perform the experiments.
The antenna, its deployment/retraction mechanisms and the radar units may be
candidates for EVA operations.
1
F
	
The imaging radar experiment employs a side-looking radar (SLR), spectrum
analyzer, magnetic recorder, photographic camera, analog--to-digital converter,
buffer, slotted waveguide array antenna, and supporting electronics, Figure
2.2-7. The tilting antenna is deployed beyond the payload bay doors during
orbital operations. Dimensions of the major components are shown in Figure
2.2-7.
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FIGURE 2.2-6: ATL Autonomous Navigation Experiment
--Pallet Equipment
The search and rescue aids experiment uses a side-looking radar (SLR), target
reflectors (spheres, corner reflectors, Luneberg lens), slotted waveguide
array antenna, and supporting instrumentation located in the pressurized
laboratory, Figure 2.2-8. A simplified block diagram of the side-looking
radar for the search and rescue aids ATL experiment is shown in Figure 2.2-9.
Detail design of the pallet mounted equipment is not currently available for
identifying EVA crewman-to-hardware interfaces or possible ATL EVA applications.
As in the previously identified ATL experiments, candidate EVA applications
appear to be in the unscheduled and contingency areas to enhance mission
success or perform maintenance operations to ensure safe crew return. Should
designers elect to incorporate manually actuated boom and antenna deploy-
ment mechanisms in lieu of automatic drive units, planned EVA could be used
for sensor/system deployment/retraction across the total ATL program.
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FIGURE 2.2-8: Search and Rescue Aids Experiment--Pallet Equipment
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FIGURE 2.2-9: Side Looking Radar (SLR) Black Diagram (Simplified)
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2.2.2.4 Integrated Real-Time Contamination Monitor--XST-044
The integrated real-time contamination monitoring experiment configuration
relative to EVA application consists of a black box assembly on the ATL
pallet. The assembly consists of experiment components including a mass
spectrometer, optical module, particle spectrometer, optical effects module, 	 -
multiplexer, decoders, filters, optics, etc. required to conduct the ATL
g	 !
contamination experiments (Ref. Figure 2.2-3).
Potential EVA applications may consist of black box retrieval following a 	 ±.
malfunction for repair inside the pressurized laboratory -or complete unit
replacement from a spares depot.
2.2.2.5 Environmental Effects on Non-,Metallic Materiais---XST-029
The XST--029 experiment consists of two exposure arrays containing elastomers,
cdatings, and polymeric film samples sealed within vacuum tight containers.
Upon test initiation, the array panels are deployed from the ATL pallet by a
single 15.2 m. (50 ft.) extendible boon, Figure 2.2-10. When the boom is
fully extended, the samples are unsealed and exposed to the space environ-
ment by mechanically removing covers from the array containers. The
experiment is completely passive following cover removal. Prior to reentry
the array containers are resealed, the boom retracted and the samples main-
tained in vacuum stowage until delivered to ground laboratories for analysis.
4
The XST--029 experiment pallet mounted components include exposure arrays (2),
vacuum stowage containers, mechanical deployment/retraction mechanisms, tape
recorders, and supporting electronics. The role of man in the experiment
requires only the activation of the deployment boom and sample exposure
mechanisms and periodic temperature readout at specific points during the
mission.
EVA could be applied in each of the three EVA appl ications categories (un-
scheduled,contingency and potential planned) based on equipment design and/or	 a
on-orbit system malfunction. Unscheduled or contingency EVA can be performed
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to repair the deployment boom, retr^ eve the exposure samples, or jettison
the boom if -wiled in the extended position. Potential planned EVA could
be conducted to extend and.retract a manually actuated boom, thereby
eliminating an automated system.
2.2.3 ATL EVA Task Description
2.2.3.1 Planned EVA
The ATL Mission 11 conceptual design studies are depicting all pallet mounted
experiment equipment to be automated and operated from the pressurized
laboratory. No. planned EVA functions are identified in the ATL conceptual
designs as of early 1976.
2.2.3.2 [unscheduled and Contingency EVA
The Advanced Technology Laboratory, consistent with most Shuttle payloads,
specifies the use of "contingency" EVA in the event of equipment malfunction
or damage, (Contingency EVA as defined by the NASA Marshall Space Flight
Center Space Shuttle Payload Description (SSPD) documents includes all EVA
operations outside the Orbiter cabin excluding only planned EVA.) Analysis
of the ATL payload discloses several automatically actuated subsystems in
which a simple electrical or mechanical failure would render the total
experiment completely inoperable. Failure of an extended boom or antenna
would require the system to be jettisoned to enable payload bay door closure
and Orbiter reentry. Assuming a second order failure, the malfunction of a
jettison mechanism or entanglement of booms with surrounding equipment during
jettison would necessitate a contingency EVA to ensure safe crew and Orbiter
return. Relative to ATL equipment on--orbit malfunction, EVA can be employed
to return the experiments to operational status or retrieve experiment
sample/equipment for return to earth. Typical ATL EVA tasks are identified
in Table 2.2.2 based on hypothetical payload conditions.
The Shuttle Orbiter provides EVA support equipment and expendables to conduct
two, two-,man EVA's . of 6 hours duration each. on every Shuttle flight. The EVA
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TABLE 2.2.2: ATL EVA Task Identification
UNSCHEDULED EVA
	
CONTINGENCY EVA
	
POTENTIAL PLANNED EVA.
INTERFEROMETER BOOM INTERFEROMETER BOOM
e	 Release and unfold -inter- s	 Retract boom
ferometer boom canisters
Engage locking mechanism
e	 Replace helicone antennas
v	 Jettison failed boom
a	 Release interferometer booms
and assist deployment
.
	 Sever interferometer boom
and jettison clear of
s	 Manually deploy failed boom Orbiter
r	 Replace boom and boom
canister element IMAGING RADAR AND SEARCH AND
RESCUE AIDS
s	 Unjam boom
*	 Retract antenna
Inspect and monitor operation s	
Engage locking mechanisms
•	 Assist boom retraction and ®	 Jettison antenna
stow for reentry
AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
s	 Retract boom
a	 Replace telescope/components *	 Engage locking mechanism
a	 Service experiment components
Jettison antenna
IMAGING RADAR AND SEARCH AND a	 Sever boom and jettison clear
RESCUE	 IDS of Orbiter
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t
Release antenna hold--downs
s Deploy antenna
Replace/service side-looking
radar
MICROWAVE INTERFEROMETER NAVIGA-
TION AND TRACKING AIDS
e Deploy boons
- Release boom canister
Deploy (unfold) boom
canisters
- Release interferometer
booms
Assist boom deployment
• Stow booms
- Reverse above operations
IMAGING RADAR AND SEARCH AND
RESCUE AIDS
a Deploy antennas
-- Release antenna hold-downs
- Manually deploy antennas
s Stow antennas
- Reverse above operations
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON NON-
METALLIC MATERIALS
a Manually deploy and retract
boom
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UNSCHEDULED EVA CONTINGENCY EVA POTENTIAL PLP.NNED EVA
a	 Repair;
- Tilting-drive mechanism i
Antenna deploy drive
Antenna
s	 Replace electrical cables
i	 Remove debris
i	 Stow antenna
CONTAMINATION MONITOR
o	 Repl ace entire "bl.ack-box"
assembly
a	 Connect/disconnect electrical
cable(s)
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
s	 Release launch locks
a	 Manually deploy/retract boom
a	 Retrieve sample arrays
a	 Close sample array containers
e	 Replace boom
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capability is available at no cost to the payloads. A third EVA capability
is provided but reserved on each Shuttle flight for Orbiter contingency or
rescue operations, if required. Additional EVA capability for payload use
can be provided as payload chargeable equipment. For the ATL payload, in
which several experiments deploy hardware (booms, antennas) once at mission
initiation and retract the hardware only at mission termination, EVA appears.
highly applicable for replacing automatic deployment systems.
2.2.3.3 Potential Planned EVA
Potential planned EVA can be defined as candidate EV operations that could
be performed if the man--machine interfaces were designed for on-orbit
servicing/operation. The deployment and retraction of ATL booms and
antennas can be performed by EV crewmen using a simple, geared hand crank
or ratchet mechanism. Significant cost savings appear feasible from
initial ATL design through orbital operation. The replacement of auto-
mated deployment mechanisms and their associated backup, status and safety
subsystems with manually actuated hardware should be a prime consideration
in ATL payload planning and design. Table 2.2.2 lists ATL potential planned
EVA tasks based on the utilization of EVA and baseline EV support equipment
to replace automated hardware deployment systems.
2.2.3.4 Task Definition
Analysis of the ATL mission 11 payload resulted in the identification of
representative tasks within the capabilities of the EVA crewman and support
system technology. The tasks listed in Table 2.2.2 are typical of the twelve'
classifications described. in Table 2.1 .1 and require specific and sub-tasks
for completion. The tasks are intended to illustrate a significant range of
EVA capabilities available to the payload community and not a critical design
review of the payload or associated support systems. EVA task outlines are
developed in the following subsections to define major task requirements,
.sub-task classifications, and ancillary information. Typical EVA tasks are
selected to develop representative EVA mission scenarios. Preliminary pro-
cedures and timelines are developed in Sections 2.2.5 and 2.2.6 of this
report.
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2.2.4 ATL EVA Mission Scenarios
The ATL development program identified candidate experiments for Shuttle
flight early in the program definition phase. However, the selection of
experiments, structural configuration, and experiment orientation/location
F
	 in the payload bay have not been firmly established for the candidate
flights. Only conceptual experiment configurations (preliminary) are
currently available. No planned EVA operations are presently being
specified.
Two hypothetical EVA missions were defined from the ATL (Mission 11) tasks
identified in Table 2.2.2. Several separate tasks were combined into a
typical payload EVA. servicing mission based on the. representative ATL tasks.
ATL EVA mission scenario number l assumes a malfunction of the launch lock
on one of the four interferometer boom canisters, thus damaginq the boom
canister linkage and boom deployment mechanism during attempted boom
extension. In order to conduct the experiment, an EVA is necessary to
release the launch lock, remove the damaged canister linkage, deploy the
boom canister and assist extension of the receiving antenna boom. The major
tasks involved and task performance rationale are contained in Table 2.2.3.
The second ATL mission scenario is predicated on the payload being designed
to employ manual devices for actuating deployable subsystems. The ATL
mission 11, as currently planned, contains the following pallet mounted
experiments which incorporate extendible mechanisms:
a Microwave Interferometer Navigation and Tracking Aid
e Imaging Radar
Search and Rescue Aids
a Environmental Effects on Non e-Metallic Materials.
The major extravehicular.activities would involve releasing launch lack
mechanisms and manually deploying various extendible structures at experiment
initiation and configuring the experiment hardware for reentry/landing at
experiment completion. Other EV activities associated with the UV Meteor
2.	 ,t
TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW ..RATIONALE{REMARKS
INTERFEROMETER BOOM Perform a two-,man "unscheduled" EVA .to Structural damage during
RELEASE AND DEPLOYMENT restore experiment to operational status
and avoid_.necessity to relaunch experiment
launch, debris jam, malfunc-
tion in actuation mechanism,
etc.
egress airlock and Crew translation using handrail:: over Requires crew mobility aids
translate to worksite Spacelab module to worksite
•	 Inspect and diagnose Determine cause of.malfunction, repair Crew tether point required
requirements, tools and ancillary support for stabilization; access to
equipment work area
•	 Translate to tool/spareE Retrieve support equipment and tools Requires portable worksta-
stowage tion, pry bar, hand tools
•	 Transfer repair gear to hand carry repair equipment to worksite Equipment tethered to trans-
worksite lating crewman
r	 Deploy workstation and Attach/deploy equipment and ingress Requires portable worksta-.
equipment portable Workstation Lion interface or "universal`
attachment fixtures
Remove launch lock/link Perform required repair/refurbishment Use two EV crewmen as
age. operations required
P
	
Deploy boom canister Relocate EVA workstation and manually Requires mobility aids and
position interferometer boom canister portable workstation attach-
ment. provision s
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TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW! RATIONALE/REMARKS
v	 Boom deployment/ Monitor interferometer boom canister door Assumes interferometer boom
monitor release and assist deployment if required deployment subsystem is
operational
o	 Repair/replace launch Repair linkage/launch lock at payload bay Confirm microwave interfero-
lock/linkage stowage/repair station meter experiment operational
before proceeding with
repairs
v	 Replace launch lock Refurbish boom canister deployment system Use two EVA crewmen
and linkage to operational status
9	 Remove portable work— Remove all supporting equipment at Reverse of installation
station and support worksite operations
equipment
s	 Stow EVA support Return and stow all EVA support items Requires two trips for one
equipment EV crewman
a	 Translate to and TASK COMPLETE
ingress airlock
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Spectroscopy, Autonomous Navigation, and Lidar Measurements experiments
would include contamination container venting, contamination cover removal,
launch lock disengagement, and visual inspection. The primary tasks are
listed and task performance rationale provided in Table 2.2.4.
2,2.5 ATL EVA Task Completion Plans Mission Scenario No, 1
The EVA task completion plans (Task 4 of the contract) provides a pre-
liminary set of procedures and timelines to demonstrate that the selected
EVA payload tasks can be accomplished by application of the Shuttle EVA
system, The task completion plans delineate major elements of the EVA
mission and the extravehicular mission support requirements including number
of crewmen, EVA mission time, translation aids and location, restraints and
tools.
Preliminary timelines and procedures developed for the ATL mission scenario
no. 1 (i.e., unscheduled EVA to release/deploy the Interferometer Navigation
and Tracking Aid booms) are provided in Table 2.2.5. Assumptions associated
with the mission scenario include the following:
a Sufficient mobility aids (handholds, handrails) are provided
by the payload and/or Shuttle Orbiter to access the Spacelab
pallet from the airlock.
Realizing the possible requirement for an unscheduled EVA, crew
mobility aids are provided by the payload for access to each
pallet mounted ATL experiment.
a Since design details are not available for many of the ATL
pallet mounted subsystems, conceptual designs were developed by
the contractor to implement procedures development.
* Two qualified crewmembers are available for conducting EVA. A
third crewmember is available to perform minimal Payload Station
(PS) EV supporting functions.
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TABLE 2.2.4: ATL EVA Tasks---Mission Scenario No. 2
TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
DEPLOY ATL	 MISSION li Experiment subsystems must be designed for Economically justified in
LET MOUNTED EXPERIMENT on-orbit manual operation to conduct EVA
mission.	 All experiment operations
experiment/payload develop-
ment and launch programsSUBSYSTEMS
requiring deployment are performed by EVA.
1. INTERF=EROMETER BOOM
DEPLOY
a	 Egress airlock; trans-, Crew translation/tool transport across/ Requires crew mobility aids
late to equipment around Spacelab module to worksites
stowage
e	 Ingress foot restraint Retrieve tools and task support hardware Support hardware is part of
and unstow support (Foot restraints are permanently mounted payload launched equipment
hardware at stowage area.)
*	 Translate to worksite Stow/restrain/position support hardware, Portable EV workstation is
and ingress EVA work- unfold and ingress workstation launched at first worksite
station 0 only)
a	 Deploy boom canisters Unlock launch latches and pivot canister 4 booms with I latch each;
to locked position (4 boom canisters) requires mobility aids/hand--
holds
a	 Deploy booms Unlatch antenna stowage locks (1 per boom);Booms deployed from work-
attach ratchet handle; deploy 4 booms station
simultaneously
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TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
a	 Monitor during check- One EV crewman standby for interferometer
out checkout, other crewman transfer to next
worksite
a	 Retrieve workstation Disengage EV workstation, unstota tools and
and equipment; tfans--
fer to next worksite
translate to Imaging Radar--Search and
Rescue Aids experiment
2. IMAGING RADAR AND SEARCH
AND RESCUE ANTENNA
DEPLOY
e	 Attach, deploy and Setup worksite for antenna positioning EV operations require two
ingress portable EV and deployment; (first EV crewman has crew workstations, one is
workstation prewi(.nsly ingressed second EV workstation) launched in place at experi-
ment
a	 Position antenna Unlock and pivot antenna from stowed into Requires a crewman at stand-
deploy position (2 crewmen) offs near each end of
antenna
•	 Deploy antenna Use ,hack screw type telescoping unit to Tool interface on experiment
deploy antenna above doors into operating hardware; ratchet type
position actuation mechanism
•	 Monitor during check- First EV crewman standby for experiment NOTE:	 From this point EV
out checkout, second crewman transfer to crewmen perform separate
Environmental Effects experiment with tasks simultaneously
portable workstation and required tools
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TABLE 2.24.4; ATL EVA Tasks —Mission Scenario No. 2 (continued)
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TABLE 2.2.4: ATL EVA Tasks—Mission Scenario'No. 2 (continued)
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TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
a	 Retrieve workstations First crewman translate to area of three
and equipment; trans- remaining pallet experiments
fer to next worksite
3. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
BOOM DEPLOY
a	 Attach, deploy and Setup worksite for boom deployment and First EV crewman performs
ingress portable experiment cover activation (covers are no worksite operations (cover
workstation removed until experiment is fully deployed deployment only requires
to avoid "near vehicle" contamination) switch actuation)
a	 Deploy boom Use ratchet gear drive mechanism to deploy Ratchet handle identical for
boom all deployment operations
(2 required)
a	 Deploy cover Actuate switch to deploy experiment covers;
confirm cover open status
a	 Return to equipment Replace tools and support equipment to leave EV workstation for
stowage area stowage and secure second EVA to configure
experiment for reentry
4. UV METER SPECTROSCOPY
9	 Attach, deploy and Prepare worksite to vent contamination Second EV crewman performs
ingress portable container; remove and stow contamination these experiment tasks
workstation cover
a	 Vent contamination Actuate vent device Simple mechanical device on
containers both experiments
L
TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
9	 Remove and stow Release cover retainers and stow unit One-man operations
covers
5. AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION
a	 Repeat steps in item Perform operations similar to UV Meter One-man operations
4 above Spectroscopy
6. LIDAR MEASUREMENT OF
CIRRUS CLOUDS
a	 Repeat steps in item Perform operations similar to UV Meter One-man operations
4 above Spectroscopy
s	 Return to equipment Replace tools and support equipment to Leave EV workstation for
stowage area stowage and secure second EVA to configure
experiment for reentry
a	 Transfer to and MISSION COMPLETE
ingress airlock
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TABLE 2.2.4: ATL EVA Tasks--Mission Scenario No. 2 (continued)
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TASK ANALYSIS:
	 TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVIIY TITLE:
	 Interferometer Boom Release and Deploymerit
	
Sheet	 1	 of	 b
TIME Min. SEQ. FUNCTION AND CREW TASK SYSTgI/PATL00 SPECIAL REQIff 5„
CUM. ITASK I	 EYA CM -, EYA Cli2 OT ut SUPPORT I1fTERFACES REMAKES, MOTES
1.0	 Prepare for unscheduled two-man EYA to service/deploy malfunctioned
Interferometer boon
1.1 Egress airlock and translate Egress airlock End translate Payload Station;	 pay-4.5 4.5 Exterior of airlock, *Requires approx.	 12 w.
to worksite; stabilize at to worksite; stabilize load bay lighting as transfer tunnel. ( 40 ft.) of EVA handrail
worksite required Spacelab module and --payload chargeable
pallet
1 1 .5 12.0 1.2 Inspect equipment and Inspect equipment and Pallet and interfere- *Requires 3 portable EYA
diagnose problem diaggnose problem; determine meter boom mount handholds (assume hand-
equipment/tool requirement% rails for boom access are
installed prior to launch
as a blckup measure)
18.0 1.5 1.3 Formulate repair ap proach Translate to tool/support Orbiter handrails and Foot restraints	 (1	 set)
equipment stowage locker; stc-age locker provided at stowage locker
ingress foot restraints
20.5 2.5 1.4 Same as above Retrieve portable EY work- EMU tether *Requires 1 portable EYA
station and 3 portable workstation and 3 portable
handholds; tether equipment nandholds at worksite
to EMU and return to worksite
23.5 3.0 1.5 Deploy EYA workstation. Return to stowage area; Spacelab pallet "Requires	 tool	 sets;
handholds;	 ingress work- retrieve socket set	 (with a	 3/8` drive socket set
station ratchet),	 pry bar, combina- a	 cmabination open/box
tion wrench set,	 3 equip- end wrench set
ment tethers, magnetic parts a	 magnetic parts retainer
retainer and carry-all a	 24' pry bar
container a	 carry-all container
• EYA itrsas /equipment required to complete ATL Mission Scenario ho.
	 1;	 to be provided b y payload.
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TABLE 2.2.5: ATL Task Compeltion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. 1
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TABLE 2.2.5: ATL Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. 1 (continued)
TASK ANALYSIS:	 TIJV LINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:
	
Interfero" ter Baas Release and	 to	 ent
	
Sleet	 of	 6
TIME	 Min.
SEL.
FUNCTION AID MEW TASK
SYSTEK/PAYLOAD
WERFACES
SPECIAL REgW S.,
R&ARKS, MOTESCLM. TASK LVA CMI EVA CK2 OTHER SUPPORT
24.0 0.5 1.6 Same a; above Translate to worksita and
stowJrtstraim tools
Spacalab pallet CK2 stabilizes using hand-
holds and handrails
24.0 24.0
2.0	 Boom launch Tuck and beam storage canister linkage removal/replacement
2.1 Roeove upper and 1~
bolts frtm dae`eged linkage
Assist CHI:
	 capture bolts
with rag,ntic retainar tad
stow
3.5 3.4 Payload experismrp t
equIpoent
Er crown required to
remove bolts from captive
lock nuts (SEE FIB.
	 2.2-13)
4.0 0.5 2.2 Rive linkage Assist Ctil:
	
Caddy tools, Same as above SAFETY !NOTE:	 Assure no
tether and secure linkage s	 r	 in linkage
to structure mechanism
A - 5
l
0.5 2.3 Remove electrical
connector from boas canister
launch lock
Assist CXI :
	 NOTE MISALIGh-
MENT OE LAUMCFi^LI	 DITI9l:
Electrical connector
housing
Wit typo electrical
lomwtor (NOTE MISALI&N-
TO UTWX WEE
9.0 4.5 2.4 Remove four bolts from
launch lock
Assist CMI:
	 caddy tools,
capture bolts an magnetic
Interferometer bone
Mount
Lock m is are captive
recd ner
9.3 0.3 2-5 Remove canister Lunch Assist CMI:
	 tether launch Lavxh lock mechanism
lock lack
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TASK ANALYSIS:	 TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:	 Interferoweter Booms Release and 	 loyment	 Sheet	 3	 of	 6
TIME Min.
SEQ.
FUNCTION AND CREW TASK SYSTEM/PAYLOAD
IN7ERFACES
SPECIAL REMTS. ,
ROWKS, NOTESCU M. TASK EVA CM1 EVA Cli2 OTHER SUPPORT
10.8 1.5 2.6 Inspect passive launch lock Inspect launch lock
Interface on canister
11.3 0.5 2.7 Deploy boom canister to Deploy bas canister Interfaa=etsr Loom !^uma.al operation
operational position
143 3.0 2.8 Monitor interferometer haws Monitor boon deployment: Payload Station:	 deploy 800ro d*p1ormt requires
deployment (first 3.0 assist as required interferometer boom 25	 nin.boams deploy
minutes) 3Lauittnmously)
17.3 3.0 2.9 Inspect canister launch Monitor bosom deployment No visible launch lack
lock for damage damage or debris
22.3 5.0 2.10 Replace launch lock (secure Assist CMl sacra with two bolts
with two bolts only-- for tasting
diagonal corners)
22.8 0.5 2.11 Rzpiace electrical connector Monitor boom deployment
Z5.8 3.0 2.12 Monitor launch lock opera- Aunitor launch lock opera- Payload Station:	 actu- Launch lock operational
tion Lion ate launch lock switch
--cycle 6 times FAILUIVE MT1010ALE.
Launch loads on boomI
canister skewed boom
lock preventing
re  ease.
28.E 3.0 .13 Replace remaining launch Assist CMl Align by referencing
lock bolts, align and secure other 3 launch locks
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TABLE 2.2.5: ATL Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. 1 (continued)
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TASK ANALYSIS:	 TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE-.
	 Interferancter 0ooM Releaseand Oeplcywnt
	
Sheet	 4	 of	 6
T1ME Min.
$EQ
_— T_
FUNCTION AM GREW TASK
-._
q,--
S nYSTEMS/PAYL6;G
IHTEAFACES
SPECIAL PEWS..
REM	 XS, NOTESCUM. TASK EYA CHI EYA 042 JTi;ER SUPPORT
30.8 2.0 2.14 Mrnitor launch lozk opera- Continue doom deploywent Payload Station:	 actu- Final launch lock checkout
tiar.--confi-V monieariny ate launch locks--cycle
2 sizes
32.3 1.5 2.15 Translate to tool/support Same as above
equipw nt stoma P locker
t
34.8 2.5 2.16 Retrieve spare boem canister Prepare for canister linkage Limited spans available
linkage and t-anslote to rod	 installation for critical Item replace-
rorksite went
35.8 1.0 Z.17 ingress workstation and
prepare for canister linkage
rod installation
Confir,n	 ,fe r_mPter boffin
deployment
Return interfermeter
subsystem to operational
status
41.3 S.S 2.19 Install	 spare canister Assist C341 Interferuwter boom
41.3
1 k nkage mount
65.3
3.0	 Inspect pallet mcw#oted experiment equipment for damage and monitor
experiment deployment
3.1 Translate to and inspect Saw as CM110.0 10.0 Imaging Radar and
Imaging Radar and Search Search and Rescue Aids
grad Rescue Aids pallet equipment
mounted equipment
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TABLE 2.2.5: ATL Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. l (continued)
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TASK ANALYSIS;
	 TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:	 Interfervewter bow Release  and D"IgLment
	
Sheet	 5	 of	 6
TIME	 Mil—I
SEQ.
FUNCTION AND CREW TASK SYSTDVPAYLOAO
INTERFACES
SOECIAL REp91S.,
RDWXS, NOTES	 iCUM.	 ITASK EVA Ciil EVA CK2 OTHER SUPPORT
25.0 15 . 0 3.2 Monitor antenna positioning Sane as CHI:	 confirm antenna Payload Station:	 deploy
and deployment deployed antenna to operational
position
37.0 17 . 0 3.3 Inspect for ddwge: Assist CHI:	 confire no Experiment stk-uctural Experiments located in
e VV Meteor Spectroscopy damage exterior same general area an
a Autonomous Navigation pallet
e Lidar Measurements
39.0 2.0 3.4 Translate to Environmental Translate to Environmental Spaceiab pallet and
Effects experiment and Effects experiment end Orbiter handrails
stabilize stabilize
42.0 3.0 3.5 Inspect for damage Same as CM1: confirm no Experiment exsermal
damage structure
47.0 5 . 0 3.6 Monitor sample boom deploy- Confirm doom and cover Payload Station:	 deploy Samples are contamination-
ment end cover container actuation antenna boom and sample sensitive
cover
49.0 2.0 3.7 Translate to initial EVA Translate to initial EVA Intmrferometer worksite
worksite worksite—
114.3 49.0
4.0	 Prepare for and terminate EVA mission
4.1 Ingress EV workstation and Place tools and support3.0 3.0 Recover tools for .towage
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TASK ANALYSIS:	 TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:
	
Interferometer Boom Release and Deployment	 Sheet	 6	 of	 b
TIME Min.
SEQ.
F1Ji1CTI0R AM CREW TASK SYSTEM/PAYLOkO
IKTERFACfS
SPECIAL REQMTS.,
REriARKS, NOTESCUM. TASK EYA CHI EVA CM2 OTHER SUPPORT
retrieve tools and support equipment in carry-all pouch
44
I in locker
equipment
5.0 2.0 4.2 Egress workstation and Translate to tool/support I Stow and secure tools/
detach workstation from equipment stowage locker; equipment for reentry
pallet ingress	 foot restraints;
stow equipment
7.0 2.0 4.3 Translate to storage locker Egress foot restraints
f
and ingress foot restraints and standby
B.5 1.5 4.4 Stow portable workstation Assist Ciil:	 confirm locker
and secure locker secure
li
I	
!
12.0 3.5 4.5 Translate to airlock and Translate to airlock and Pallet, 5pacelab module EVA OPERATIONS COMPLETE
ingress ingress transfer tunnel And
airlock exterior
26.3 12.0
OTAL
EVA
IME TOTAL EVA TIME:	 2 hrs.,	 6 min.
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TABLE 2.2.5: ATL Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. 1 (continued)
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a Limited ATL spare components are provided for pallet mounted
equipment. The spares are stowed in a locker attached to the
pallet structure.
a Foot restraints (1 pa-1.) and mobility aids are provided at the
spares stowage locker.
•. Sufficient pallet lighting is provided by the Orbiter and
payload to perform EV tas.ks.
Mobility aid placement for accessing the ATL pallet from the external
airlock is depicted in Figure 2.2--11. Provisions for the EVA crewman to
translate from the airlock hatch, up the Spacelab end cone, over the
module, down the aft cone, and along the pallet are incorporated in the
Spacelab design. The pallet is sufficiently flexible to allow installation
of handrails (and foot restraints) as required for each mission (Ref. 2.2.5).
The quantity of handrail in excess of that provided as baseline equipment
by the Shuttle Orbiter and Spacelab is estimated . to
 be 12 m. (40 ft.). The.
handrail would be installed prior to launch (previous assumption) as a
backup capability to ensure payload mission success, Figure 2.2--12.
The ATL mission scenario no. 1 is predicated on the removal of launch lock
and mechanical linkage mechanisms to restore the experiment to operational
status. Detail design of the ATL hardware items was not available during
this study--for many items, conceptual designs were also not available.
However, hardware concepts were developed. by this study to depict representa-
tive types of EV operations and crewman interfaces that may be encountered.
ATL launch lock and linkage concepts are provided in Figure 2.2-13 in order
to illustrate the level of EV tasks and clarify the payload operational
requirements. The hardware concepts are not intended to influence final
component design.
EVA support equipment in addition to the present Shuttle accommodations
will be required to accomplish the unscheduled payload repair functions.
Th dd'e A	 on al support items constsi; of smaller hand tools and restraint
I
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FIGURE 2.2-11: EVA Mobility Aids Provided by Spacelab (Concept)
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articles listed below:
• Portable EVA workstation with restraint fittings-•-1 required
s Portable EVA handholds---3 required
e Equipment/crew tethers--3 required
® Pry bar, 24 in.--- 1 required
® EVA handrail -- approximately 12 m. (40 ft.)
s Wrench set, mechanics 5-piece combination open and box end---1 required
e Magnetic parts retainer---1 required
s Small items carry-all container--1 required.
The additional support items required to perform each EVA mission scenario
developed by the study are provided in Section 3.0, Tables 3.3.2 through
3.3.10 of this report.
2.2.5 ATL EVA Task Completion Plans--Mission Scenario No. 2
The Advanced Technology Laboratory EVA mission scenario no. 2 is based on
the replacement of automated experiment deployment systems with simple
man-machine interfaces/mechanisms for manual operation. Each experiment
would initially be designed (or modified) for on-orbit EVA servicing using
either manual or power assisted hand tools. The experiments would provide
"standard" tool interfac:.s to minimize special tool requirements and
quantity. The hypothetical EVA mission deploys and retracts the extendible
members at experiment initiation and termination, respectively, for the
following experiments:
s Microwave Interferometer Navigation and Tracking Aid
• Imaging Radar and Search and Rescue Aids
a Environmental Effects on Non-Metallic Materials.
The Environmental Effects on Non-Metallic Materials experiment incorporates i
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a motor driven sample exposure module in addition to a 15.2 m. (50 ft.)
extendible boom. To avoid sample contamination, the sample exposure module
will remain automated and (ie actuated from the crew cabin only with the
boom in the fully deployed position.
Additional EV functions supporting the manually deployed ATL experiments
concept include contamination container venting, cover removal, and launch
lock release for the following experiments on ATL Mission I1:
r UV Meteor Spectroscopy
s Autonomous Navigation
r Lidar Measurements.
The above experiments would require only the replacement of automatic
latching/locking and venting mechanisms with manually actuated units.
The primary EVA tasks for ATL mission scenario no. 2 are outlined in
Table 2.2.4 including EVA task performance rationale. The EVA task
completion plans, shown in Table 2.2.6, provide a preliminary set of
timelines and procedures to initially configure the experiments for orbital
operation and for termination prior to reentry. The task completion plans
delineate major EVA functions and hardware required to perform the mission
including EVA task time, operational mode, translation aids and locations,
restraints and tools. Assumptions and guidelines associated with the mission
scenario include the -Following:
# The ATL experiment hardware is specifically designed for on-orbit
EVA operation.
a Although "hand-held" power tools for boom/antenna deployment may be
applicable, only manually actuated devices are used to demonstrate
fundamental EVA capabilities.
a Crew translation aids are provided at all required locations by the
payload for EVA functions.
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TASK ANALYSIS:
	 TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE: Deploy AIL {Missi(>n 11) Pallet Mountsd Expertwent Subsystems 	 MODE:	 Unaided EVA	 Sheet __L_ of	 J.Q-
TIME	 Mi..)j SEQ. FUNCTION Aim CREW TASK SYSTEM/PAYLOAD
INTERFACES
SPECIAL REQMTS.,
ROWKS, NOTEScum. TASK EVA I Eva W.	 OTHER SUPPORT
1.0	 Initiate EVA to configure ATL for orbital operations	
9
1.1 Egress airlock and trans- Egress airlock and translate Payload Station:4.5 4.5 Hardr&ils and equip- Interferometer base
late to equipment storage to interferometer base obser.e EVA functions went stowage locker structure mounted directl y
structure if required to pallet
7.5 3.0 1.2 Irrgress stowage locker foot Inspect interferometer for Interferometer boom Inspect for launch damage
restraints and retrieve deployment readiness structure
boon deployment tools
10.0 2.5 1.3 Tether tools to EMl and Same as above
translate to interferiw-tar
boas stnrcture
10.0 10.0
2.0 Unlock and deploy interfe-w4ter booms
5.5 5.5 ?,1 Ingress interfer-ometer Unlock launch lock on each Handrails and laessch Harndrails are prodded
boom deployment workstation boom canister (4 late es) locks to access each launch
and engage hand tool lock.	 Portable LVA foot
restraints are provided
at first EV worksite only
and are transferred as
required.
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TABLE 2.2.6: AT! Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. 2
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TASK ANALYSIS:
	 TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY tiTLE:
	 l	 ATL	 Mission 11	 Pallet Mounted Ex	 riment Suss stets	 Sheet	 2	 of	 10
21Kf %in .
SEQ.
FUMCTIUN AND GREY TASK SYSTEM/PAYLOAD SPECIAL REQKTS.,
U1M. TASK EYA C111 EYA CM2 OTHER 5l1PP01i1 IMTERFALES REtiAflKS, MUTES
12.0 6.5 2.2 Deploy boom stowage canis-
!
I Loawiete launch lock release Payload Station:	 Boni- Interfe.	 ter boos Boom storage canisters
tarsto antenna extension prior to deployin4 boor for deployment are deployed approx. 80°
position Canisters; stabiiiU clear from the stowed position
of borne canisters and prior to antesra deploy-
monitor deployment ment.	 !land tools and
canister deployment drive
train allow botn rotary
and push-pull	 (ratcnet)
motions.
14.5 2.5 2.3 Complete boom canister Translate to boom canisters
deployment. A i ser+ga" and (4) I nd colt rs complete
tether NAnd tool deployment
16.0 1.5 2 . 4 Engage boom canister, &fee as above Payload Station: Lock pin and deployment Lock pin secures canister
position lock pin in acknowiedgf Doom cmis- linkage in extended position
deployment drive links" ters deployed
16.0 2.0 t.5 Remove launch pin and Trans ?ate to observatton Boors extension The boxy stowage canister
engage hand tool to point a•d monitor Doom drive mechanism and interferometer 000m
Interferometer Donal deployment; tether to deployment eechanisms are
extension drive train structure accessible from one work-
me.chanism site
30.0 12.0 2.6 initiate boom extension Monitor boom deployment All booms deploy simultane
and deploy approx. 13.2 m. ously; use combination of
,50 ft.) of bona, rotary ar.4 push-pull motiol
(see Figure 2.2-14)
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TABLE 2.2.6: ATL Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. 2 (continued)
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TASK ANALYSIS:	 TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:	 Deploy ATL (Mission )1) Pallet Mounted Ex p ertaknt Subsystems	 Sheet	 3 	 of	 10
TIME	 Min.
SEQ.
AMFUNCTION 	 CREW TASK SYSTEM/PAYLOAD
INTERFACES
SPECIAL RE W. S.,
REiiARKS, MOTESCUM. TASK EYA CK1	 EYA (]+12 OTHER SUPPORT
32.5 2.5 2.7 Exchange posittons with CX2 Exchange positions vith CMI "xchange tasks to avoid
and tether to structure and ingress worksite crew fatigua
51,0 15.5 2.5 Complete boom extension-- Res?; monitor boon deploy- Payload Station:	 ickna+-
deploy remaining 22.8 w. ment ledge booms fully
(75 ft.); remove and tether deployed
hand tool	 to Elal
53.0 2,4 2.9 Engage launch lock pin and Corftrw o	 mr fully deployed; umch lock pin secures
e•, risi workstation translate to equipment Lom drive mechanism in
stowage extended position
57.5 4.5 .10 Ream a workstation and Retrieve portable foot Imaging raMr/search
tran;late to aft imaging restraints, additional	 hand nd rescue experiment
radar (IR) antenna support tool and translate to for- structure
structure Iward imaging radar support
structure
67.S 57.5
3.0	 Position and deploy side looking radar (SLR) antenna (Imaging Radar and
Search and Rescue A':dexper^iment)
1.5
t
1.5 IR antamm structure One vortsite at base of
each 1_R antenna support
3,1
	
Attach and deploy portable 	 Attach foot restraints at
EYA workstation it aft	 forward IR antenna support
1 imaging radar	 (IR) antenna	 worksite structure (see Figure
support 2.2-15)
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TABLE 2.2.6: ATL Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. 2 (continued)
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TASK ANALYSIS:
	 TIMELINES AND PRCCOURES
ACTIVITY TITLE: Deploy ATL	 Mission 11	 Pallet Mounted Ex periment Subs st	 Sheet	 4	 of	
l0
TIME	 Min.1
SEC.
FUNCTIO64 AMD CREW TASK SYSTEM/ PAYLOAD SPECIAL i'EQMTS.,
NOTESC'JM. TASK ErA CM1 EV A CM2 OTHER SUPPORT INTERFACES REMARKS,
4.5 3.0 3 . 2 Imress eorkstation and Ingress foot restraints and Confirm antenna status
Inspect nnt?!nna for deploy- inspect antanru for deploy-
Na-fit status sent status
5,5 1.0 3.3 Release antanan aft tilting Release antenna forvard Secures antenna in sLowee
launch lock tilting leund) lock position during launch and
r*"try
11.0 6.5 3.4 iacere+ally tilt SLA :ntr Maaualir tilt SLR antcrroaa P	 heed Statlra:	 "ice 51@ arttawaa aal nand- Ufa handholds provided on
relay tilt posltim on halls SLR antenna near each evd1
scale confirm position oy ^M-sary
ing scale 00 each ern of
antenna.
13.0 1.0 3 . 5 Roleese arttervw aft Release antarm forward Lawtcb lock Secur _ x It deplgyer.,t
Aixlor_^*nt launch lock dploymeot launch lock structure during bunch
and reentry
14.0 1.0 3.E Att9d1 Marl t001 to Attach hind tool to amtemri Asteran deployment pear
! &Wtemm aft dep loyment forward moloyeent gear mechanism
i 9w eachanism mechanism
I
16.0 12.0 3.7 Deploy SLR antema; Deploy SLR arterna; Use crelmew6w taikback
cGoHirate with Ch42 coordirata deployment v1th by observi*g linear scale
Chit on each "telescoping"
support during deployment
1.0 3.0 Corrfirs full extension; Confirm fell estensiom;18.01
I  and tether 4PW tool raaaove and tether hand
to ENJ too i to rEKJ
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TABLE 2.2.6: ATL Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. 2 (continued)
TABLE 2.2.6: ATL Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. 2 (continued)
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TASK ANALYSIS: 	 TIMILINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:	 Deploy ATL (Mission 11, 	 Mounted Experiment Subsystems	 Sheet	 5	 of	 10
TIME	 Min.
SEQ.
FUMCTION Ahl CREW TASK SYSTEM/PAYLOAD
INTERFACES
SPECIAL RU fTS.,
REMARKS, NOTESCUM. TASK EYA CM1 EVA CM2 OTHER SUPPORT
29.5 1,5 3.9 Unstow and insert antenna Unstow and Insert antenna Antenna deployment year
retention pin (aft deploy- retention pin (forward mechanism
nt mechanism) xcnanism)
33.0 3.5 3.10 Egress and detach EVA work- Egress, detach and tether Payload Station:	 con--
station; tether workstation foot restraints to EMU firm SLR in operational
to EM status
35,5 3.5 3.11 Translate to envirorarental Translate to equipment stovege Handrails
effects exparlxnt with snd stow hand tool
EYA workstation and hand
tcol
104.0 36.5
n
t
4.0	 Deploy Environmental Effects Experiment (EEE) tai TASKS 5.0 AND 6,0 ARE PERFWCD ST M
As Cxl IS ?WGWiW. TASK 4.0.
i
3,0 3.0 4,1 Attach and deploy EYA See Tasks 5.0 and 6.0 Pallet structure aced
workstation at EEE work- harA-iolds
site
7.5 4.5 4,2 Ingress xorkstation and Payload Station: LEE structure Confirm operational status
Inspect LEE for deployment acknowledge dey[ayoc"m to Payload Station
status status
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TASK ANALYSIS:
	 TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACT IVITI TITLE:	 Deploy ATL
	
Mission 11	 Pallet Mounted ExELerimwt SuW
	 taus	 Sheet	 6	 of	 10
TIME Min.
SEC.
FUNCTION AX CREW TASK SYSTEMIPATLOAD SPECIAL REQMTS.,
CLW. ITA5K EVA CM1 EVA C92 0THER SLIPP °QItT INTElU'ACES REi't6Rk5. NOTES
E.5 1.0 4 .3 Attach hand tool to Dona See Tasks 5.0 and 6.0 Looted on aft end of boom
gear drive mechanism housing
9.5 1,0 4.4 Release bocai launch lock
Z7.5 18 . 0 4.5 Deploy EEE hone (rest as Pa load Station: Both rotary and push-pull
required) acknowledge boom deploy arm motions used to
sent and monitor deploy boom
29.5 !.0 4.6 Remove hand tool and tether
to EEE structure
31.0 1.5 4 .7 Ulu tom and insert boom Secures boas to extended
retention pin position
1 36.0 5 .0 4.8 Monitor sample corer Payload Station: Covers are removed only in
l activation and container actirats expertment the boom deployed position
rotation Wyws aryl rotate to avoid near - Orbiter
1 sample containers for contamination
I checkout
38.5 2.5 4.9 Egress and remove EVA
rorkstatio4, ; retrieve band
tool
43.0 4.5 4.10 Translate to equipment Set Tasks 5.0 and 6.0
stowage, ingress foot
restraints and stow
equipment
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TABLE 2.2.6: ATL Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. 2 (continued)
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TASK ANALYSIS:
	 TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ALT IV ITV TITLE:
	 Deploy ATL
	 (Mission 11)	 Pallet Meunted Ex p riment Subs st-sns 	 Sheet	 7	 of	 10
TIME	 Kin. SEQ. FUNCTION AND CREW TASK SYSTEMIPAYL0A0
TNTERFACES
SPECIAL REQMYTS..
REMARKS. NOTESCU*1, TASK EVA CM EVA CM2 OTHER SUP
44.5 1.5 4,11 Translate to task 7.0 work- Task 7	 1s Ltdar Measure-
site I sent experiment
148, 1 N.
5.0	 Remove and stow UY Meter Spectroscopy contamination cover and vent experiment NOTE:	 TASK 5.0 I5 P€RF0RMM SIK1TAMEOUSLY
container WIN TASK 4.0.
i
3.0 5,1 5 E TAB	 5K 4,Q
asss wand 6.0 are
performed simultaneously
with	 task 4.0)
Translate (.rtth EY foot
restraint.:) from equipment
I stulage to UY spectroscopy
experiment
Refer to task sequence
rve,	 3.11
1.5 5,2 Attach foot restraints at UY UV specs-rw coyy fi d-
spectroscopy xorksite ire
4,5 5_1 restraints and
Inspect experiment
Confirm experiment
external status
4.5 5.4 Vent coetamination container Payload Station: Precautionary measure only
Confirm contamination
container totally
depressurized
2.5 5.5 teach corer tether and ( UY spectrascvpy
elease cootmination coyer
retaining latches
cortamim tion cwre- :
latches
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TABLE 2.2.5: ATL Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. 2 (continued)
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TASK ANALYSIS:
	 TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
Sheet	 8	 of	 10ACTIVITY TITLE:
	 M	 n	 -
TIME Min.
SEQ.
FUNCTION ACID CREW TASK SYSTEM/PAYLOAD
IMTERFACES
SPECIAL REQNTS.,
REMARKS, NOTES(1;. TASK EYA CM1 EYA CM2 OTHER SUPPORT
2.5 5,6 See Task 4,0 Stow contamination CDYer in
receptacle and lock
2.5 5,1 Inspect experiment for visual
damage
1.0 5.8 Monitor during *-,xWtment Payload Station:	 con-
activation firm experiment
operatio na l
1.0 5,9 Rawov. EY foot restraints
and tranr.late to Awtor=ms
navigation exper h ant
23.0
6.0	 Rdove and stow lutora®mous Navigation contamination cover and raleasa launch il<JTE:	 TASK 6.0 IS PERFORMED SMiLTAlVE:OUSLY
locks WITH TASK 4.0.
1.5 6.1 Sea Task 4,0 Attach foot restraints at Refer to task sequence
Autoraos-ous Kavigatiom (AM)
lworksita
no.	 3.11
4,5 6.2 Ingress foot restraints end
inspect elperiwent
2.5 6.3 Depress vent valve on Patylwd Station: Autaanamut Navigation h-ecartiomry w^msur* only
contamination cover--bleed confirm csnntasintlen sxperimeat structure
dam if residual pressure container totally
,:epressurized
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TABLE 2.2.6: ATL Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. 2 (continued)
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TASK ANALYSIS:
	 TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE: Deploy ATL	 (Mission 11)	 Pallet Mounted Experiment Subsystans	 Sheet	 9	 of	 10
TIME Mtn.
SEQ.
FUNCTION AJO CREW TASK SYST04/ PAYLOkD
INTERFACES
SPECIAL REQMTS.,
REMARKS, MOTESCl1M. TASK EYA CM1 fYA UtZ OTHER SUPPORT
2.S 6.4 Task 4.0 Attoch corer tether and Contamination corer and
release contamination cover latches
r«taining latches
2.5 6.5 Stow Contamination cover in
receptacle and lock
2.S 6.5 Inspect experiment for visualI
damage
1.5 1.7 I Rxlease AN launch locks Launch locks Secure AM experiment hard-
ware during launch and!
reentry
2.5 6.° Monitor dmrinq eaprriment Peyload Station: 	 con-i
activation firm experiment
operational p
1.5 6.9 Rewovm EV foot restraints I
and tra p% L to to Lidar
Measurement axperimemt
148.5 21.5
I
7,0	 R.aove and star Lidar Measurement contamination o&w and release launch locks
1.5 1.5 Lidar Measurement7.1 Assist CM2 a5 required Attach foot restraints at
Lidar Measurement (LM) experiment structure
experiment
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TABLE 2.2.6: ATL Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. % (continued)
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TASK AIWAYSIS: TWELiNES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TTTLE: baler ATL (Mission 11) Ptllat %w nt4ri 	 imam Subs	 teat	 Sheet	 10	 of	 10
TIME Me.)
NICTIaN AND CAN TASK	 ' SYSTEM / PAYLOAD
INTERFACES
SPECIAL RENTS..
REWIAIS, 1401ESCLIM. TAU
_
EVA CHI IryA ae OTHER SUPPORT
i	 5.0 3.5 7.2 Imo act expmrlwer:t exterior Ingrr_s foot restraints
8.5 3.5 7 . 3 Snew as above Oelsrsss rant eelve; bleed Payload Station: Precaution . ry measure
doom if resiamat pressure confirm contamination only
container totally
depressurized
10. 5 ¢.8 7.4 Attd k coat4.ination cover Waieou cart.asalrstlo% over Contwinatien caber
tetiber retaining latches
11.0 2.5 7.5 $tats contamination co-*- In ZxW'mnt for visual
recWtstie amid lock dtrryr
16.5 3,5 7.6 ielease LM launch locks Asmamve EY foot restraints Launch locks
and translate to cxuipaent
s tow"
Tai. 2.0 7.7 Monitor during experiment Irgrest fact restraints and Equipment stamaege
setivatlon stair "I pment locker
20.0 1.5 7.8 Trsnslato to equi;a*nt Closeand latch storage Cornfiqure equipment
stoma rye container storage stainer for
reentry
23.0 5.0 7.9 Monitor Payload Station Monitor Payload Station Payload Station:
experiment status report; experiment status »;port; confi n all experiments 1
rest re-.t operational
29.0 4.0 7.10 Translate to sirlock and Translate to airlock and Handralls EVA OPERATIOUS COMPLETE
ingress ingress
29.0177.5
TOTAL
EVA TIME TOTAL EVA TIMZ:	 2 hrs.,	 58 min.
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TABLE 2.2.6: ATL Task Completion, Plans --- Mission Scenario No. 2 (continued)
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s Sufficient experiment lighting is provided by the Orbiter to
perform ATL EVA tasks.
Y Portable foot restraints are provided for each EVA crewman.
a Tools are stowed-in a locker attached to the experiment pallet.
• Two qualified crewmembers are available for conducting EVA. A
third crewmember is available to perform minimal Payload Station
experiment supporting functions and to monitor EVA operations
(if required).
5 Hardware concepts and crew interfaces were developed by the stud y
contractor for procedures development only and are not intended to
influence final component design.
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2.3.1 Introduction
The Low Cost Modular Spacecraft (LCMS) program provides the basis for a
family of modular spacecraft satellites to be placed in orbits of various
inclinations and altitudes. The low-cost standard hardware will comprise	
M
much of each satellite. Among other features, the design of the hardware	 } ^I
will provide for on-orbit servicing by changeout of supporting subsystem
assemblies. These system features, in association with Orbiter-based
equipment and operational techniques, will permit on-orbit satellite
maintenance and updating.
The satellites that result from the LCMS development will be used for
various earth observations, including surveying and monitoring of
terrestrial resources, identification and monitoring of surface and
atmospheric pollutants, understanding of the physical behavior of the oceans
and development of global weather forecasting and weather modification
techniques.
A Special Note: During the development of the contract final report,
the Low Cost Modular Spacecraft (LCMS) payload nomenclature was revised.
In late 1975 the LCMS payload discipline terminology was changed to
Multimission Modular Spacecraft (MMS). Therefore, the reader should
mace the correlation when reviewing this document.
2.3.2 Objective
The objective of the LCMS development is to produce a complement of
standard subsystems capable of fulfilling common requirements of many
missions. Each mission will naturally impose different requirements on
the spacecraft which will be handled by a combination of mission unique
hardware and software. The basic spacecraft structure and the Power,
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Communications and Data Handling (C&DH) and Attitude Control System (ACS)
modules, as shown by Figure 2.3-1, require no modification as the mission
unique functions are added to the spacecraft.
2.3.3 Operational Modes
Three LCMS/Orbiter o perational modes are planned, none of which include
planned EVA.
EXPERIMENT
MODULE (MISSION
UNIQUE)
MISSION
ADAPTER
TRANSITION
ADAPTER
i
C & DH MODULE
ANTENNA
POWER MODULE
VEHICLE
	
SOLAR ARRAY
ADAPTER
FIGURE 2.3-1: REPRESENTATIVE LCMS CONFIGURATION
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The first mode of operation is Orbital Delivery, illustrated by Figure 2.3-2.
The LCMS is carried into orbit in a retention cradle located in the Shuttle
payload bay. After the payload bay doors have been opened, the LCMS is
released From a retention cradle and erected for systems checkout. De-
ployment away from the Orbiter is accomplished by use of the RMS, after
which the Orbiter maintains a stationkeeping attitude until satisfactury
operation of the LCMS has been verified. To complete Mode 1 the Orbiter
deorbits and lands while the LCMS is placed in an operational orbit. The
major components of the LCMS, payload retention fixtures and module ex-
change equipment are described later in the document.
Mode 2 is Orbital Servicing, Figure 2.3--3. The Orbiter, carrying replace-
ment modules and subsystems, rendezvous with the LCMS in a servicing orbit.
After capture by the RMS, the LCMS is attached in a vertical position to a
positioning platform in the payload bay for module replacement. A rotary
module magazine (MM) located in the aft portion of the payload bay presents
replacement modules at the proper time to a Module Exchange Mechanism (MEM).
The exchange mechanism removes the old module from the LCMS and stows it
temporarily, removes the new module from the magazine and installs it in
the LCMS. The old module is then stowed in the module magazine. The re-
mainder of Mode 2 is identical to Mode 1.
The third mode is Spacecraft Retrieval, Figure 2.3-4. The Orbiter, contain-
ing a retention cradle and positioning platform, completes a rendezvous
with the LCMS and captures it with the RMS. The LCMS is then docked with
the positioning platform, rotated into the payload bay and attached to the 	 1
retention cradle. After payload bay door closure, the Shuttle deorbits and
lands, thereby returning the LCMS for ground servicing.
2.3.4 Program Elements
	
1
As indicated by Figure 2.3-5, three distinct elements must work in consort
to achieve mission goals. These elements are:
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9	 Low Cost Modular Spacecraft (LCMS)
a	 Flight Support System (FSS)
Orbiter Support Systems
2.3.4.1
	 Low Cost Modular Spacecraft
The baseline LCMS configuration contains three subsystem modules supported
by a module support structure, which is common to a family of Earth
Observatory Satellites (EOS). 	 Mission unique features adapt the spacecraft
to specific missions by adding special purpose subsystems. 	 Some of the
mission unique features are the solar arrays, solar array drive system,
antennas, booms, experiment modules, propulsion modules and a mission
adapter (Ref.
	 Figure 2.3-6).
a
2.3.4.1.1	 Subsystem Modules
J
3
The three subsystem modules
	 (Attitude Control System Module, Power Module,
and Communications and Data Handling Module) are physically the same size,
Figure 2.3-7.
	 All equipment: is internally mounted on a baseplate that
interfaces with the module radiator for heat rejection.
	
Guides are provided
on each side of the module to mate with the resupply rails on the module
support structure for module replacement (Ref.
	
Figure 2.3-6).	 The resupply
latch mechanisms provide the necessary forces to engage or withdraw the
attachment points and the electrical connectors associated 	 with each
module. 1
2.3.4.1.1.1 Attitude Control Subsystem Module - The purpose of the Attitude
Control Subsystem is to orient and stabilize the spacecraft relative to
a desired target. The basic ACS configuration is fixed for all mission
types except geosynchronous orbits in which the magnetometer and magnetic
torquers can be deleted. The balance of configuration oftions.relates to
reliability improvements through redundancy. The baseline ACS module has. 	 :$
a total Weight of 119,8 kg (264 lbs.) vs. 150.6 kg (332 lbs.) for the fully
redundant configuration.
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2.3.4.1.1.2 Communications and Data Handling Subsystem Module - The
Communications and Data Handling Subsystem provides a means for ground and
on
-board control of all spacecraft and sensor functions and for retrieval
of observatory data. This subsystem consists of the Communications
equipment . (RF transmitters and receivers) and data handling equipment
(command group, telemetry group and an on-board computer). The baseline
C & DH module weight i', 76.7 kg. (169 lbs). A fully redundant configuration
is achieved by adding a second NSSC-1 computer for a.total
. module weight
of 90.3 kg. (199 lbs.).
2.3.4.1.1.3 Power Subsystem Module The standardized power subsystem
module is used in conjunction with mission unique solar arrays to
accommodate a large number of missions at all orbit altitudes. including
geosynchronous.. The module contains batteries, battery charger, decoders,
multiplexers, a signal conditioner and ancillary equipment items. The 	
a
baseline configuration, containing two 20 ampere-hour batteries, weighs
120.7 kg. (266 lbs.), while the fully redundant configurations contain
three 50 ampere-hour batteries for a total weight of . 236.8 kg. (522 lbs.).
2,3.4.1.2 Module Support Structure (MSS)
The module support: structure is the. basic structural component of the LCMS.
its purposes are td provide structural continuity when all modules are
not in places to provide a universal mounting bracket for electrical
connectors.and harnesses, to mount no g;-re
.
suppliable hardware, and to
interface with the subsystem. module resupply latch mechanisms:
Key features . of the module support structure are (Figure 2.3-8):
s Base adapter - contains lower subsystem module resupply
rails and provides interface. points for the FSS
positi	 platform.	 V{
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• Transition adapter - contains upper subsystem module
resupply rails, the Shuttle capture drogue to i nterface
with the RMS, three trunnion pins to interface with the FSS
retention cradle and provide a base for attachment of
experiment modules (payloads).
• Basic structure - contains subsystem module latch mechanism
fittings, resupply guide pins and the connector bars for the
resupply electrical connectors.
2.3.4.1.3 Propulsion/Actuation Module (PAM)
The propulsion/actuation module is a versatile unit that can be adapted
to a wide range of spacecraft missions. It is defined as "miss-on
unique" because most of the missions being considered for the modular
spacecraft have different propulsion requirements. However, these
requirements can be met by the four configurations shown in Figures 2.3-9
through 2.3-12.
Configuration I is the basic spacecraft propulsion system (i.e., SPS I)
which provides only reaction control and orbit adjust. SPS I has a total
impulse capability of 5.4 x 10 4 N-sec (12,000 lbf-sec).
Configuration II uses SPS I integrated with large reaction wheels and
magnetic torquers to handle very large payloads.
Configuration III features a larger propulsion system using SPS II, which
has a total impulse capability of 10.3 x 10 5 N-sec (230,000 lbf--sec) and
can be used for orbit transfer, orbit adjust and reaction control.
In Configuration IV the large reaction wheels and magnetic torquers are
integrated with an SPS II to provide maximum capability.
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All of the configurations may be attached to the lower portion of the
module support structure. Configuration I is compatible with the Delta
launch vehicle adapter. It will fit inside the empty volume of the
lower portion of the module support structure and the launch vehicle
adapter, Figure 2.3-13 . Conf'igurat'ions 11, 111, and IV are Shuttle Orbiter
configurations and are not restrained by a Delta launch vehicle adapter.
Although they have the same basic LCMS attach points, their lengths and
diameters are not restricted. All of the configurations, however, are
reserViceable since they are self-contained, and the only interfaces are
rudimentary electrical and mechanical connections.
2.3.4.1.4 Missiov, Unique Features
-The objective of this modular spacecraft development is to produce a
complement of standard subsystems capable of fulfilling common requirements
of many missions. Each mission will naturally impose different
requirements on the spacecraft which will be handled with a combination
of mission unique hardware and software. It is important to note that
the module support structure and the Power, C & DPI, and ACS subsystem
modules require no modification as mission unique functions are added
to the spacecraft.
The mission unique features include a vanity of solar arrays, antennas,
experiment modules and adapters and propulsion modules.
2.3.4.2 Flight Support System
The Flight Support System (FSS) consists of the payload retention and
positioning system (PRPS) and the special purpose manipulator system
(SPMS) located as shown in Figure 2.3-14. Each item of FSS equipment
is mission peculiar and is ground installed as required to support the
LCMS mission. For example, only the PRPS would be required for an LCMS
delivery mission; while a refurbishment mission would require both the
PRPS and the SPMS.
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2.3.4.2.1 Payload Retention and Positioning System
The PRPS includes two major structural items. (1) retention cradle and
(2) positioning platform, plus the support subsystem identified in
Figure 2.3-5.
9 Retention Cradle. In order to provide the structural support
of the LCMS in the Orbiter cargo bay, a structural bridge
between the Orbiter structure and the transition adapter
on the module support structure of the LCMS is required.
This function is provided by standard Orbiter fittings
supporting a retention cradle structure which latches
in turn to trunnions on the transition adapter. Figure 2.3-15
illustrates two concepts for the retention cradle. One
has the capability to hold two LCMS in a side-by-side
arrangement thus permitting a dual launch or retrieval with
a minimum demand for cargo bay length. The bay could thus
be utilized for other payloads which would share the
transportation costs. The other cradle has the capacity
to carry a single LCMS. For both the dual and single
installation the LCMS is held by two electrically actuated
latches, similar to the Orbiter standard latch, which react
the loads in the X-- and Z-axes. A pin on the lower center-
line of each LCMS transition adapter reacts X- and Y- axial
loads into a receptacle in the cradle.
Horizontal and vertical loads are transmitted to the Orbiter
longeron bridge f ittings for reaction by the two attachment
fittings on the sides of the cradle structure. Horizontal
and lateral loads are transmitted to the Orbiter keel bridge
fitting for reaction by an attachment fitting on the bottom
of the cradle structure.
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v Positioning Platform. The Positioning Platform (PP),
Figure 2.3-16, provides a number of functions for the
operations of the FSS as follows:
e The docking mechanisms provide the hard dock with the
LCMS required to retain and position the LCMS while
it is extended from the payload bay. Payload checkout
can be accomplished while the LCMS is attached to the
PP after extension from the cargo bay.
a The extend and retract movement and the rotation of
the LCMS about its longitudinal axis to permit access
for the remove and replace operations are provided
by the 90-degree lift and the rotation mechanisms.
a After stowage of the LCMS in the retention cradle,
it is necessary to retract the docking latches to
decouple the load path between the LCMS and the PP to
ensure that all loads are carried through the cradle.
a The forward end of the module magazine is supported
by the lateral member of the PP support structure.
a The vertical support members of the module exchange
mechanism are supported at three attachment points
on the PP support structure.
e The RMS operator will have the option of selecting
any two docking mechanisms for intital contact and
then rotating the LCMS to seat the third probe.
2.3.4.2.2 Special Purpose Manipulator System
The Special Purpose Manipulator System (SPMS) is part of the Orbiter
Flight Support System (FSS) for the in--orbit operations of refurbishment
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and resupply of the LCMS family of satellites. The SPMS flight configuration
is shown in Figure 2.3-17 supported by the positioning platform as i t woul d.
be installed in the Orbiter payload bay.
The basic functions of the SPMS (once the LCMS, has been docked to the
Orbiter and prepared for refurbishment) consist of:.
s Indexing the module storage magazine to the appropriate
on entati on.
-a Unlatching and removing the replacement modules from the
magazine.
u Unlatching and removing the used modules from the satellite.
s Interchanging the new and used modules and placing them in
the satellite and storage magazine.
s Locking the modules into their respective locations.
s Returning to its stowage position in the orbiter bay.
The SPMS includes: (1) Module Exchange Mechanism (MEM) and (2) Module
Magazine (MM).
s Module Exchange Mechanism. The MEM transports the new and used
modules (subsystems) between the module magazine and the LCMS
location and operates the resupply latch mechanism that secures
the modules to LCMS or MM structure, Figure 2.3-18.
The MEM is a four degree-of-freedom manipulator system with
three translational degrees of freedom in the orthogonal
(X, Y, Z) coordinate system of the Orbiter vehicle. The fourth
degree-of-freedom (DOF) is rotation about the Y-axis in the
common plane of symmetry of the Orbiter, MM, MEM and the LCMS.
The fourth DOF allows the interchange of locations of the new
and used modules during the module exchange sequence and allows
for minor angular adjustments in the most critical (X, Z)
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direction during module insertion.
The MEM consists of:
- Two vertical telescoping columns which move the modules
parallel to the LCMS axis once it has been attached to
the PP.
- Two fixed length rails mounted on top of the columns.
A trolley that moves along the rails carrying the terminal
device.
- A double-sided terminal device that attaches to and
transports the modules.
Module Magazine. The MM provides storage of re-supply modules
for the LCMS. The MM must accommodate a aide range of subsystem,
propulsion/actuation, and experiment modules, since the module
contingent will vary for each mission. The MM and the MEM are
positioned within the space between the PP and the OMS kit and
must provide access to each of the modules. Module access is
provided by rotating the MM, Figure 2.3-19.
In order to determine which LCMS refurbishment tasks can be accomplished
by EVA, it is necessary to define the requirements placed on the SPMS for
task accomplishment, then compare those specifications with the EVA
capabilities found in Volume I, Section 3. Table 2.3.1 defines the SPMS
specifications.
2.3.4.3 Orbiter Support Systems
2.3.4.3.1 Cargo Bay Interfaces
Flight Support System (FSS) Installation in Cargo Bay. The baseline
stations for the FSS components are as follows (Ref. Figure 2.3-1.4):
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FABLE 2.3.1: SPM System Specification
1. Class i fi cati on
2. Working stroke
3. Tip force
4. Stiffness of structure
5. Precision (ro load)
6. Speed of operation
7. Stopping distance
8. dexterity and control
9.. Storage capacity
10. Weight
1I.. Operational power
1.2. Cycle time
13. Flight environments
High force, high precision orthogonal axis
module exchange system, man-in-the-loop
3.30 m (130 in.) in X-axis
5.44 m (214 in.) in Z--axis
1.02 m (40 in.) in Y-axis
136 kg (300 lb) through ..46 m (18 in.) travel
41 kg/cm (230 lb/in.) (at full extension)
--0.64 cm (±0.25 in.)
2.54 cm/sec (l in./sec) (unloaded)
0.25 cm/sec 0.10-in./sec) module engage
under 136 kg (300 lb) load
0.64 cm (0.25 in.) at 2.54 cm/sec (1 in./sec)
with 408 kg (900 lb) mass
4 OOF, force feedback control, visual
position sensing
Up to 9 subsystem and experiment modules
1288 kg (284.0 lb)
250 watts
15 minutes nominal
Shuttle launch and orbit
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2.3.4.3.2 Pressurized Compartment Interfaces_
Control Panel Envelope: The man-machine interface for those operations
associated with deployment, retrieval, and refurbishment of the LCMS is
performed using control panels located in the pressurized compartment.
Presently these control panels are located in the Payload Station
(PS) in the aft portion of the flight deck with the majority of
the space on the minus Y side of the cabin as shown in Figure 2.3-20.
The PS will have the standard provisions for an Orbiter avionics keyboard
and Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) from which pages of command/control data stored
in the computer can be displayed.
Control System Definition: The control system provides the interface
between the operator and the module exchange mechanism and can vary from
a fully automated system, in which only the modules to be exchanged are
selected, to a manual control system in which the operator directly
controls every step of the exchange sequence.
2.3.4.3.3 Ancillary Orbiter Support
The LCMS/FSS concept is one where the command and control of the LCMS/FSS
is accomplished from dedicated control panels at the PS and from the
ground. As such the-Orbiter primary -Function is to provide the launch
platform and the environment from which necessary orbit operations can
be performed. These include the necessary mechanical support, the
electrical power for deployment/refurbis.hment, the wiring between the cargo
bay bulkhead to the patch panel in the pressurized compartment, the space
for mounting dedicated equipment, etc. The support which the Orbiter
can provide in the areas of data processing, external communications,
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tracking, display, television, etc. is defined as ancillary support.
The capabilities which the Orbiter is providing in these areas are
described as follows:
s Command, Control and Data Interfaces: The Orbiter provides
major ancillary support In the command, control, and data 	 r --
for payloads which are attached or detached.	 a
i Communications: The communications support the Orbiter can
provide the LCMS includes the functions of data transfer,
tracking, voice communications, EVA communications (if required),
and television.
Electrical Power: The Orbiter will provide 50 kwhr of electrical
energy for payload usage. With the addition of mission kits,
chargeable to the payload, additional cryogenics can be provided
to allow an additional 840 kwhr of energy.
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2.3.5 LCMS EVA Task Description
9
2.3.5.1 Planned EVA
	
a
All required tasks for deployment, retrieval, inspection and repair of the
LCMS are currently planned to be accomplished through use of the FSS, RMS,
and TV systems. Therefore, EVA is not a planned activity for the LCh^.
program.
2..3.5.2 Unscheduled and Contingency EVA
Unscheduled or contingency EVA is recognized as a viable approach to solving
A
problems associated with the LCMS. and its interfacing equipment and systems..
An analysis of the Low Cost Modular Spacecraft reveals a number of situations
where damage to or malfunction of automatically actuated systems could limit
mission success, and in certain cases cause loss of vehicle and necessitate
crew rescue. A malfunction in the docking release Mechanism and rotation
mechanism leaves the LCMS extended from the payload bay and attached to the
positioning platform. A malfunction of the module exchange mechanism while
inserting or removing a module from the LCMS or the module magazine would
prevent payload bay door closure. A variety of minor problems, each capable
of being solved via EVA, could limit refurbishment mission success. Table
2.3.2 lists potential unschedul ed and contingency .EVA tasks.
2.3.5.3 Potential Planned EVA
Potential planned EVA may be defined as candidate EV operations that could
be performed if the man-machine interfaces were designed for on-orbit EVA
servicing and operations. The replacement of subsystem modules, em ction and
deployment of antennas and solar arrays, and stowage/retrieval of replace-
ment modules should be considered as prime EVA tasks, thereby allowing a re-
duction in FSS cost, weight and complexity. Table 2.3.2 lists potential
planned EVA tasks
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TABLE 2.3.2: LCMS EVA Task Identification
t
N
w
w
A
Z
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C
0
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UNSCHEDULED EVA CONTINGENCY EVA POTENTIAL PLANNED EVA
LCMS LCMS LCMS
a Release and deploy antenna a Release and jettison solar array a Unstow, attach and erect
solar arrays
a Fold and stow antenna a Disengage and stow antenna a Detach and stow solar arrays
9 Release and deploy solar a Unjam replacement module blocking a Remove and replace subsystem
arrays 1,11+1 or MEM and jettison modules
a Fold and stow solar arrays Deploy LCMS (using RMS) a Remove and replace propulsion
module
a Unjam deployment mechanisms e Jettison LCMS
a Remove and replace experiment
a Release trunnion pins from a Disconnect electrical cables modUl es
RC cradle latches
o Disengage damaged. LCMS from RI+1S a Retrieve/deploy LCMS
Inspect for potential ser- and stow/jettison (using RMS)
vicing and repair
r Retrieve unstable LCMS
FLIGHT SUPPORT SYSTEM
* Deploy LCMS (usiing RMS)
is Connect/disconnect power
a Free jammed RMS end effector umbilicals
e.Remove debris ® Unstow/stow, erect and use
FLIGHT SUPPORT SYSTEM portable work stations
@ Connect/ disconnect electri-
ca.1	 cable (s) a Work station deployment, use and a Dock LCMS to fixed posi tion-
stowage ing platform in P/L bay.
e Free jammed attachment
fi ttings
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TABLE 2.3.2: LCIS EVA Task Identification (continued)
t!
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UNSCHEDULED EVA CONTINGENCY EVA POTENTIAL PLANNED EVA
* Portable light placement 9 Rotate PP into P/L bay 9 Eliminate the MM, using pallet)
storage instead
* Camera placement a Release and jettison PP
* Unstow, transfer and install
9 Monitor operations s Retract and stow MEM new modules on LCMS
a Override module resupply * Release and jettison MEM a Transfer and stow spent
latch mechanism
9 Release partially inserted
modules on pallet
FLIGHT SUPPORT SYSTEM module from LGIS to allow a Eliminate MEM, using the RMS
MEM stowage with EVA assist instead
a Mate/release LCMS docking
probe with PP docking * Release partially inserted
mechanism module from MM and stow or
jettison 
a Rotate LCMS/PP from/into
P/L bay v Release and jettison MM
v Rotate PP to position a Disentangle RMS from damaged
module for SPMS/LCMS LEMS and stow
refurbishment operation
o Jettison entangled. RMS and LCMS
* Unjam MEM and stow
a Realign modules and MEM
a Unjam module from MM
a Manually rotate t1M for
module access
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2.3.5.4 Task Definition
Analysis of the LCMS payload resulted in the identification of representative
tasks within the capabilities of the EVA crewman and support system tech-
nology. The tasks listed in Table 2.3.2 are typical of the twelve classifi-
cations described in Table 2.2.1 and require specific sub--tasks for comple- 	 r
tion. The tasks are intended to illustrate  a significant range of EVA
capabilities available to the payload community and not a critical design
	 1^
review of the payload or associated support systems. EVA task outlines are
developed in the following subsections to define major task requirements,
sub--task classification, and ancillary information. Typical EVA tasks are
selected to develop representative EVA mission scenarios. Preliminary pro--
cedures and timelines are developed for each scenario in subsequent sections
of this report.
MDC W0014
SPACE SHUTTLE EVA	 2 JUNE 1976
2,3.6 LCMS EVA Mission Scenarios, Timelines and Procedures
Since no planned LCMS EVA operations are currently identified, three
hypothetical EVA missions are defined by selecting tasks from Table 2.3.2 and
combining the tasks to develop typical payload servicing missions. LCMS EVA
Mission Scenario's No. 1 and 2 assume credible malfunctions or anomalies re-
sulting in inoperative payload systems, flight support systems equipment, or
Orbiter support equipment, including failures in more than one area. LCMS
EVA Mission Scenario No. 3 represents payload operations in which the EVA
mission replaces several of the currently baselined automated functions.
Payload modification and deleLt ion of automated subsystems would be required,
Further study is recommended to introduce a manual LCMS payload servicing
method, via EVA, with emphasis on reduction in payload development, launch
and servicing costs.
2.3.6.1 LCMS EVA Mission Scenario No. 1 - Deploy Payload
LCMS EVA Mission Scenario No. 1 is based on a selection of unscheduled EVA
tasks from Table 2.3,2. This hypothetical EVA mission assumes malfunction
of flight support system components and associated Orbiter equipment items
that prevent payload deployment by the primary method. Two EVA crew members
are required to perform the necessary operations to effect payload deploy-
ment. The deployment operations include:
1) Portable light placement
2) Inspect and diagnose
3) LCMS release (from retention cradle)
4) Deploy LCMS (using RMS), with EVA visual direction of deployment task
5) Solar array deploy - manual
6) Free jammed RMS end effector
7) Complete LCMS deployment.
The major tasks involved and task performance rationale are contained in
Table 2.3.3.
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TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
DEPLOY PAYLOAD Perform a two-man "unscheduled" EVA to FSS power loss, debris jam, and
deploy the LCHS and its subsystems to actuation mechanism malfunction
-- complete the Shuttle mission necessitate EVA for mission
completion
1. PORTABLE LIGHT
PLACEMENT
a Egress airlock and Crete translation using handrails along Requires crew mobility	 aids	 to
translate to tool payload bay tool stowage.	 RC heater power
stowage must be "OFF"
a Unstow tool kit Retrieve tools and support equipment Standard Orbiter tools required
and portable
lights
Transfer equip- Hand carry equipment to worksite Equipment tethered to translating
ment to worksite crewman
a Install portable Attach, connect and activate lights Required to illuminate latch
lights release area
2.	 INSPECT/DIAGNOSE
s Inspect RC/LCMS Inspect trunnion pin/RC latch assembly Crew tether point required
interface for damage, debris or misalignment
t Monitor LCMS Cycle latch mechanism via switch on Tethered EVA crewmen to monitor
release attempt Panel A7
	
as a trouble-shooting unlatching attempt
technique
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TABLE 2.3.3: LCMS EVA Tasks--Mission Scenario No. 1
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TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
Diagnose problem Determine cause of malfunction and EVA crevaan identifies specific
repair method tool requirements and defines
plan
3. LCMS RELEASE
9 Remove tools from Unstow tools and attach tethers Tools required:	 Loop pin removal'
tool	 kit tool, adjustable wrench, hammer
and pry bar
a Disconnect and Remove latch hinge bolt pin, remove One each, port and starboard sides,
release RC latches nut, drive bolt from hinge, pry hinge
from LCMS trunnion away from trunnion pin and stow all
pins loose parts
4. DEPLOY LEMS
a RMS deploy Remove from RC and deploy approx. Operated from Orbiter payload
7.6m (25 ft) from Orbiter station
a EVA visual Verify actual removal from RC . at. EVA crei-Pen remain in P/L bay
direction and trunnion pin /l atch interface
operations
monitor
5. SOLAR ARRAY
DEPLOYMENT
a Direct RMS Identify proper positioning of LCMS LCMS to be in proximity of P/L
positioning for manual release of solar array bay, in a vertical position
of LCMS
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TABLE 2.3.3: LCMS EVA Tasks----Mission Scenario No. I (continued)
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Tani 1: 9.1_'x • 1 rNIS EVIL TaskS--Mission Scenario fro. 1 (continued)
TASK ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
a Don and check- Each EV crewman must translate to the MMU's required for translation to
out MMU's MMU station, don and check--out MMU and and from worksite outside P/L bay
prepare for EVA outside the P/L bay
e Translate to Hand carry tools to worksite, attach Tools required are:
	
Metal shears,
worksite and tethers and prepare for array release pry bar and 3/8" drive socket set
attach tethers
a Release array Remove cover bolts, shear portion Release mechanism must be free to
restraint blocking release pin, pry pin free allow array to deploy
mechanism
a Monitor deploy_ Release tethers, translate to P/L EVA crevrmen to remain in general
ment operation bay floor and monitor deployment proximity until deployment has
been achieved
6. FREE.JAMMED
RMS END EFFECTOR
a Translate. to Translate to LCMS. 	 Attach tethers, MMU required for translation to
RhiS end effector Survey end effector problem and worksite
area identify repair plan
P Cut/pry material Debris must be trimmed and removed Tools required are:	 Shears and
from end effector to permit end effector release pry bar
attachment
a Translate to Stabilize LCMS and monitor end RMS to be stowed after end effector
trunnion:pin area effector release. 	 Assist as required release
of transition
adapter
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TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
7. LCMS DEPLOYMENT
s More LCMS to Two EVA crewmen to translate with LCMS After tether release, EVA crewmen
approx. 7.6 m
(25 ft) from
to release site, properly orient the
payload and release it in a stable
to perform fly around inspection
of LCMS and return to Orbiter
Orbiter, position condition
and release
a Transfer tools Return tools to tool kit.	 Detach and First crewman to stow tools,
and portable disconnect portable-light. 	 Return second crewman the portable
lights to all equipment to stowed position lights
stowage area
and stow
a Translate to MMU Return MbiU's to stowage area, doff, Requires both EV crewmen
stowage area and stow and recharge, if required
Stow  MMU' s
s Translate to TASK COMPLETE
airlock and
ingress
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TABLE 2.3.3: LCMS EVA Tasks---Mission Scenario No. 1 (continued)
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2.3.6.2 LCMS EVA Tas k Completion Plans - mission Scenario No. 1
The LCMS EVA task completion plans provide a preliminary set of procedures 	
i
and timelines to demonstrate that the selected EVA payload tasks can be
accomplished by application of the Shuttle EVA system. The task completion
plans delineate major elements of the EVA mission and the extravehicular mis-
sion support requirements including number of crewmen, EVA mission time,
translation aids and location,  restraints , tools and crew safety concerns. 	 i
Preliminary timelines and procedures developed for mission scenario no. 1
are provided in Table 2.3.4. Assumptions associated with the mission scenario 	 a
include the following:
s Sufficient mobility aids (handholds, handrails) are provided by the
payload and/or Shuttle Orbiter to access the LCMS/PP from the
airlock.
a Realizing the possible requirement for an unscheduled EVA, crew
mobility aids are provided by the payload for access to each LCMS
associ aced area.
o Since design details were not available for many of the LCMS sub-
systems, conceptual designs were developed by the contractor to
implement procedures development.
a Two qualified crewmembers are available for conducting EVA. A
third crewmember is available to perform minimal Payload Station (PS)
EV supporting functions.
The LCMS mission scenario no. 1 is predicated on the necessity to override
non-operating automated systems to release, activate and deploy the LCMS.
The EVA begins as an unaided EVA, as shown in Figure 2.3-21, and is completed
via EVA with the MMU. EVA operations are depicted in Figures 2.3-22 through
2.3-24.
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TASK ANALYSIS: TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:	 KPLOY PAYLOW
	
MORE:	 UNAIDED EVA and EVA VITN MW	 Sheet -1 --of	 C _
TIME Xin. SE4.
FilNtiiiM AN Cal TASK SYSTMPAYLOW
IMFE AMS
3PECI14I. REQM[TS.,
RF.FNKS, NOTESa MI...TASK EVA CM	 EVA CM2 OTMIEE 9R MT
1.0	 hvpare for wrsciuittlad b*-w q EVA for trrtmaai release of.LCAS, beginning
xitk Portable light tlace"Mt.
4.5 4.S 1.1 €grog airUd Sad i
late to stool 1" t noon
airUd and trans-
late do %al atawage area
P/L bw gait's
2.5 4.0 1 . 2 Unstow Pormle lickx lntsw tool kit
11.0 2.5 1.3 Tra"forr "rtabk ]iglu
to t aricaI"
pier tool kit to Nwic-
Bits aer father for taarpo-
F/L Mgr Ae da Its
Kriry abr'a9a•
19.0 8 . 0 1.4 Install	 cantnt and
Wjvst fight at port
t"PAiw fitting
Iftull, ow
	
t atd
t light at star-boam trwftion fitting
ICKS/K fittings ;Portable ligku (2)
19.0 19.0
2.0	 Inspect LCM1StK interface area, mmittr actuation attaspts and define
work plan
23.0 4 .0 2.1 Inspect LCMS/RC
interface area
Assist fail: Inspectioe
of LWAC interface
attic
Loa; for obvious damage
or fitting aisaligrmentl
binding
*ETA
Scenario
support equipment rewired to complete LCMS Missitm
No. 1'to be provided by payload.
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TASK ANALYSIS: TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:	 DEPLOY PAYLOAD 	 Sheet._$..._ of
TIME Kin.
SEq.
FUNCTION AND CREW TASK SYSTEK/PAYLOAD SPECIAL REQMTS.,
CUti. ITASK VA CMl EVA CMZ OTHER SUPPORT i#TERFACES RDWn, ROPES
35.0 12.0 2.Z Mmitor port latch actua- Monitor starboard Iatch Payload station: RC latch switch is
tien attempts.	 Detemine actuation attempts, Actuate RC.lat6 switch located on Panml A7
137.5
status Deterrsiae status cycle 5 times
2.5 2.3 Diagness Problem mod Assist CM1
_ devise work plan
12.637.5
3.0	 Rerova Re latches and release LOSS for daploynent
SAFETY NOTE:
52.5 15.0 3.1 Observe AKS operatics Observe RM operation Payload Station: M end effector to Cry stand clear PW
:Attach AIS end effector capture drogue; observe WS operation
to LCMS capture drogue operatad •from Payload
to retain payload when. Station_
latdWs art relaned
.57.5 5.0 3.2 Attach tool tethers and U" bW tools as►d pass to EMU tether Tools required are: *1ow^
prepare for RC latch Cli.	 Deploy carry-all pin remml tool, adjns-
remoual evetaiger am tether table wrenth, hammer and
pry bar
77.5 20,0 3.3 veRawa	 pert latch belt Assist Oil.	 Capture and
Body tethers required 
satfor stabil ization
loap.pin, rbnore put, stow loose parts
work 
stationsite.	 EVA warts
drive bolt from hinge muy also be requiredjoint and pry latch
ap away from trrnniooin
*EYA itc^ re9ulrad to.ca.piete LCMS Mission Scenario
L	 era. l to be providad by payload ,
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TABLE 2.3.4: LCMS EVA TASK COMPLETION PLANS-MISSION SCENARIO NO. 1 (Continued)
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TABLE 2.3.4: LCMS ESA TASK COMPLETION PLANS-MISSION SCENARIO NO.1 ('Continued)
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TABLE 2.3.4: LCMS EVA TASK COMPLETION PLANS-MISSION SCENARIO NO.T (Continued)
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TASK ANALYSIS: TIMELINES ANDS PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:	 DEPLOY PAYLOAD	 Sheet --4—_ of
TIME Kin .
SE .
FUNCTION AND CREW TASK STSTEM/PAYLM
INTERFACES
SPECIAL REVS..
REW95, MOTESCUM. TASK EVA CXI HA Gil OTHER SUPPORT
58.3 4.0 5.3- Translate to rorksits mad Translate to worksite aad SEE FIGURE 2.3-22
attach tathers.	 Unstow attach tethers.	 URstow
tools carryall container
76.5 18. 0 5.4 Awm corer `alts and Stow bolts and cover in EM tether Tools required are:
corer.	 Using shears, cut
sheet metal ,mind
container.	 Pry debris
from mechanise
3/8" drive socket set,
pinch bar and metal shears
mechanism
$0.0 3.5 5 . 5 Monitor deployment Monitor deploymnt Payload Station:
Actuate d*ple *W.
switch
83.5 3.5 5.6 Stops tools, release Stow carry- all container.
tethers and return release tethers and
M.5 to PIL bay return to P/L hayTUT
6.0	 Mao" Oab3Ws and Free ,lowed W EW Effector
6.1 Translate to R#5/LCIIS
interface, diagnose
problem and unstow
Translate to WS/LCM
interface and assist in
developing *ork p1m
Payload Station:
Attempt to Release
LCKS
91.0 7.5 End effector does not re-
lease payload." Tools re-
quired are: shears and
teals pinch bar
*EVA
5taaarto
support equipment required to c"Itte LCKS Missids
Ha. 1 to be provided by payload.
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TASK ANALYSIS: TIMELINES ARID PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:	 DERM PAYLOAD	 Sheet	 of	 6
TIM mrk. SEQ. FUIICTIOM AND CREW TASK SYSMIPAYLM SPECIAL REWS.,
CIR4. ITASK EVA CHI EVA CH2	 I OTH" V P"tT INTERFACES 1Ei mss, Nams
93.; 2.5 6.2 Prepare to fovea sod Prepare to fro wW ftyload Station: SEE FIGURE 1.3-23
offocter effector ktroct solar arrgrs
SAFTEY MOTE:
11.3 11.0 6.3 . Trier debt! blockf" Pry dabHs fret; tether LLYIS Retain	 stow debris .
and *MMWar release if possible 	 Lisa caution
to
1.S. 10.0 6.4 Translate to LC14S It Translate to LOO starb"vi Payload Station: EV ereusm to %Wlizt
trwmiae pin arts nod #rwoniva pile area and Aaltase, mtract and LM d*riv4 06 release
monitor M and eff*Ow
relow
aeoeeitor IM mW rffactor
release
stow Ws
2I.5
_
33,0
7.0	 EV C.romm xith M's Deplay LCNS
36.3 15 . 0 LOM to be deployed NiS caeeeivt be wed to7.1 Uther awl traesport LCM Assist D11
to reloaw . site, position, 7.6 o (25ft) fm deploy LCNS drat to end
stabilize .and release 000ter by HN alumw effector damage.
SU FIWRE 2 .3-24 (Ives
dwr¢leaym"t)
65.5 30.0 7.2 Translate to MM storage Translate to ?W startage MPIU redmr'!e may not be
armor, doff, recharyt awd am,. &ff, recharge: and required, dependent'. upon
stow ?m star mw EVA duration and mission
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TABLE 2.3.4: LCMS EVA TASK COMPLETION PLANS-MISSION SCENARIO NO.i (Continued)
TASK ANALYSIS: TIMELINES AND PR(GEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE: DEPLOY PAYLOAD 	 Sheet --@-- of
TIWE Min.11
SE
FUfICTIOM.AI1D CREWi TASK SYSTEM/PAYLOM
IRTERFACES
SPECIAL REQMTS.,
REMARKS, MOTESCUM. TASKI EVA Clli EVA CMZ OTHER SUPPORT
71.0 4 . 5 7.3 Translate to P/L bay.
Remove and star portable
Translate to PIL bey.
Stow tools in tool kit
lights and stow tool kit.
75,0 4.0 7.4 Translate to airlock W Translate to airlock and EVA OPERATIOMS COMTLETE
ingress Ingress
75.0 53.5
TOTAL TOTAL EVA TIME.	 4 HOURSMINUTES, 35
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2.3.6.3 LCMS EVA Mission Scenario Flo. 2 - Recover Damaged LCMS
LCMS EVA Mission Scenario No. 2 is based on a selection of contingency EVA
tasks from Table 2.3.2. This mission assumes a series of problems occurring
during an LCMS refurbishment mission that prevents refurbishment completion
and payload bay door closure. Two EVA crew members are required to remove
and jettison some of the equipment to permit stowage of the basic LCMS in
the payload bay and subsequent door closure. The EVA operations include:
1) Inspect LCMS damage
2) Inspect and diagnose FSS damage
3) Release RMS from damaged LCMS
4) Inspect and verify RMS stowage condition
5) Remove and jettison damaged solar array
6)
7)
The major
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TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
RECOVER DAMAGED LCMS Perform a two-man "contingency" EVA Assumes impact damage to the LCMS
to release and jettison damaged and PP, causing the LCHS to remain
subsystems and stow the LCMS to allow extended from the P/L bay, blocking
P/L bay door closure for entry. P/L bay door closure.
Initial task is to assess damage,
plan overall task and disentangle
RMS from LCMS debris.
I.	 INSPECT LCMS
DAMAGE
@ Egress airlock and Crew translation using handrails Safety precautions must be exer-
translate to impact along P/L bay door to Xo 1059 cised in proximity of damaged LCMS
area
r Inspect, diagnose Inspect RMS entanglement area, PP/LCMS LCMS systems must be turned off
and plan correct- impact area, LCMS condition and layout
tive action work plan
2 •	 INSPECT FSS
DAMAGE
Translate to FSS Crew translation to P/L bay door PP heaters must be turned off
area handrail, then down along PP frame
• Inspect and diag- Translate along PP frame under LCMS It is necessary to establish a plan
nose extent of and determine condition of PP probes, for clearing the P/L bay door
damage rotational mechanism, and structural closure envelope
attachments
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TABLE 2.3.5: LCIIS EVA Tasks--Fission Scenario Pao. 2
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TABLE 2.3.5: LCMS EVA Tasks---Mission Scenario No, 2 (continued)
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TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
3.	 RELEASE RMS FROM
DAMAGED LCMS
* Translate to tool Crew translation along P/L bay using Foot restraints are permanently
stowage area and handrails, ingress foot restraints mounted at stowage area
unstow tool kit and unstow tools and equipment
o Transfer tools to Crew translation/tool transport along Attach tethers to avoid EV crewman/
RMS debris site P/L bay handrail, across RMS to debris contact
and attach tethers RMS/LCMS probe interface
a Verify that LCMS Voice communications check list Damaged solar array must be dormant
is powered down verification before next operation begins
t Cut and pry debris Unstow tools and attach tool tethers. Tools required are:
	 Pry bar, chain
from RMS Cut array debris from RMS wrist and wrench and metal shears
end effector areas. 	 Pry debris away
from RMS to permit RMS retraction
a Monitor RMS removal Provide stability to damaged solar Requires the use of equipment
operation array while RMS is withdrawn tethers
4.	 INSPECT AND VERIFY
RMS STOWAGE
CONDITION
s Translate along the Crewman translation using RMS handrails Requires one EV creynan
length of the RMS Wrist joint and retention latch fitting
and inspect must be inspected for damage
* Translate to PP Crewman translation back along RMS to EV crewman assist may be required
area and monitor Xo 1069, then onto PP frame to observe if wrist joint is damaged
RMS stowage R4S stowage operation
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TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
Translate to each Crewman translation along RMS to retention TalkbaclF, indicators are
RMS latch and latches and verify talk back indicator located on Orbiter Panel A8
verify status status
5.	 REMOVE AND JETTISON
DAMAGED LCMS SOLAR
ARRAY
f Inspect and Crewman translation across PP frame to Avoid sharp.protrusions on
diagnose array LCMS solar array and inspect attach damaged array
condition points.	 Determine how array may be
jettisoned
a Disconnect array Attach foot restraints, unstow tools, Tools required are:	 Double end
from LCMS at the move solar array to provide fittinq flare nut wrench set, adjus-
transition adapter access, attach tethers to array, and table wrench, diagonal cutters,
attach point remove fitting bolts and stow and equipment tethers
o Move array from Release equipment tethers from array Two EV crewmen required for
LCMS proximity and jettison array safe handling of array
and jettison
6.	 STOIC LCMS IN
RETENTION CRADLE
a Translate to Crewman translation along LCMS to PP Requires two EV crewmen.	 Tools
LCMS/PP interface interface.	 Attach equipment tethers required are: shears, pry bar
and assist LCMS to LCMS.	 Cut and pry debris from and chain wrench
docking release interface area and release LCMS
a Move LCMS into EV crewmen transfer LCMS to RC, guiding RC heaters must be turned off
P/L bay and RC trunnion pins into RC latches
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TABLE 2.3.5: LCMS EVA Tasks--Mission Scenario ado. 2 (continued)
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TABLE 2.3.5: LCMS EVA Tasks--Mission Scenario No. 2 (continued)
.	 I
LE REP ARKSTASK/ACTIVITY
a Monitor closure With one EV crewman positioned near Visual observation of latch
of RC latches and the part P/L retention latch and the actuation to be verified by
verify proper LCMS other near the starboard latch, observe talk back indicators on Orbiter,
stowage latches and monitor closure Panel AT
7.	 JETTISON PP
a Translate to PP EV crewmen to translate along LCMS, PP must rotate to provide clearance
base and monitor to area of PP and visually monitor for P/L bay door closure. 	 If PP
rotation attempt attempt to rotate damaged PP into does not rotate proceed to next
Orbiter P/L bay step
e Transfer tools Crewmen translate along PP frame Tools required are:	 Socket set,
to PP/Orbiter to port trunnion latch.	 Attach ratchet wrench, 8" ratchet
port trunnion tethers and prepare tools for use extension pliers, and double end
latch flare nut wrench set
^r Remove bolts and Cut and remove safety wire, remove Stow all loose parts
release trunnion bolts and remove trunnion latch cap
v Repeat for star- Translate to starboard side and remove Stow all loose parts
board trunnion bolts and trunnion latch cap
latch removal '
* dove PP from Translate into P/L bay, with one Crew tether point required for
installed position crewman at starboard trunnion and stabilization
and jettison one at port trunnion.	 Push PP from
P/L bay and jettison
9 Transfer tools Translate to stowage area, don foot One EV crewman required for stowage
and equipment to restraints, stow tools and equipment task.
	
Second Ell crewman may pro-
stowage area and and doff foot restraints teed to final step
stow
a Translate to air-- TASK COMPLETE
lock and ingress
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2.3.6.4 LCMS EVA Task Compl etion Plans - Mission Scenario No. 2
Preliminary timelines and procedures developed for the LCMS mission
scenario no. 2 are provided in Table 2.3.6, Assumptions associated with the
mission scenario include the following:
a Sufficient mobility aids (handholds,  handrails ) are provided by the
payload and/or Shuttle orbiter to access the LCMS/PP from the
airlock.
o Realizing the possible requirement for a contingency EVA, crew
mobility aids are provided by the payload for access to each LCMS
associated area.
a Since design details were not available for many of the LCMS sub -
systems, conceptual designs were developed by the contractor to
implement procedures development.
s Two qualified crewmembers are available for conducting EVA. A third
'	 crewmember is available to perform minimal Payload Station (PS) EV
supporting functions.
a Foot restraints (1 pair) and mobility aids are provided at the tool
and equipment stowage area.
a Sufficient pallet lighting is provided by the Orbiter and payload
to perform EV tasks.
This mission scenario involves a. contingency EVA situation based upon the
premise that an LCMS, being retrieved by the RMS, impacts the PP with suf-
ficient force to jam the PP, cause structural failure of the LCMS solar array
and equipment damage which entangles the RMS in the debris. The RMS is
rendered inoperable and must be stowed, while the solar array and PP must be
jettisoned. The basic LCMS is recovered for ground refurbishment. Refer to
Figures 2.3-25 through 2,3-28.
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TABU 2.3.6: I.CMS EYA TASK COMPLETION PLANS--MISSION SCENARIO NO. 2
TASK AMYSIS: TIM11 ES AND PRCMUHS
ACTIVITY-TITLE	 OWMER
	
MODE: UMTOEU EVA	 Sheet ^_ of
TIME 1iIn.
^^'
FINCTION AND CREW TASK SYSTEM/PAYLW
INTERFACES
SPECIAL REQKTS.,
1REli11RY.5, NOTESCUM. TASK -EVA LK1	 EVA cat	 OTHER SUPPORT
1.I?. Prf +re for two-man contingency EVA to inspect and recover an LCHS
4.5 4.5
during an JM recovery attoapt.
P/L bay door handrails
SAFETY NOTE:
Exercise extreme csation i1.1 Egress airlock and trans- Egress airlock and translate
late to impact area to impact area proximity of damaged LCKS
13.5 9.0 1.,2 Inspect and diagnose Inspect and diagnose position Payload station:	 Turn Identify extent of dm w
L. M condition Jag platform condition PP heaters off. to LW/PP mechanises and
LCIIS arrays
1.5 8.0 1.3 Fomlate work plan Assist CKI SEE FIGURE 2.3-25
1.5 21.5
2.0	 Disontanglie W area 9eme"d LCNS
2.1 Traslate along IM Translate to tool steerage, Payload Stations6.5 5.0 handrail
to . debris area. `and ingntsz foot restraints, Yerify that LQIS ii
attach tethers for unstow tools and W poent powered down
stabilization. and egress foot restraints
29.0 2.5 2.2 Begin planned task of
*d disantanglamoot
Transfer tools to worksite
and attach tethers
Teols required are:
Pry bar. metal shears and
chain wrench.
	
Use come-
long if required
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TABLE 2.3.6: LCMS EVA TASK COMPLETION PLANS-MISSION SCENARIO NO. 2 (Continued)
TASK ANALYSIS:
	 TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:	 RECOVER DAMAGED LCMS 	 Sheet	 2	 of	 6
TIME Mtn.
SEQ.
FUNCTION AMC CREW TASK SYSTEM/PAYL6AD
II(TERFACES
SPECIAL REWS..
RE.MARkS, MOTESCUM, TASK EVA CM1 EVA fait OTHER SUPPORT
47.0 18.0 2.3 Cut debris from RMS wrist assist CM1 by use of pry bar EMU tather Collect and stow debris if
point and end effector and main wrench to pry array possible,
areas. free. SEE FIGURE 2.3-26
56.5 9.5 2.4 Translate to P/L bay door
handrail area and monitor
Attach tethers to damaged
array to provide stability
Payload station:
Activate and extract
P/L bay door handrails LCMS Is restrained by PP
RMS extraction from debris during RiiS extraction RMS.	 Pastion WS—
56.5 35.0 parallel to stowage
position.
3.0	 Inspect, Verify iM Storage Condition and Stow
3.1 Translate along R*IS and Proceed to solar array area60. 0 33 945 ha"O*eil
Inspect damage to R wS and prepare for next
wrist Joint and and operation
effector
69.5 9.5 3.2 Translate to PP frame Stye as above Payload station: PP ft-me structure EV c ►nwaan assist may be
and monitor WS stowage Stow PXS. Verify required during RHS stowag e
talkback indicator if wrist ,joint damage is
status on Orbiter extensive
Panel AS
17.0 7.5 3.3 Translate to each M Same As above R14S handrail
latch and verify status
20.577.0
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TASK ANKYSIS: TIAWIiNES MD PROCEDURES
ALTIYITY TIRE.
	
AE[ME MWAGO LUIS 	 sheet	 3	 of	 6
TIME Min.
K
FUNCTION AM CM TASK ST5TEM/PATLOPD
INTERFACES
SrLCIAL REQKTS.,
Rine. NOTESCUM. TAS EVA Lail EYA CK2 QTHER SUFPORT
4.0 howre and Jettim dweoyd LUIS Solar Array
4 . 1 TronslFbe is solar array Defied jettison prccedurves84.5 7.5
i
CHS transitiaai adw^w id contact ^J th array
at tschm" t area on trans i - trvs i orm
ti w adapter and attach
feat rwstrsints and
totmr,
68 3 4.4 4.2 Attach tattws to hold Assist CM iRZ*mt tetYw"
chomp in a stabiliasrd
position prWriding Faccess to attasimunt
fittiu	 ir.te fac-x
Ath LCKS
06.5 6 . 0 4.3 hwwvv bolts and lease Callwt wA ntxw Imss parts rr"ll cu oUtoew far eels regrind are: brsoble
covar, discww. ct 10a>;e parts sts ." PM flan +rut wench Yet,
wrxy strvctaral stable winch, and
atuckwts WA at Mxilt cutters.
cabl's E FIGURE 2.2-27
15.0 8.5 4 .4 Nte array frm prw1w1 ty Assist CH1 EMJ tether for stabili-
w "iter, Rica tat_rwm z ation
-A Jettison
15.0 14. 4
I I
°EYA itQm rwp+ired to complete LOTS Mission)
Scenarla 1a. 2 to be provided by eayload.
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TABLE 2.3.6: LCMS EYA TASK COMPLETION PLANS-MISSION SCENARIO NO. 2 (Continued)
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TASK ANALYSIS.
	 TIAM1EUNES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIYITV TITLE:
	
VECOYER DAMAGED LCMS	 Sheet --4_ of	 ___L_
TIME (Min.)
SEQ.
FUNCTION AND CREW TASK SYSTEM/PAYLOAD SPECIAL RLQMTS.,
CUM. TASK EVA CM1	 EVA CM2	 OTHER SUPPORT INTERFACES REMARKS, NOTES
5.0 Move LCMS fry PP and Star in RC for Ground Refurbisho.ent
5.1 Yranslate to LCMS/PP Assist CMi114.5 4.5 EMU tether
inttrface, attach
tethers to LCMS for
stabilization and
handling
131.6 2.0 5.2 Cut, pry and resao" Assist Oil ^P do4ir4 probes Tools required are:	 Metal
debris to free LCHS shears. pinch bar, and
from PP chain wrench.	 Use come-
long if required
118.5 7.0 5.3 Monitor attee4t to Monitor and assist CM1 Payload station:
release LCMS frma Cycle retention
docked position. latch switch
Assist as require4
to accoaNplish uadocting
57.01 18.5 5.4 Transfer LCMS into Assist CK1 heater aarit be Proper aligrownt of LCMS
P/L bay and stow 'tarred 'off' trunnion pins with R%
in RC latches is required
59.40 2.0 5.5 Horttor closurt of port Monitor closure of starboard Payload Station: Verify actuation by
RC retention latch RC retention latch Cycle switch op. DrIbiter
Panel A7 to clew rt—
talkback indicators o+
Orbiter Panel Al
159.0 1.0 taation latches
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TABLE 2.3.6: LCMS EVA TASK COMPLETION PLANS-MISSION SCENARIO NO. 2 (Continued)
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TABLE 2.3.5: LCMS EVA TASK COMPLETION PLANS-MISSION SCENARIO NO. 2 (Continued)
TASK ANALYSIS:
	 TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:
	 fD	 Shawet	 of
TIM Him.
`.^
FUNCTION AM CREW TASK STSTETM/PAT m
INTERFACES
SPECIAL 1'.EQtTS.,
tDmxS. NOTESGAM. TASK EYA Coi l I	 EYA CTt2	 0Tt6]l 5l PFW
6.0 iattisaew Pesltiadinl Platforll {PP} that is 61ehAi06 Parleed 60 Door ClGsxr+
6.1 Traoesiate to eft Port Translate to aft starboard Paylow Statist:162.5 3,5 EtrAmd LC11S
wed df LCNS and mmi ter end of LCMS and monitor PP hmitioo saltch to
PP rotatteo attdMt rotation attempt stow the 90' lift
actuation maChaeiam.
Aetsnn RC heater peer
to 'on' sow PP rawer
to "Off"
117.0 4.6 6.1 IIsmieUe to 1. 1869 to A6111t 0111 Pe>irleed fined attack 7sels rewrirtd are:
PR t fiord attach fittior fitting aid payload Socket set. ratchet wrench
amd meArert titters for trwulem(pert and d' ratchet extension,
stwlization startear® diageml cotter, sad
daeble end flaro nut rran
set
116.0 4.4 6.7 Lea249e rat om fww rrd Assist Oil Same as akrye SEE FTQIRE 2.3-28
attach bolt aw ►d mint
forward.	 Sr nq Journal
cap aft to clear trumnlom
T67.5 12.5 6.4 Repeat steps 6.2 and 6.3 Assist Ml Same as abet
for starboard fitting
190,0 2.5 6.5 Discowanawrt/awt power Assist 011 orbiter petoer cable
cable
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TASK ANALYSIS:
	
TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
Sheet	 6	 of	 6ACTIVITY TITLE:
	 A DAMAGED LGs45
Tiot Min,
SEQ.
FUNCTION AND CREW TASK SYSTEM/PAYLOAD
INTERFACES
SPECIAL REQMTS..
REMARKS, NOTESLtH1. TASK EVA CM1 EVA CM2 OTHER SUPPORT
202.5 12.5 6.6 Translate to P/L bay under Translate to P/L bay under EMU tether (Reference Figure 2.3-28)
port PP trunnion and attach starDOard PP trunnion snd
EMU tether.	 Push iP attach Elili	 tether.	 Assist
trunnion from Drbiter CM1
attach fitting Journal and
Jettison PP
207.0 4.5 6.7 Transfer tools and equip- Translate to airlock and P/L bey hAndralls
sent to stowage area, ingress
ingress foot restraints
and stow
- 11.0 4.0 6.7 Egress foot restraints, EVA OPERAT104S COMPLETE
translate to airlock
and ingress
211.0 52.0 i
4F
'UTAL
EVA TOrTAL EVA TIME	 3 Fom,31 MiwuteiLTIME
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TABLE 2.3.6: LCMS EVA TASK COMPLETION PLANS-MISSION SCENARIO NO. 2 (Continued)
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FIGURE 2.3-25: INSPECT DAMAGED LCMS AND
POSITIONING PLATFORM
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FIGURE 2.3-26: DISENTANGLE RMS FROM SOLAR ARRAY DEBRIS
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JETTISONED
SOLAR ARRAY
FIGURE 2.3-27: RELEASE AND JETTISON DAMAGED SOLAR ARRAY
'
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FIGURE 2.3-28: REMOVE AND JETTISON POSITIONING
PLATFORM
^
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2.3.6.5 LCM:; EVA Mission Scenario No. 3 - Refurbish LCMS
This scenario is based on a selection of potential EVA tasks from Table 2.3.2.
It assumes completion of a refurbishment mission using EVA and the RMS in
lieu of the currently planned FSS. Handling of the LCMS and the replacement
module depend upon the RMS, while the EVA crewmen direct the tasks, made
and break all connections and assure proper task completion. Replacement
and spent modules are stowed on a pallet in the payload bay. The EVA opera-
tion includes.
1) Retrieve LCMS and connect Orbiter to LCMS power cables
2) Erect portable work stations
3) Remove spent modules and place in temporary storage
4) Install refurbishment modules
5) Stow spent iiiodules for return to earth
6) Stow portable work stations
7) Deploy LCMS
The major tasks involved and task performance rationale are contained in
Table 2.3.7.
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TABLE 2.3.7: LCMS EVA Tasks--Mission Scenario No. 3
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TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
REFURBISH LCMS Perform a two-man EVA to conduct Assumes deletion of the SPMS and
LCHS on-orbit refurbishment opera- accomplishment of operations
tions. The operations consist of through a combination of EVA and
LCMS capture, refurbishment and RMS operations
redeployment.
1.	 RETRIEVE i _CMS AND
CONNECT ORBiTER TO
LCMS POWER CABLES
s RMS capture and Normal	 RMS payload retrieval EVA not required for retrieval
docking of LGIS
to PP
6 Egress airlock and One EV crewman translation using Crew tether point re quired for
translate to PP handrails along P/L bay door to stabilization at umbilical
Xo 1069. Second EV crewman proceed worksito
to tool storage area
• Connect electrical Unstor and connect Orbiter 'to Requires one EV crewman
power umbilical LUIS power umbilical
2. ERECT PORTABLE WORK
STATION 
a Translate to equipment Ingress foot restraints, unstow Requires two EV crewmen
stowage area and portable work stations and tools
unstow portable work
station 
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TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS-OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
Transfer work Crewman hand-carry tools to worksite. One EV crewman at worksite and
stations to work- R11S transfer of portable work one at stowage area during
site and	 install stations.	 Assemble and attach equipment transfer phase.
work stations at worksite
3. REMOVE SPENT MODULES
AND PLACE IN TEMPORARY
STORAGE
* Ingress work stations Translate to work area, ingress Two EV crewmen required, one on
and set-up for module work stations, unstow and attach each side of module.
removal tool tethers, and prepare for
module removal
0 Detach module Disconnect module Use motor unit
• Remove module and Attach R11S, withdraw module and EV crewmen to observe and
transfer to temporary transfer to stowage area direct the operation
storage site
o Translate to storage Translate along P/L bay door hand- Repeat above steps for each
site and attach spent rail	 to stowage position, accept module to be replaced
module module from RMS and temporarily
stow with equipment tethers
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TABLE 2.3.7: LCMS EVA Tasks--Mission Scenario No. 3 (continued)
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TABLE 2.3.7: LCHS EVA Tasks--t-tission Scenario No. 3 (continued)
TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
4.	 INSTALL REFURBISH-
MENT MODULE S
a Unstow module from Remove replacement module from Requires only one EV crewman to
stowage pallet stowage position for PJIS transfer unstow module
o Transfer module to Transfer module to worksite and Inspection requires removal of
LCMS position for pre-installation protective covers and a physical
inspection damage assessment
s Install	 and attach RMS to insert and hold module Fasteners must be attached to
module while EV crewmen attach fasteners hold module in the installed
position
s Inspect and verify The	 installation	 i nspection	 is	 to Repeat above steps for each
installation verify that the module is properl y module to be replaced
installed and that all 	 connections
have been made in readiness for
activation
5. STOW SPENT MODULES
FOR RETURN TO EARTH
Translate to stowage area using Two EV crewmen required fors Translate to stowage
pallet P/L bay door handrails stowage task completion
o Move s pent modules Detach temporary stowage tethers, NOTE:	 From this point EV
from temporary storage move spent modules in'Zo stov,age crewmen perform separate
to stowage pallet and position and stow for entry tasks
secure for	 return to
earth
to
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TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
6.	 STOW PORTABLE WORK.
ST TI	 PAS
a Translate to One EV crewman translates to First EV crewman performs
worksite worksite along P/L bay handrails stowaqe task
• Remove portable work Detach, fold and prepare work Work station is designed for
stations stations for stowage quick/compact stowage
• Transfer work stations RNS transfer of work stations. Equipment tetners used during
and tools to stowage EV crewman hand carries tools transfer operations
area to stowage area
• Stow equipment Stow work stations and tools First crewman may begin ingress
for entry activity
7.	 DEPLOY LCMS
e Translate to PP EV crewman translate to PP Second EV crewman prepares LCMS
fur deployment
• Disconnect electrical Disconnect and stow Orbiter Requires tether attach point
power umbilical to LCMS power umbilical for EV stabilization
a Attach !RMS to LCMS Monitor RM3 attachment operation
Shuttle capture drogue
e Release holddown Operate mechdnical probe release Operation conducted from
fixtures mechanism beneath LCMS near PP interface
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TABLE: 2.3.7: LCMS EVA Tasks--Mission Scenario No. 3 (continued)
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TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEb; RATIONALE/REMARKS
e Deploy LCMS with PJ4S Hove LCMS to dept wment position Monitor deployment activity
using the RIS and prepare area for entry
s Translate to airlock TASK. COMPLETE
and ingress
	 (Both
cre,mnen )
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TABLE 2.3.7: LCMS EVA Tasks- 'fission Pao. 3 (continued)
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2.3.6.5 LCMS EVA Task Completion Plans - Mission Scenario No. 3
Preliminary timelines and procedures developed for the LCMS mission
scenario no. 3 are provided in Table 2.3.8. Assumptions associated with
the mission scenario include the following:
e Sufficient mobility aids (handholds, handrails) are provided by
the payload and/or Shuttle Orbiter to access the LCMS/PP from the
ai rlock.
e Given the requirement for a potential planned EVA, crew mobility
aids are provided by the payload for access to each LCMS
associated area.
o Since design details were not available for many of the LCMS
subsystems, conceptual designs were developed by the contractor to
implement procedures development.
s Two qualified crewmembers are available for conducting EVA. A
third crewmember is available to perform minimal Payload Station (PS)
EV supporting functions.
o Spare LCMS modules are provided as pallet mounted equipment. The
spares are attached t( the pallet structure.
r Foot restaints (1 pair) and mobility aids are provided at the
spares stowage pallet.
Sufficient pallet lighting is provided by the Orbiter and payload
to perform EV r.asks .
In this scenario LCMS modu:e replacement is accomplished by RMS aided EVA,
thereby deleting the necessity for the automated refurbishment systems
(SPMS) and automated positioning platform. The LCMS is docked to a modified
positioning platform that rotates as a carousel to permit RMS/EVA access
to each module. New and spent modules are relc. ased/attached by the EV crew-
men (Figure 2.3-29) and transferred by the RMS (See Figures 2.3-30 through
2.3-32).
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TASK ANALYSIS:
	 TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:
	
REFURBISH LCMS	 MODE:	 EVA WITH RMS
	
Sheet
	
1	 of	 6
TiME Min.
SEQ.
FUNCTION AND CREW TASK
SYSTEM/PAYLOAD
IKTERFACES
SPECIAL REQMTS.,
REMARKS, NOTESCUM. TASK I	 EVA CM) EVA CM2 OTHER SUPPORT
1.0	 Prepare for boo-wan potential planned EVA, retrieve and dock LOTS to
eeodified positioning platfw' (PP)
1.1 Complete EVA preparatioa Complete EVA preparation Payload Station:	 R14S W-S! , Payload capture and dock-
capture and hocking of ing ccepleted prior to
LOTS to PP crewman agrees free air-
' lock
3.5 3.5 1.1 Egress airlock sae trans- Egress air'iock uW translate P/L bay door handrail SEE FIGURE 2.3-29
slate to PP to tool storage
9.0 5.S 1.3 Connect Orbiter to LCM5 Ingress foot restraints, Orbiter power uebilical
power u ibiliul unsto+ tools and prepare
for transfer to wortsits
17.0 8.0 1_4 Assist WS end effector Saver. vi above Payload Station:
exchange Maneuver RMS to exchange
— end effectors
17.0 17.0
2.0	 Unstow, transfer Portable Work Stations
Z2.0 5.0 ortable EVA w rk stations2.1 Inspect LCMS to verify Unstow portable work.
readiness for refur- stations and prepare transported to worksite
bishvent operation for transfer to ark by WS
site
'EVA equipment required to CoWlete LCKS Mission Scenario Ao. 3
to be orovided b y oavload.
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TABLE 2.3.8: LCMS EVA TASK COMPLETION PLANS—MISSION SCENARIO NO.3
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TASK ANALYSIS:
	
TIMELINES MD PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:
	
REFURBISH LCKS	 Sheet	 2	 of
TIME MIL.1
SEQ.
FUNCTION AND CREW TASK SYSTEWPA" D
INTERFACES
SPECIAL RIGHTS.,
RDWIKS, NOTESCUM. TASK EVA LMI EVA C112 OTHER SUPPORT
29.0 7.0 2.2 Receive first portable work Attach portable work station Payload Station: Equipnant tethers EVA workstatiom trans-
station at Wort site and for RMS transfer.	 Connect Operate WS to transfer ported by 05; pnitionoe
tether for taelporary starsor safety tether portable wort stations and deployed by crt+acn
39.0 10.0 2.3 Repeat for second wort Sae n above Some as above
station
45.0 6.0 2.4 Attach and deploy wort H&Wl carry tools to work Portably wart station
stations near part and
starboard sides of LOBS
site and assist Cil	 In
attaching and deploying
attack prWisis m dos+gpaeo
into stra 114 at rop irr44S.0 219.0
wort stations locatiees
3.0	 aeaDve Spent L CKS Mudm les wrsd rep l ace refurbishment modules
41.0 4.0 LM asa&le fwtwfaoe 9btor unit requir3.1 Iegress port wwt stattemr Ilyress starboard wort
unstw tools " attack station and un stnw tools
tether
K
59.0 9.0 3.2 tontine wortsite Assist 1W attaciaent to Payload Station: R"S and effector, Mamally artm tw Tattbes
prapa ration ACS spat nodule and Operate RMS to attach wrist assembly and end id to W-5 awdprde
actw to awl effector to modu It effector latches effecters
1 a tdws
59.0 1.0 3.3 fb3laase part rv%Wly Release starboard resupply ACS ao4ele ral®ase SEE FI6tW 2.3-30
latch eac%eni sal latch wedsan i sm rectal, i ss
*EVA item required to complete Mission Scenario No. 3
to be provided by Dayload.
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TABLE 2.3.8: LCMS EVA TASK COMPLETION PLANS-MISSION SCENARIO NO.. 3 (Continued)
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TABLE 2.3.8: LCMS EVA TASK COMPLETION PLANS-MISSION SCENARIO NO. 3 (Continued)
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TASK ANALYSIS:	 TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:
	 REFURBISH LCMS	 Sheet ___L_ of	 6
TIME Min.
SEQ.
-	 FUNCTION AND CREW TASK SYSTEM/PAYLOAD SPECIAL REQMTS..
CUM. TASK EVA CM1 EVA CM2 OTHER SUPPORT INTERFACES REMARKS, NOTES
62.5 3.5 3.4 Assist AM to ACS removal Tether ACS module to RMS
from LCMS ern+
67.5 5.0 3.5 Inspect mdule and WtS for Translate to LCMS module Payload Station: Module stwagc rack Module stowga .ack
tra+rsftr status stowage rack and ingress Operate AMS to transfer provides storage for 3
foot restraints module modules and one additional
unit for module handling.
SEE FIGURE 2.3-31
79.5 1i.O 3.6 Confirm LCMS configured Assist RMS in stowing ACS Payload Station: Modult latches on Module latches on storage
to accept new ACS module module, lock module in Operate RMS to stew stoma" rack rack are manually actuated
stowage rack and release AL5 module by crewn
end effector latches
84.5 S.0 3.7 Rest Tether new ACS module to Payload Station:
RMS arm, assist FIRS attach- Mantuver RMS to new
meat to ACS ad release ACS module stowage
module sto.+a" rack latches and tngage
59.0 5.5 3.8 Rest Assist retraction of ACS Payload Station:
module from stowage rack. Operate RMS to transfer
Translate to LCMS star- maw ACS module to LCMS +
boa rd w rkstation
97.0 7.0 3.9 Assist RMS in positioning Aest--ssa re starboard Payload Station:
mm ACS in LCMS, secure resupply latch mechanism Retract RMS to clear
port resupply l.!ch mech- and ,^elease ACS tether LCMS rotation onve'.ope
anism	 and releast and
effector latches
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TASK AhkYSIS: TIMELINES AND PR0C:MURE5
ACTIVITY TITLE: 	 F	 CM	 3ateet	 4
TIME Milk.
^^
FtaICT I ON Me a" TAU =TSY"TLM
INTFJIFACE.S
SPECIAL kEWS..
ADWE5. NOTESEVA Cril EVA CH2 OTHER SU"WT
r
a#L,
.5 2.5 3 . 1( manually reclocl LCi1S Release LM posittainioq Payload Station: hwitiveia' platform position' 	 platform
positinol" platform piatferw ^ &:slit CM Initiate ACS chazhout (with NIS	 is rotated by
to -ccest pact nodule ptwcod ms cry Using water Unit
to access ebch replaawaent
module
SEE FI6t1R£ 2.3.32
150.0 50 . 5 3.11 A""t stags 3.2 tirrwo%h 3 .9 for Pswef module
2W.5 50.5 3.12 Repeat steps 3.2 tkrowO 3. 9 for CIM ale
2x5.5 5.0 .13 0itconswt LCM3 pw rr Prepare EVA equipwut ftwirr ambilieal and Star paerrr wabilical for
wobflical fram Orbite r stswege for reentry stnue" fizturellacthes reentry
2M. i ^ 160.5
4.0	 EVA Equipment stokwo1
4.1 Translate to EVA Fold, release and attach Payload Station:213.0 7.5
equipment sto"90 starboard EVA workstation Malkeuver F S
and ingress foot to WS end effector
restraints
216.0 3.0 4.2 Remove EVA workstatio& prepare LM for deploy- Soma as above Confirs L(ZS modules sea r
from 46 and stow ment
224.0 6.0 4.3 Prepare EVA equipment Fold, mlease and attach Same as &bore
for reentry port EVA workstation to
iM ewd effector
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TASK ANALYSIS:
	
TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:	 REFURBISH LCMS	 Sheet	 5	 of	 C
TIME (Min.) , FVWTIOM Akn CREW TASK SYSTEM/ PATLOAO
INTERFACES
SPECIAL RLQKTS.,
REMARKS. NOTESCUM. TASK
SEQ.
EVA CM1 EVA CZ? OTHER SUPPORT
228.0 4.0 4.4 Remove EVA worksUtion Prepare !M fa- deployawm t Payload Station: Confirm operational status
fran NRS and stab Cavlete pre-release c. replacement modules
checkout of LCMS
functions
236.0 8.0 4.5 Assist INS eced affectar Saw as abovw
exchar4o
238.5 2.5 4.6 Check wnd confirm used Assist PM end effector Standard payload end
LMS eoduies secure atta0voont to L045 for effector
for reentry deployment
238.5 33.0
S.0	 Aeiaate w4 Deploy LCM i
5.1 Translate to airlock ovua Translate to airlock Paylorl Station:242.0 3.5 Haidralls, airlock
and stx,dhy few LCM area and standby Release LCMS/PP latch
deplayr eot mechanism
251.0 15.0 5.2 Monitor LCHS deploynat Winitor LCMS deployment Payload Station: Standby EVA for assist
Maneuver WS operations if necessary
263.0 6.0 5.3 5.mwre PP latch vacharoisaoa Inspect and confirm Payload Station:
for reentry paylaac bay and EVA equip- Confirm payload release i
ae of comfigured for reentry i	 1
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TABLE 2.3.8; LCMS EVA TASK COMPLETION PLANS-MISSION SCENARIO NO. 3 (Continued)
TASK ANALYSIS:
	 TIMELINES AND PROCEDURE'S
ACTIVITT TITLE:
	 RErl1RSISH LCM	 Sheet ^^ of
TIE 141a.
SE9.
FUNCTION AND CREW TASK STSTEWPATLOAD
WERFACES
SPECIAL REWTS..
REWKS, NOTEScum. TASA EVA W EVA CK2 OTHER SUPPORT
EVA OPERATIONS
268.0 5.0 5.4 Translate to airlock Translate to airlock ant r '-
md ingress iwgrrss
266.0 213.5
TOTAL
EVA TOTAL EVIL TIM 4 ismrt j 28 wliautas
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FIGURE 2.3-29: PREPARATION FOR REFURBISHMENT EVA OPERATIONS
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SUBSYSTEM
MODULE
GUIDE
PINS
MOTOR--7
UNIT
	
GUIDE
RAILS
RESUPPLY LATCH
MECHANISM
VIEW "All
SOLAR ARRAY RETRACTED -
SEE VIEW "A"^
RMS ATTACHMENT -.
FITTING
PORTABLE WORK
STATION
POSITIONING
PLATFORM
FIGURE 2.3-30: LCMS RESUPPLY LATCH MECHANISM OPERATION
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FIGURE 2.3-31: SPARE SUBSYSTEM MODULE STOWAGE CONCEPT
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FIGURE: 2.3-32: LCMS/POSITIONING PLATFOPM
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2.4 LARGE SPACE TELESCOPE (LST)
2.4.1 LST Program Description
2.4.1.1	 Introduction
The Large Space Telescope (LST) is a free-flying ,.nrnanned observatory
•	 representing an internEtional facility for astronomy research while con-
trolled by the investigating scientists on the ground. Analogous to other
astronomy pavl,ads using the Space Transportation System, the LST will
provide the capability to conduct surveys and detailed measurements of the
various energies radiated toward earth from celestial sources. The LST
makes possible the further study of the structure and evolution of the
universe and the laws that govern it.
The LST mission objectives are to study a diverse variety of astronomical
Problems by utilizing: (1) the three-to-five increase in limitinq
magnitudes over ground-based telescopes, (2) the capability of high angular
resolution imaging, and (3) the extension of astronomical spectroscopy to
wavelengths and to limiting magnitudes far beyond the capabilities of
ground-based instruments. The large and dynamic instrument complement
planned on LST will permit observations of planets, stars, nebulae, galactic
and globular clusters, galaxies, galactic nuclei, quasars, and other yet
undiscovered objects to unprecedented accuracy. Due to the proposed high
quality imagina, it may be capable of supplying solutions to a large number
of cosmolog i cal problems that have little hope of being solved from ground-
based instruments.
The LST is the keystone astronomical instrument for the 1980's (initial
launch planned for Dec. 1982) in its relationship to other astronomy
discipline objectives. Survey telescopes and the one-meter ultraviolet-
optical diffraction limited sortie telescope will locate unusual sources
for detail observations by the LST. The LST also complements on-going
ground-based observational programs and fills data voids in specific areas
t
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of research, particularly in the ultraviolet and infrared regions of the
spectrum. The observational programs will be confined to specific objects
using instruments that are selected to provide data for answering questions
and resolving problems that arise in the course of ground activities.
The Large Space Telescope is a 2.4-m. (7.9 ft.) diameter, near diffraction
limited Ritchey-Chretien system with a high reflection efficiency in the
0.1 to 0.5 micrometer spectral region. The primary mirror is attached at
three points to a supporting structure. The high quality data field at the
principal focus is 5 arc-min. in diameter. The outer field of view,
extending 24 arc-min. in diameter, is used for fine guidance in order to
ac'ieve pointing stability of 0.005 arc-sec. The secondary mirror is moved
by actuators to compensate for errors that are below the sensitivity of
the basic attitude control system. Individual pickoff mirrors and slits
are arranqed off of the optical axis for redirection of light into the
axial and radial mounted instrument complement. The instruments are
mounted so that they are readily accessible for delivery, maintenance, and
replacement in orbit.
2.4.1.2 LST Mission Description
The LST will utilize the Space Shuttle for initial placement into a low
earth, circular orbit at a nominal altitude of 500 km (270 nautical miles)
with an inclination of 28.8 degrees. During the planned 15-year operational
life, the Shuttle will also be used to perform on-orbit maintenance/servicing
and/or earth return to maintain LST operating proficiency and to update the
scientific instrument capability. The LST Mission Operations Center (ground
control) will continuously monitor the status of the LST systems, determine
failures, identify degraded systems, and determine the maintenance mode
(i.e., on-orbit or earth-return) for the Shuttle LST maintenance flights
which will be shared with other payloads.
The LST missions and operations flow is shown by the scenarios in Figure
2.4-1. The typical activities for the three types of missions (i.e.,
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placenent, on-orbit maintenance and retrieval, ground return) can be
summarized as follows:
PLACEMENT MISSION:
1. Prelaunch at KSC
s LST integration and test
* LST checkout
@ LST mated with Shuttle Orbiter
® Space Shuttle transported to launch pad
2. Launch, Orbit Insertion, and Denlovment
o Boost and insertion into 92.7 x 278 km. (50 x 150 Nmi.) orbit
a Shuttle External Tank dropped, orbit circularized to 150 Nmi.
a Payload bay doors opened and Orbiter subsystems checkout
performed
e Orbiter transferred to 500 km. (270 Nmi.) circular orbit
e LST powered-up and status verified
* LST unlocked and erected in payload bay utilizing manipulator
4 LST pro-release checkout
- High gain antennas and solar arrays deployed
- Final systems verification for deployment release
a LST deployed to final release position utilizing manipulator
e LST released
• Orbiter performs separation maneuver and loiters
e LST post-release activities
- Pointing control stabilized/subsystem checked out
- Lock-up to TDRS/TDRS-STDN link verified
- Solar arrays oriented for maximum power; subsystem checked
out
- Thermal control subsystem checked out
- Aperture door opened/star trackers activated
- Scientific instruments activated/checked and calibrated
3. LST Initiates Orbital Scientific Operations
e Orbiter proceeds to next mission or return to Earth.
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ON-ORBIT MAINTENANCE MISSION:
1. Space Shuttle Launch, Orbit Insertion, and Shared Flight Operations
a From KSC-boost and insertion into 50 x 150 NMi orbit
• Shuttle Lxternal Tank dropped, orbit circularized to 150 NMi
s Payload bay doors opened and Orbiter subsystems checkout
performed
• Other payload(s) mission performed
- Assunies LST maintenance flight shared with other payload(s)
• Orbiter transferred to LST circular orbit (Approx. 270 NMi)
2. Rendezvous/Recovery
• LST pre-rendezvous deactivation and control
9 LST/Orbiter rendezvous
• LST capture by Orbiter utilizing manipulator
• LST/Orbiter erected in payload bay and hard interface
established
3. LST On-orbit Maintenance/Servicing
a Crewmen EVA preparation/EVA to LST
e LST to Orbiter payload bay stabilization support installed
r LST powered-down
N LST inspection performed by EV crewmen
Repair/exchange systems support elements
Service/repair/exchange scientific instruments
o LST verification/checkout performed following repair/exchange
s LST to Orbiter payload bay stabilization support removed
h EV crewmen return to Orbiter
4. Deployment
* LST powered-up and status verified for deployment release
a LST deployed to final release position utilizing manipulator
* LST released
• Orbiter performs separation maneuver and loiters
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LST post-release activities
- Pointing control stabilized/subsystem checked out
- Lock-up to TDRS/TDRS-STDN link verified
- Solar arrays oriented for maximum power; subsystem
checked out
- Thermal control subsystem checked out
Aperture door opened/star trackers activated
Scientific instruments activated/checked and calibrated
5. LST Initiates Orbital Scientific Operations
• Orbiter proceeds to next mission or returns to earth
RETRIEVAL-GROUND RETURN MISSION:
1. Space Shuttle Launch, Orbit Insertion, and Shared Flight O errations
w From KSC-boost and insertion into 50 x 150 NMi orbit
a Shuttle external tank dropped, orbit circularized to 150 NMi
r Payload bay doors opened and Orbiter subsystems checkout
performed
# Other payload(s) mission performed/deployed
- Assumes LST maintenance flight shared with other payload(s)
a Orbiter transferred to LST circular orbit (approx. 270 NMi)
2. Rendezvous/Recover
a LST pre-rendezvous deactivation and control
e LST/Orbiter rendezvous
s LST capture by Orbiter utilizing manipulator
o LST/Orbiter hard interface established
3. Retrieval-Ground Return
® LST pre-stowage deactivation performed
- High gain antennas and solar arrays retracted
- All systems depowered/safed (passive LST)
o LST stowed and lacked in payload bay utilizing manipulator
o Orbiter reentry preparations made/payload bay doors closed
o Orbiter with LST deorbits and lands at KSC
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• LST removed from Orbiter payload bay
a LST transported to refurbishment facility
- Ground maintenance/refurbishment of LST performed
2.4.1.3 LST Configuration
r	 The design definition studies for the LST were being conducted, sponsored
by the NASA Marshail Space Flight Center (MSFC) and the Goddard Space
Flight Center (GSFC), in a time frame paralleling this EVA applications
study. The Phase B-LST optical telescope assembly (OTA) and scientific
instruments (SI) conceptual design studies were being performed by two
contractors, Itek Optical System Division and Perkin-Elmer Corporation.
The LST support systems module (SSM) Phase B-LST design definition studies
for the total program, including preliminary design considering both
OTA contractor interfaces, were being conducted by three contractors:
Martin Marietta Denver Division, Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, and
Boeing Aerospace Company.
The LST configuration, including the supporting systems characteristics,
final hardware configuration, and location in the Shuttle Orbiter payload
bay were not available except as conceptual designs developed by each of
the study contractors. Development of EVA applications for the different
contractor recommended approaches to the LST design was not attempted.
Since the EVA applications would be similar for the various approaches,
a single contractor concept was selected for development on the basis
of the overall adaptability to maintenance/repair/service of LST by
utilizing EVA. Boeing/Itek LST concept, Figure 2.4-2, was selected for
EVA application development.
The basic LST concept is composed of three functional elements designated
as an Optical Telescope Assembly (OTA), Scientific Instruments (SI), and
Support Systems Module (SSM) as shown in Figure 2.4-3. All unique equip-
ment required to support on-orbit operations, including deployment,
recovery, and maintenance is supplied as Space Support Equipment (SSE).
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The OTA consists of the optics and supporting structure; thermal, perfor-
mance and fine guidance subsystems; electrical distribution, and command
and telemetry subsystems (not RF transmission). Included are the following
elements.
* Mirrors
o Mirror mounting and metering structure
t Fine guidance sensors
a Focal plane structure
@ Optical performance sensors and control systems
# Internal light baffles
* OTA mounted electrical cabling
• Thermal controllers and heaters
• Interface structure between the OTA and the SSM.
The OTA is a 2.4-m. (effective aperture) Ritchey-Chretien form of a
Cassegrainian two-mirror telescope. The primary mirror focal ratio is
f/2.45 with an overall telescope system focal ratio of f/24. The unit will
operate in the spectral range of 90 nm to I mm with a spatial resolution of
0.05 arc-second at 632.8 nm. The focal plane assembly provides the capa-
bility to support four axial SI positions and also supports the SSM rate
gyros and course acquisition stare trackers (Figure 2.4-4).
The SI subsystem consists of all individual scientific instruments.
Selected support equipment including optics, electronics, sensors, position-
ing mechanisms, thermal control, self--calibration, and the structure located
at the telescope focal region (which are dedicated solely to the support of
scientific instrumentation) are also part of the SI's. Table 2.4.1 identi-
fies the instruments under study for use on the LST. The primary function
of the SI's is to convert the OTA focal plane energy into sc^^ ntif ic infor-
mation. The individual instruments were designed (conceptual, with the
intention of modular replacement, both in orbit and on the grouid. When
the final selection of instrumentation for the LST is complete, the
instruments will be packaged in four modules for axial mountin g on the
aft side of the OTA focal plane assembly. Individual instruments or support
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PHYSICAL. SIZE WEIGHT
SCIENCE INSTRUMENT (Acronym)
meter feet kg. lb,
High Resolution Spectrograph (HRS) 0.815x0.875xl.700 2,674x2.87lx5.578 295 650
Faint Object Spectrograph (FOS) 0,27Ox0.620xl.200 0.886x2.034x3.937 134 295
High Resolution Cameras (HRC)
a	 F/24 Field Camera 0.300 dia, x1.050 0.984 dia. x3.445 90 198
a	 F/48 Planetary Camera 0.30OxO.850x1.820 0.984x2.789x5.971 120 264
a	 F/96 Planetary Camera 0,328xO.4lOx2,400 1.076xl.345x7.874 160 353
High Speed Area Photometer (HSAP) O.l50xO.250xO.770 0,492xO,820x2.526 25 55
Infrared Photometer (IRP) 1,125xl.860x1,860 3.69lx6.103x6.103 182 401
Astrometry Instrument (ASTRO) Information not available
Note:
	
The instruments listed may not be the final choice for the LST.
Physical size and weight values are preliminary estimates.
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subsystem "black boxes" will also be mounted on the focal plane structure.
The SSM consists of structural and mechanical elements including environ-
mental control, electrical power, instrumentation and communications, data
management, crew systems and pointing control subsystems. In addition to
the structure fo, mounting and enclosing the SSM subsystems, the structural
and mechanical elements include the cylindrical structure around the OTA and
SI, the associated thermal control surfaces, light baffles and sun shield/
aperture door forward of the secondary mirror, meteoroid shields, and
docking/berthing structure. The reference gyros and acquisition star
trackers are also SSM components mounted on the OTA focal plane assembly.
2.4.1.4 LS7 EVA Requirements
For the LST to achieve the contemplated 15-year operational life, periodic
service and maintenance will be required. Two maintenance modes, on-orbit
and earth-return (see Figure 2.4-1), are being studied to determine the
most cost effective combinations and frequency for the LST to retain
operating proficiency and to upgrade the scientific capability. The
return of the LST to the earth by the Space Shuttle has been established
as the primary mode for accomplishing major refurbishment (Reference 2.4.1).
The on-orbit mode will utilize EVA and consist of replacing malfunctioning
and/or life-limited components, updating instruments, and visual inspections.
An LST Mission Operations Center (MOC) will be responsible for all space-
craft in-flight operational activities, including the on-orbit maintenance
phase. The MOC will continously monitor LST performance and by using the
on-board diagnostic capability, perform fault detection/isolation and
redundancy management (from the ground) to identify failures and degraded
systems. Maintenance call-up criteria will be based upon redundancy
depletion and/or all SI's being inoperative. A complement of replacement
hardware supplied from a ground maintenance spares inventory, with
selection based on established standards and MOC status evaluation, will
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be carried into orbit by a Shuttle Orbiter for in--flight EVA performed
maintenance of the LST.
The LST is bein g designed (Phase B-Design and Program Definition) to pro-
vide the Orbiter crew with the capability for on-orbit servicing and
maintenance. The requirements and guidelines established to satisfy such
a design include the following (Reference 2.4.1):
a The LST shall have a capability for on-orbit servicing by space-
suited astronauts, on initial launch and on a sustained basis with
instrument replacement included.
a A major design goal shall be to provide EVA access to all LST
components or modules.
r EVA crew aids shall be included in the LST design.
o Access to and replaceability of subassemblies within the SI's by
suited astronauts shall be provided where feasible.
a The LST spacecraft envelope shall allow 48-inch clearance (1.2 m.)
of the forward payload bay bulkhead for EV crewmen egress/ingress.
a All deployable appendages shall be designed for manual override
capability to insure retrieval and return of the LST to earth.
a Critical systems, particularly subsystems whose failure would
jeopardize recovery of the LST or affect crew safety, shall be
designed to preclude single point failure. Fail safe mode of
operation is required to ensure retrieval.
a The LST shall be equipped with appropriate protective devices and
provisions to react to all credible LST-generated hazards includ-
ing mission peculiar support equipment. Hazards associated with
the LST or the deployment/retrieval procedures shall not prevent
safe termination of the Shuttle mission. The LST will have
specific equipment, devices, and procedures to protect the LST,
Space Shuttle, and crew from hazards which may result from LST
related activities.
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a Components or modules designated as replaceable in orbit shall
provide connectors that permit operation by a crewman's gloved
hand.
a Operations which can be performed by one crewman are preferred;
however, operations requiring two may be considered.
a Diagnostic capability, as a minimum, shall include test points
in all on-orbit replaceable components or modules within each
system so that remote checkout from the ground can be conducted
for system performance verification, malfunction detection and
fault isolation in orbit.
In designing to achieve system reliability, the priorities shall
be implemented as follows:
- Man and Vehicle Safety (i.e., the safety of the crew and vehicle
during launch, EVA, and return-to-ground operations)
- Retrieval (systems that are required to be operational in order
to retrieve the EST for orbital maintenance or return to earth)
- In-Orbit Maintenance (failure detection and system diagnosis of
components which are accessible for maintenance in orbit;
ability to detect that failure has occurred and ability to
analyze the nature and cause of a failure)
- failure of observatory level systems (any module or factor that
could prevent ,:he receipt of useful data from all or the
majority of SI's)
- Failure of SI level systems (any module ,,)- factor that could
prevent the receipt of useful data from a scientific instrument)
Classification of EVA tasks currently being designed into the EST during
the Phase S study fall into the "planned EVA" and "unscheduled EVA"
operational categories (definitions established in Section 2.1 .1 of this
report). The planned EVA tasks include provisions for full maintenance of all
short life items externally accessible on the SSM, OTA focal plane E. sembly
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and ST modules. The unscheduled EVA tasks are associated with LST con-
tingency deployment and/or retrl eyal mechanism failures. Major subsystems
of the LST payload are described in subsequent sections to identify com-
ponents/modules and operations which benefit from the planned and unsched-
uled EVA capabilities including applications in the "contingency" and
"potential planned" EVA operational categories. Design details were some -
what limited during this study since the preliminary LST design definition
program was not scheduled for completion until mid-1976,
2.4.2 LST Payload Descri tion
The conceptual design of the LST will be developed to a point in the
definition phase preparatory to initiating detailed preliminary design by
mid-1976. The critical design and development phase is anticipated to
start in early 1977 with the selection of six contractors, one SSM, one OTA,
and four SI. The LST candidate EVA applications described in subsequent
sections of this report were derived from References 2.4.1 through 2.4.3
and are subject to change as development proceeds.
The LST allowable weight, including all payload chargeable support equip-
ment, is not to exceed 25,000 lb. (11,340 kg.). This excludes weight allow -
ances for the Shuttle Orbiter OMS (Orbital Maneuvering System) kits and
propellant required -to place the LST into the desired orbital location. The
Orbiter payload bay length available for the LST lies between longitudinal
stations 630 and 1184 which allows for an OMS tank kit length of 118 inches
(3.0 m.) and EV crewmen egress/ingress cleanance of 48 inches (1.22 m.).
The available payload bay dimensions 14.6 m. (180 in.) dia. by 14.1 m.
(554 fin.) long] must accommodate the LST spacecraft, associated space
support equipment (SSE), payload support structures, deployment/retrieval
mechanisms, and handling clearance.
2.4.2.1 Support Systems Module (SSM)
The LST Support Systems Module consists of three major structural sections:
(1) forward shell, (2) equipment sections, and (3) aft shell. The
i
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sections enclose and/or support the various LST equipment as shown in
Figure 2.4-5. The SSM is subdivided into the following seven subsystems:
e Structures and Mechanical Subsystem (S&MS)
e Thermal Control Subsystem (TCS)
e Electrical Power Subsystem (EPS)
	
t
a Pointing Control Subsystem (PCS)
	
i
a Instrumentation and Communication Subsystem (I&CS)
@ Data Management Subsystem (DMS)
e Crew Systems
Table 2.4.2 provides a preliminary listing of major equipment items compris-
ing the subsystems, including quantities and estimated unit weights. Also
included in the table is a list of the currently conceived Space Support
Equipment (SSE) required to aid LST deployment, retrieval and on-orbit EVA
maintenance operations. The location of equipment items accessible to the
EV crewman in the SSM equipment section are shown in Figures 2.4-6 and 2.4-7,
LST sun side and anti-sun side, respectively. Currently, seven of the 26
equipment bays are available as growth margin (i.e., bays 8A, 8B, 9A, 9B,
10A, 10B, and 13B are unoccupied).
2.4.2.1.1 SSM Structures and Mechanical Subsystem
The SSM structure comprises the entire outer shell of the LST with an over-
all length of 13.2 m. (43.3 ft.). In addition to providing the primary
load bearing members, the shell provides thermal and contamination control
and meteoroid protection for the OTA/SI elements of the LST. Descent and
ascent venting mechanisms, sized to result in a maximum pressure different-
tial of 0.15 psi, are provided in the SSM shell structure. The configura-
tion consists of three cylindrical aluminum shell structures; forward,
equipment, and aft (Figure 2.4--5).
The 3.0 m. (10 ft.) diameter forward shell is 7.7 m. (25.4 ft.) in length
and subdivided into the center and fixed light shield subsections. Eight
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FIGURE 2.4-5: LST/SSM Configuration, Equipment Location, and Physical Characteristics
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Unit Weight
SUBSYSTEM ASSEMBLY PernLST lb. kg.
Solar Panel Structure 2 169 76.6
High Ga;n Antenna (HGA) Support Structure 2 17 7.7
Forward Aperture Door 1 163 73.9
SSM Aft Shell Access Door (V2 Axis) 2 50 22.7
SSM Aft Shell Access Door (V3 Axis) 2 25 11.3
Docking Attachments 2 7 3.2
Structures Solar Panel Deployment Mechanism 2 2 0.9
And HGA Deployment Mechanism 2 2 0.9
Mechanical Forward Aperture Door Mechanism 1 19 8.6
SSM Aft Door Mechanism 4 5 2.3
Solar Panel Articulation Mechanism 2 9 4.1
HGA Articulation Mechanism 2 10 4.5
HGA Recinching Mechanism 2 14 6.4
Solar Panel	 Recinching Mechanism 2 23 10.4
Actuators 15 6 2.7
Louvers (On Battery Chassis) 10 0.7 0.3
Multilayer Insulations 1570 ft2 0.1/ft2 0.5/m2
Thermal Thermal Control	 Coatings	 (Paint)
Control -	 White (DC 92-007) 1365 ft 2 0.054/ft2 0.3/m2
-	 Black (3M Black Velvet) 784 ft2 0.022/ft2 O.l/m2
Heaters 75 to 100 0.1 0.05
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TABLE 2.4.2: LST/SSM Equipment Summary and Characteristics
(Preliminary Boeing Concept and Estimates.)
TABLE 2.4.2: LST/S SIM Equipment Summary and Characteristics (Continued)
(Preliminary Boeing Conqept and Estimates.)
Quantity Unit Weight
SUBSYSTEM ASSEMBLY Per LST lb. k9.
Solar Panels	 (less structure) 2 111 50.3
Battery	 (20 A-H) 10 53 24.0
Battery Charge Controller 10 7.5 3.4
Electrical Shunt Controller 2 2.5 1.1
Power Shunt Load 8 2.25 1.0
Power Control Unit 1 20 9.1
Load Distribution Unit 4 2.5 1.1
Cabling TBD 300 136.1
Reference Gyro Assembly 2 7 3.2
Star Tracker With Bright Object Detector 3 13 5.9
Star Tracker Shades 3 3 1.4
Sun Sensors 2 1.3 0.6
pointing Magnetometer 2 2 0.9
Control Reaction Wheels And Electronics 4 43 19.5
Input/Output Assembly 2 20 9.1
Magnet Control Electronics 2 5 2.3
Electromagnets 4 74' 33.6
Secondary Control Electronics 1 3 1.4
Appendage Control Assembly 2 3 1.4
S-Band Transponder 2 10.3 4.7
S-Band Transmitter 2 .6.8 3.1
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TABLE 2.4.2: LST/SSM Equipment Summary and Characteristics (Continued)
(Preliminary Boeing Concept and Estimates.)
Quantity Unit Weight
SUBSYSTEM ASSEMBLY Per LST lb. kg..-
RE Power Amplifier 2 7.5 3.4
Instrumentation Modulation/Demodulation Unit 2 4 1.8
And RE Switch Assembly 11 1.1 0.5
Communication High Gain Antenna (HGA) 2 25 11.3
HGA RF Cable Set 2 9 4.1
Low Gain Antenna (LGA) 4 1 0.5
LGA RF Cable Set 4 9 4.1
Data Aquisition
Central Telemetry Control 1 8 3.6
Remote Data Aquisition Unit 12 3 1.4
Bulk Storage Memory 1 4 1.8
Command Control
Central Command Control 2 5 2.3
Remote Command Decoder 11 1 0.5
Data Command Storage Memory 2 5 2.3
Management Data Storage
108 Bit Tape Recorder 3 30	 - 13.6
Clock
Oscillator 2 2 0.9
Science Data
Data Control Assembly 1 5 2.3
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TABLE 2.4.2: LST/SSM Equipment Summary And Characteristics (Continued)
(Preliminary Boeing Concept And Estimates.)
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Uni t Weight
SUBSYSTEM ASSEMBLY PernLST lb. kg.
Data Computer
Management
(Continued) Processor
2 35 15.9
Handholds 20 0.5 0.2
Fixed Foot Restraints 10 1 0.5
Crew Translation Handrails
Systems Longitudinal 5 5 2.3
Circumferential 7 7 3.2
Lights (Fixed) 3 2 0.9
LST - P/L Bay Umbilical Cable 1 Not	 Available
Caution And Warning Panel 2
Umbilical Disconnect/Reconnect Mechanism 2
Portable Foot Restraint 1
Space Equipment Transfer Rod 1
Support SI Module Guide Rod 2
Equipment Stabilizing Strut 1
Spare Equip. Rack, SSM Equipment 1
Spare Equip.	 Rack, S1 Modules 1
Portable Lights 2
Cargo Bay Translation Rod 1
Tethers	 (Equipment) 6
Tool	 Kit 2
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internal light baffles (Ref. Figure 2.4-3) and smooth cylinder walls coated
with high absorbent finish make up the SSM portion of the LST stray light
attenuating-network. The forward aperture door is closed and latched to
the forward end of the light shield for optical contamination control
during ground, launch, and on-orbit maintenance operations. The door also
provides protection against destructive sun viewing by automatically
closing when a sun presence signal is indicated by the forward mounted sun
sensor (sun within 40 degrees of the +V1 axes). Two high gain antennas
(HGA) and two solar panel recinching mechanisms are mounted externally on
the center forward shell structure.
The equipment section, 1.5 m. (61 in.) in length and 4.2 m. (167 in.) out-
side diameter, has an inner shell diameter of approximately 3.0 m. (118 in.).
The structure, Figure 2.4-8, incorporates four LST-to-Orbiter load retention i
(interface) attachment fittings and three optical telescope assembly
attachment areas, Solar array and antenna appendages are mounted exter-
nally. Other crew accessible SSM equipment is mounted internally and/or.on
hinged chassis in 19 of 26 equipment bays. The remote manipulator inter-
face fitting and docking target are also located on the equipment section
for capture, release and control of the LST during deployment, retrieval
and docking operations with the Orbiter.
The aft shell, Figure 2.4-9, is 3.5 m. (137 in.) in length with an external
diameter of 4.0 m. (157.5 in.). The 3.8 m. (149 in.) internal diameter
shell forms the aft closure of the LST and provides protection for the SI
modules, OTA and SSM focal plane mounted equipment. Four non-structurai
radial doors in the shell provide crew access to the equipment. Two large
doors on the V2 axis allows access to the SI's and two small doors on the
V3 axis provide access to the OTA focal plane assembly. The shell incor-
porates star tracker ports and mounting provisions for docking acquisition
and orientation lights. LST-to-Orbiter docking attachment (interface)
fittings, umbilical connectors and docked stabilizing strut attachment
provisions are located on t;;e aft shell exterior.
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Crew accessible appendage mechanisms include the forward aperture door,
solar arrays (2), and high gain antennas (2). The aperture door open/close
mechanism incorporates an automatic override to ensure closure for pro-
tection of the optical systems from sun exposure. In addition to the
deployment/retraction and latching mechanisms, the solar array and high
gain antenna (HGA) also have articulation mechanisms. A common spur gear
actuator design was tentatively selected for all mechanism applications.
A total of 15 actuators (function and location identified in Figure 2.4-10)
is employed on the five appendages. Manual override capability is pro-
vided in each mechanism design to allow deployment and stowage in the
event of actuator failure. In the case of a jammed mechanism, EVA
assisted jettison capability is being considered in the design of the solar
arrays and HGA deployment/retraction booms.
The Shuttle Orbiter remote manipulator system will be used to automatically
deploy and/or retrieve, dock, and berth the LST. Acquisition and
orientation lights on the LST provide the crew visual trackinq aids during
rendezvous and station keeping. The retrieval, docking and berthing
sequence, including crew accessible equipment details, is shown in Figure
2.4-11. The deployment sequence would be the reverse of that shown in
Figure 2.4-11. As noted on sheet 2 of the figure, the LST/orbiter
umbilical connection is incorporated into the left side docking mechanism.
The docking concept for on-orbit maintenance (Figure 2.4-12) utilizes an
EVA manually installed stabilizing strut during the maintenance period.
EVA tasks applicable to the SSM structures and mechanical subsystem have
been identified in each of the four EVA operational categories described
in Section 2.1.1. Installation and removal of the stabilizing strut for
LST on-orbit maintenance is a planned task. Inspection, monitoring,
servicing, replacement, and manual override operations of appendage mech-
anisms are unscheduled EVA tasks. (The initial hardware design incorporates
the necessary flexibility to permit EVA operations.) Contingency functions
include jettisoning appendages extending beyond the payload bay envelope
and manual closing/opening of payload retention fittings. Depending on
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the final design, replacement of the complete high gain antenna assemblies
and solar array panels appear to be viable cost effective candidates for
potential planned EVA tasks, Manual backup provisions to the LST/Orbiter
umbilical and functional check of descent vent mechanisms are also in the
potential planned EVA category. 	 r
2.4.2.1.2 SSM Thermal Control Subsystem
The thermal control subsystem (TCS) provides temperature control for the
SSM equipment and the SSM/OTA/SI interfaces for all mission phases. The
basic TCS concept uses cold biasing and thermal decoupling of the three
major structural sections. The TCS equipment, Fi gure 2.4-13, uses cost-
effective passive (coatings, insulation) and semi-passive (heaters,
louvers) thermal control techniques. The multi-layered insulation (MLI)
is a thermal blanket type construction build up of perforated aluminized
mylar layers, nylon net spacers, dacron particle layer and aluminized
beta-cloth outer and inner surfaces. Heaters (75 to 100 units) are used
to compensate for cold biasing and control temperature during cold
conditions. The thermal control coatings provide the cold-biased design
for hot conditions.
The forward shell and aperture door use optical interior coatings and
thermal control exterior coatings. In addition, the center section exterior
is covered with insulation. The equipment section uses thermal control
coatings with exterior MLI. As shown in Figure 2.4-14, the thermal blanket
installation allows on-orbit chassis and/or equipment replacement. A
combination of heaters, insulation, and thermal control coatings is used on
the HGA and solar panel appendages and operational mechanisms. Louver
assemblies, incorporated on each of the battery chassis, minimizes
temperature transients on the batteries. An estimated 75 percent of the
exterior aft shell surface, cylindrical sides and honeycomb core aft bulk-
head is covered with MLI. Thermal control coatings are applied to bot)
the interior and exterior structural surfaces of the aft shell.
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Based upon the TCS conceptual configuration and components, all EVA tasks
identified are classified in the unscheduled EVA category.
2.4.2.1.3 SSM Electrical Power Subsystem
The electrical power subsystem consists of solar arrays, rechargeable
batteries, and power conditioning and distribution equipment with applicable
interconnecting cabling. The 3000 watt (@ 6 year end-of-life) output solar
array is of the rigid configuration type composed of two main panels (16
subpanels) which weigh 126 kg. (280 lbs.) each. Each 19.2 m 2 (206 ft2) panel
is supported on a deployable 30 cm. (12 in.) diameter boom with a 180 degree
single-axis tilt capability. Command interruptable power is supplied to
each SI and the OTA by the SSM single point ground system. The LST/Orbiter
power umbilical (Figure 2.4-11, Sheet 2) provides power from the
Orbiter fuel cell system for all the LST power requirements during launch,
ascent and pre-deployment checkout. The power source is then switched to
the SSM solar array and/or batteries at orbital deployment orientation.
During on-orbit maintenance, power is again provided by the Orbiter after
the umbilical is connected. The 24-32 VDC parallel redundant power system
equipment accessible to the crew is summarized in Table 2.4.2. Thirty-five
units, consisting of seven different assemblies, are either chassis or
structure mounted in eight equipment bays located on the anti-sun side of
the vehicle (Figure 2.4-7).
The EVA applications in the EPS are grouped in the planned and unscheduled
categories. Potential planned EVA task candidates include on-orbit replace-
ment of solar array panels (2) and electrical cables.
2.4.2.1.4 SSM Pointing Control Subsystem
The pointing control subsystem provides the LST with maneuver capability
and momentum management for scientific target acquisition, fine pointing,
tracking, and retrieval attitudes. The subsystem, integrated with the
DMS, has the following seven modes of operation: (1) celestial hold, (2)
inertial hold, (3) maneuver, (4) pointing, (5) track, (6) backup, and
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(7) transportation. Four reaction wheels supply a momentum and torque
capability sufficient to perform a 90 degree maneuver in 20 minutes
{includes 2 minute settling time). Faf1ure det ,.sction and redundancy
management provide emergency retrieval capability via handover to the back-
up magnetic (gravity gradient) control mode which can achieve capture
attitude stabilization in 4 to 6 orbits. LST flight control is designed
such that the maximum runaway rate is 0.1 deg/sec with a maximum torque
(all axes) of approximately 1.4 N-m (1.0 ft-lb) as compared to the Shuttle
RMS torque capability of 289 N-m (213 ft-lbs) in wrist roll.
Crew accessible PCS equipment is incorporated in both the SSM and OTA
elements of the LST. The SSM items consist of eleven identifiable assem-
blies (27 total units) which are summarized in Table 2.4.2. The OTA items
shell bulkhead. The SSM reference gyro assemblies [25x2Ox13 cm. (lOx8x5 in.)],
star trackers [14xl5x30 cm. (5.5x6xl2 in.)], and OTA items are mounted on the
are located externally on the fixed light shield and center SSM forward
shell sections, respectively. The magnetometers are located on the SSM aft
shell bulkhead. The SSM reference gyro assemblies 25x2Oxl3 cm. (lOx8x5 in.),
star trackers 14xl5x3O cm. (5.5x6xl2 in.), and OTA items are mounted on the
OTA focal plane assembly (Ref. Figures 2.4-4 and 2.4-5) and are accessible
through the V3 axis aft shell doors. The star tracker shades extend
through the aft shell structure ports and interface the tracker units
through a flexible bellows assembly. The remaining PCS assemblies are
chassis mounted in six equipment bays on the sun side of the SSM (Ref.
Figure 2.4-6).
EVA applications in the PCS are grouped into the planned and unscheduled
categories and consist of component replacement based on operational life
limitations and/or malfunction. No PCS EVA tasks have been identified
in either the contingency or potential planned categories.
2.4.2.1.5 SSM Instrumentation and Communications Subsystem
The SSM instrumentation and communications subsystem (I&CS), when
integrated with the DMS, collects and disseminates all engineering and
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science data between the LST subsystems and the ground. The LST primary
communications link with the ground will utilize the Tracking and Data
Relay Satellite System (TDRSS). The subsystem will include the capability
to use the Spacecraft Tracking and Data Network (STDN) as a supplemental
or backup link. When in the Shuttle Orbiter payload bay, communications
between the LST and ground will be routed through the Orbiter system. The
dual redundant communications configuration will utilize the S-band radio
frequencies between the TDRSS single access and multiple access antenna
links which will be available to the LST 33 and 85 percent of each orbit,
respectively. The subsystem will transmit realtime and delayed time play-
back engineering and science data from the LST and also receive realtime
or time-tagged command data from the ground.
Instrumentation sensors and associated signal conditioning equipment
definitions were not available during this study (early 1976). However,.
preliminary communications equipment accessible by the crew is summarized
in Table 2.4.2. The two high gain antennas (HGA) are mounted on 13 cm.
(5 in.) diameter, 2.9 m. (113 in.) long deployable booms located on the
+V3'axes of the equipment section (Ref. Figure 2.4-5). Each one-meter
diameter parabolic disk HGA is steerable, with simultaneous dish and boom
motion, and allows maximum data coverage via TDRSS. The low gain antenna
(LGA) configuration consists of two receive and transmit units which provide
isolation for the command receive, high power transmit, and S-band single
access transmit frequencies. A pair of LGA`s is mounted on support
structures located at the end of each solar panel boom (Ref. Figure 2.4-5).
The remaining I&CS equipment is located in two bays, 6A and 6B, on the sun
side of the SSM equipment section (Ref. Figure 2.4-6).
The I&CS "back-box" equipment is generally being designed to be serviced
or replaced by using planned or unscheduled EVA operational modes. Antenna
replacement is a candidate for potential planned EVA tasks. With the
exception of jettisoning the HGA parabolic dishes (if not manually
positionable for LST recovery), no contingency EVA operations have been
identified for the I&CS.
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2.4.2.1.6 SSM Data Management Subsystem
The data management subsystem is merged with the BCS for interfacing
other vehicle subsystems, thereby allowing the LST the capability to
function in a real time or stored command mode. The subsystem provides
data acquisition and storage, command control, timing, and the computing
functions related to the SSM, OTA, and SI engineering housekeeping and
scientific operations. The preliminary DMS baseline design concept uses
a decentralized approach and consists of an SSM computer and data handling
subsystem, SI mint computers, SI sequencers, and buffer memories. The data
acquisition and command control requirements are satisfied by using bi-
directional partyline equipment interfaced with the computer.
The SSM/DMS equipment assemblies accessible to the crew are summarized in
Table 2.4.2 and comprise 10 different units. An estimated 37 assemblies are
located primarily in three SSM equipment section bays (Ref. Figures 2.4-•6
and 2.4-7) and one or more remote units on fourteen chagses. in addition,
it is proposed that the SSM furnish an estimated 26 remote units (6-data
acquisition, 20-command decoder) to the OTA and ST elements for mounting
on the focal plane structure.
The DMS consists of all "black box" components which are designed for
internal vehicle mounting. Therefore, planned or unscheduled EVA can be
conducted to service equipment units which are operationally life-limited
and/or malfunctioning. No contingency EVA requirements were identified
relative to the DMS.
2.4.2.1.7 SSM Crew Systems
The LST crew systems equipment (man-machine) interfaces with all other SSM
subsystems to assure that EVA orbital maintenance capability is incorporated
into the hardware design. Within the scope of the maintenance capability
definition, equipment packaging and layout are optimized and EVA support
equipment provided to maximize crew efficiency and safety. The crew aids
include fixed and portable translation, restraint, and lighting equipment
as summarized in Table 2.4.2 under crew systems and space support equipment
(SSE). The summary also includes equipment transfer devices for handling
replacement hardware items. The storage and restraint for the portable
crew aids, tools, and equipment spares are provided by spare equipment racks
to be over the OMS tank kit(s). It should be noted that additional lighting
may be required at the aft end of the payload bay to provide adequate
illumination of the LST anti-sun side. preliminary crew systems and space
support equipment concepts for LST on-orbit maintenance are depicted in
Figure 2.4-15. Translation handrails, handholds, foot restraints (fixed
or portable) and tether attach points are provided for access to all work-
sites on the exterior shell and the internal aft shell of the LST. Final
configuration of crew systems EVA support equipment will not be defined
until the vehicle hardware design and maintenance capability required are
firmly establ ished.
2.4.2.2 Optical Telescope Assembly/Scientific Instruments (OTA/SI)
i
The 2767 kg. (6100 lb.) optical telescope assembly (OTA) is housed within
the SSM outer shell structure (Ref. Figure 2.4-3) and supported through l
three-120 degree radially spaced flexure attachments (Ref. Figure 2.4-4).
The flexure attachments interface at the SSM equipment section aft bulk-
head (Ref. Figure 2.4-8) and OTA focal plane assembly structure. The
adjustable two-mirror system is mounted within a 2.9 m. (114.3 in.)
diameter metering structure supported from the forward face of the focal
plane assembly. Four axially mounted scientific instrument modules,
supported from the aft.side of the focal plane assembly, contain the
various instrument (Ref, Table 2.4.1) systems. Each SI module, approx-
imately .76 m. (30 in..) square by . 2.1 m.. (83 in.) in length is limited
to 340 kg. (750 lbs.) maximum weight or 907 kg. (2000 lbs.) for the four
units. Additional scientific :nstruments and/or support subsystem
black boxes are mounted or. the focal plane assembly structure along with
the OTA associated sensors, electronics, SSM star trackers and reference
gyros. Optical contamination monitor gages located near sensitive areas
(i.e., optics, SI slits, light baffles) will be used to qualify data
reduction. The equipment items located on the focal plane assembly are i
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arranged to allow the removal of individual units on-orbit. Self-alignment
devices and insertion guides will be provided for replacing instruments
to minimize the need for excessive EVA crewmen dexterity and specialized
maintenance skills. The precision design and critical alignment requirements
imposed upon the internal assemblies of the OTA and scientific instruments/
modules preclude the need for on-orbit EVA interior access. Because of the
potential contamination deposition on OTA/SI sensitive areas and the
resultant affect on data quality, no EVA tasks are currently planned
relative to the SSM forward shell or OTA metering structure interior. How-
ever, EVA inspection, cleaning and monitor replacement tasks have been
identified in the potential planned category (assuming changes would be
made to reduce EMU generated contamination products within acceptable
limits). The IR instrument will use two-stage cryogenic cooling for the
detectors. The present design requirement (Ref. 2,4.1) is to supply
cooling of the detectors for a minimum duration of 12 months. A cost
effective potential planned EVA may be applicable to reservice the cryo-
genic fluid dewars rather than instrument change out. The on-orbit LST
maintenance capability will include full service and replacement of all
life limited OTA/SI equipment units mounted on the focal plane assembly,
taking advantage of both the planned and unscheduled EVA modes.
2.4.3 LST EVA Task Description
2.4.3.1 LST Planned and Unscheduled EVA
9The LST preliminary design and program definition studies have included
investigation of on-orbit maintenance as a viable means of reducing initial
as well as life-cycle costs. The project requirements and guidelines
specify that capability for on-orbit service and maintenance by suited
crewmen, both on initial launch and on a sustained basis, be designed into
the LST. Preliminary contractor (Boeing) maintenance analysis has further
defined the capability to provide the following:
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o Full scheduled and unscheduled planned maintenance of expected
wearout items accessible externally on the SSM and on the
focal plane assembly including the SI modules
i Contingency (unscheduled) maintenance for deployment or
retrieval failures (i.e., provide manual override).
This capability coincides with the planned and unscheduled EVA operational
categories as defined in Section 2.1.1 by this study. Planning beyond the
above contractor defined EVA capability discloses additional equipment
items in which EVA can be employed to return a subsystem to operational
status. From an analysis of available LST information EVA tasks were
identified and classified as planned or unscheduled EVA and are listed
in Table 2.4.3 by vehicle element. The unaided EVA operational mode
provided by the Shuttle Orbiter was selected to support the task functions.
Other applicable EVA operational modes which could be adapted to complete
the identified tasks are EVA on RMS and EVA with MMU,
2.4.3.2 LST Contingency EVA
Contingency EVA is a viable approach to correcting LST problems on-orbit.
Analysis discloses that payload associated problems involving systems which
extend beyond the payload bay envelope may require EVA to implement
corrective action for safe Orbiter return. Contingency EVA tasks based
on postulated anomolies are identified in Table 2.4.3. EVA would be used
to perform corrective actions or override the subsystems to retract the
hardware. EVA appears highly applicable as a backup to auto deployment/
retraction systems for the LST since the solar array panels and high gain
antenna booms are deployed once at mission initiation and are retracted
at mission termination. Assuming a second order failure, a malfunction
of the override mechanism would necessiate a contingency EVA to jettison
the systems and enable payload bay door closure to ensure safe crew and
Orbiter return. The unaided EVA mode was selected to support the task
functions in the contingency EVA category; however, the EVA with MMU
operational mode would also be applicable.
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2.4.3.3 LST Potential Planned EVA
An analysis of the LST, Orbiter and EVA support equipment has revealed a
number of hardware design changes and/or flight planning alternatives
which would permit advantageous use of EVA capabilities. For purpose of
this study, the candidate EVA activities associated with such changes are
classified in the potential planned category (as defined in Section 2.1.1)
and are listed in Table 2.4.3.
The on-orbit servicing/reVlacement of additional SSM equipment (i.e., in
addition to currently plar.ied EVA operations), including complete deploy-
able appendage assemblies, using EVA and the PMS should be studied by !ST
designers. Considerations should be given to providing EVA manual backup
capability in the design of such automated systems as the LST/Orbiter
umbilical equipment and payload interface retention mechanisms in order to
enhance overall LST mission success. Due to the long non-performance
periods, EVA application should be considered as a means of functionally
verifying the payload descent vent mechanisms (pressure equilization)
operation prior to earth return. The on-orbit maintenance tasks applicable
to the OTA/Sl elements could be increased signficantly by providing a
minimum contamination mode of operation for the EMIT. Assuming an RMS
failure, use of EVA with the MMU should be reviewed as a potential backup
mode for deployment and/or retrieval and berthing the LST payload with
the Shuttle Orbiter.
2.4.3.4 LST EVA Task Definition
Analysis of the LST preliminary payload design and program definition has
resulted in the identification of characteristic tasks within the capa-
bilities of rV crewmen and the EVA support systems. The tasks listed in
Table 2.4.3 ire not intended to be a design review of the payload or
associated support systems but rather to illustrate the significant range
of EVA capabilities available to the payload community and acquaint EVA
system designers with payload requirements. The tasks listed in Table
2.4.3 are typical of the twelve classifications defined in Table 2.1.1
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and require specific sub-task performance for completion. EVA task out-
lines are developed in subsequent subsections to define the requirements,
identify sub-tasks and provide supplementary information associated with
the major tas k functions. Typical EVA tasks were selected to develop
representative EVA mission scenarios; preliminary EVA procedures and
timelines were developed from the scenarios.
2.4.4 LST EVA Mission Scenarios, Timelines and Procedures
The LST preliminary design and program definition studies have identified
candidate subsystem equipment for both planned and unscheduled on-orbit LST
service and maintenance. To demonstrate the versatility of EVA systems
application, two hypothetical EVA missions were defined from the LST
representative tasks identified in Table 2.4.3. Several separate tasks
were selected and combined to develop typical payload EVA servicing missions.
The LST mission scenario no. 1 represents payload operations for scheduled
maintenance and involves various vehicle/payload subsystems and locations.
The second LST mission scenario assumes a malfunction of an appendage
mechanism in the deployed position which impedes safe RMS engagement for
free space capture and berthing to the Orbiter.
2.4.4.1 LST EVA Mission Scenario Flo. 1 -- LST Scheduled Maintenance
The basis of LST EVA mission scenario no. 1 is planned on-orbit maintenance
necessary to retain spacecraft operating proficiency. Several tasks were
selected from the "planned EVA" category identified in Table 2.4.3. A hypo-
thetical mission was developed by combining the tasks into a typical payload
service mission using the "unaided EVA" operational mode.
The principal EVA function in the mission is to remove/replace (ref. Table
2.1.1) support systems modular equipment and scientific instruments:
e 3 battery chassis in the SSM equipment section
e 2 reference gyro assemblies on the focal plane structure
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e 1 star tracker assembly on the focal plane structure
e 1 SI module in the SSM aft compartment.
The selection criteria for replacement of the LST units assumed that one or
more of the following have occurred: (a) operational life limit standards
approached or exceeded, (b) unacceptable degradation in performance, or
(c) upgrading scientific capability required. Two EVA crew members are
employed to effect maximum efficiency in the overall operations. The
major tasks, principle sub-tasks involved, and task performance rationale
are contained in Table 2.4.4.
2.4.4.2 LST EVA Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. 1
The LST task completion plans for mission scenario no. 1 provide a preliminary
set of procedures and timelines to demonstrate that the selected EVA payload
tasks can be accomplished by application of the Shuttle EVA system. 	 The
s
task completion plans identify principle elements of the EVA mission and the
extravehicular mission support requirements including number of crewmen, EVAN
mission time, translation aids and location, restraints, tools and lighting.
The EVA timelines and procedures for the planned LST scheduled maintenance
(mission scenario no. 1 ) ,	 including identification of payload interfaces
and special
	
requirements, are provided in Table 2.4.5. 	 Assumptions associated
with the mission scenario include the following:
e	 Two qualified Orbiter crewmembers are available for conducting EVA's.
t
A third crewmember is available as required to perform Payload
Station extravehicular supporting functions.
a	 Sufficient cwew mobility aids (',.e., 	 handholds, handrails) are provided
by the payload and/or Shuttle Orbiter to access the LST and spares/
support stowage areas from the airlock. }
0	 Given the requirements for planned EVA, crew mobility aids and
restraints (i.e., tether attach points, handholds, foot restraints)
are provided by the payload for access/restraint at each LST worksite.
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TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
LT SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE Perform a two-man "Planned" EVA to remove
and replace support systems equipment and
Assumes replacement required
because equipment and SI`s
LST science instruments as part of sched- are operationally life
.^ uled on-orbit maintenance.	 Replacement limited or performance degra-
consists of: dation has occurred
-3 battery chassis in SSM Equipment Section
-2 reference gyro and one star tracker on
the OTA Focal Plane Assembly (FPA)
-1 SI module in SSM aft compartment
1.	 LST STABILIZING STRUT RMS capture, stabilization, retrieval and
docking of LST to Orbiter in on-orbit main-
Note:	 SSE equipment storage
racks assumed to be locatedINSTALLATION
tenance position completed. 	 LST systems above OMS kit at aft end of
are in passive maintenance configuration. payload bay.
Payload bay lights activated.
e Egress airlock and trans- Crewmen translation using handrails along Requires crew mobility aids
late to equipment stow-- payload bay to equipment stowage racks to stowage area
age racks
e Ingress foot restraints/ Retrieve stabilizing strut after tethering Two pair fixed foot restraints
unstow stabilizing strut to crewman required at stowage area;
strut provided as payload SSE
* Install	 stabilizing Install stabilizing strut between LST and Required to stabilize LST
strut equipment stowage rack during maintenance and allow
RMS disengagement
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TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
o Monitor RMS disengage- Crewmen translate clear of LST; observe Operation from Orbiter cabin
ment from payload RMS disengagement and stowage payload station; tethered
crewmen observe operations
from safe location 
2. PORTABLE LIGHT PLACEMENT
e Unstow/install portable Retrieve and attach portable light assem- Lights provided as payload
lights blies to equipment rack handrail; connect SSE to illuminate payload
and activate lights to illuminate anti-sun exterior worksites; Utility
side of LST electrical outlets required
in payload bay
3. WORKSITE PREPARATION FO R
BATTERY CHASSIS REPLACE
MENT I
® Unstow tools/equipment Retrieve EVA support equipment items from Two-man operations; requires
stowage rack portable workstation, hand-
tools, tethers, and equip-
ment transfer rod provided
as payload SSE
Nom;	 From this point EV
crewmen perform separate
tasks simultaneously; CMI at
LST worksites, CM2 at stowage
site.
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TABLE 2.4.4: LST EVA Tasks--Mission Scenario No. 1 (Continued)
TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
a Transfer support equip- CM1 hand carries workstation, tethers to Handtools in kit as part of
ment to SSM equipment worksite (Bay 5A) using handrails on LST workstation; mobility aids
section provided by payload
a Deploy workstation and CM1 attach/deploy/ingress portable work- Requires portable workstatio
support equipment at station; activate workstation light to interface or "universal"
worksite illuminate work area and deploy tethers attachment fixture; battery
and tool kit powered adjustable light
provided in workstation de-
sign
Install equipment transfer rod between Two-man operation
worksite ( gay 5A) and stowage rack
CM2 attach/deploy tool kit/tethers at SSE Attachment interfaces re-
stowage rack quired on rack
4. BATTERY CHASSIS 5A RE- CM1 Operations
PLACEMENT
e Remove used chassis fro Perform required removal operations and Eight captive bolts around
bay temporarily tether aside used chassis 5A chassis perimeter; chassis
hinge mounted with ball join
and slot design for ease of
removal; four std, electrical
connectors on hinge side bay
bracket
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TABLE 2.4.4: LST EVA Tasks---Mission Scenario No. 1 (Continued)
i
,^ o
TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
o Obtain/mount replacement Using tether, remove replacement chassis Replacement chassis arrived
chassis from equipment transfer rod and engage at worksite thru CM2 opera
hinges to open position tions
* Dispose of used chassis Attach used chassis to equipment transfer Allows CM2 to continue sepa-
rod and detach tether rate simultaneous operations
® Install	 replacement Install	 replacement chassis to operational Reverse of removal operations
chassis configuration
CM2 0 erations
e Unstow replacement Using tether, perform operations to remove Eight captive bolts on
chassis replacement chassis 5A from stowage rack chassis perimeter; rack
mounted dummy connectors
provide	 electrical inter-
face	 protection
a Transfer replacement Attach replacement chassis to equipment Spring loaded self--adjusting
chassis to CM1 worksite transfer rod and remove tether; transfer clip mechanism holds chassis
to CM1 worksite to carriage plate and hand-
crank provides mobility in-
terface on equipment transfe r
rod
o Transfer/stow used Await CM1	 chassis exchange; transfer used Reverse of removal operation
chassis chassis 5A to stowage site and remove from pull tab at each equipment
equipment transfer rod using tether; in- stowage location uncovers
stall where replacement unit removed from marker to indicate used units
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TABLE 2.4.4: LST EVA Tasks --Mission Scenario No. 1 (Continued)
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TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
stowage rack; pull used equipment tab at
rack location
5. BATTERY CHASSIS 5B RE-
PLACEMENT
e Retrieve workstation and CMl transfers workstation and all support CM2 assists as required from
equipment/transfer to equipment to new worksite (Bay 5B) and per-- SSE stowage rack worksite
next worksite (repeat forms operations same as for previous
applicable steps in item battery chassis replacement (5A) prepara-
3 above) tion
s Repeat steps in item Perform operations identical to battery Two-man operations
4 above chassis 5A replacement to replace 5B
6. BATTERY CHASSIS 4B RE-
PLACEMENT
• Repeat steps in item Perform operations identical to battery Two-man operations
5 above chassis 5A replacement to replace 4B
• Stow unneeded support Remove equipment transfer rod from last Removal is two-man operation;
equipment worksite and restow in equipment stowage reverse of installation and
rack unstowing operations
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TABLE 2.4.4: LST EVA Tasks--Mission Scenario No. 1 (Continued)
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TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
e Stow tools/light on Temporarily stow tools in kit, deactivate/ CMI Operations
workstation stow light on workstation and egress work-
station
7. WORKSITE PREPARATION FOR
GYRO AND STAR TRACKER
REPLACEMENT CM1 Operations
Retrieve workstation, Disengage portable workstation and transfer Equipment tethered to trans-
equipment and transfer to port side of FPA access door (43 axis) sating crewman
to next worksite
* Open access door/attach/ Open FPA access door; setup and ingress Three latch levers and racket
deploy/ingress worksta- portable workstation in door opening; acti- operated open/close door
tion, activate lights vate workstation light to illuminate work mechanisms designed for one-
area and redeploy tool kit; activate inte- hand operations; requires
rior FPA fixed lights portable workstation inter-
face or "universal" attach-
ment fixture; fixed lights
required to illuminate FPA
mounted equipment and powers
via Orbiter/LST umbilical
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TABLE 2.4.4: LST EVA Tasks--Mission Scenario No. l (Continued)
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TABLE 2.4.4: LST EVA Tasks--Mission Scenario No. I (Continued)
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TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
B.	 REF.	 GYRO ASSEMBLY NO. I
TEPLACEMENT CMI Operations
Remove used gyro from Perform required removal operations and Two std. electrical connec-
FPA tether ref.	 gyro assembly no.	 1 tors on package upper sur-
face; six capti ve bolts
(three each end) on package;
removal from compartment is
two-hand operation to safely
clear other FPA mounted
equipment/structure
s Obtain replacement gyro Using second tether, hand exchange used CM2 has performed separate
ref. gyro assembly for replacement unit simultaneous tasks'	t6 obtain
with CM2 replacement unit from stowagE
* Install replacement gyro Install replacement ref. gyro assembly to Reverse of removel operations
operational configuration Orientation marks and guide
pins on gyro package and FPA
mounting surface, respec-
tively
CM2 Operations
s Unstow replacement gyro Using tether perform operations to remove Six captive bolts on package
replacement ref. gyro assembly no. 1 from (3 each end); rack tethered
stowage rack caps provide electrical in-
terface protection
TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
it Exchange replacement Perform hand exchange with CMl as noted Two-man operation
gyro for used package above
a Stow used gyro Install used ref. gyro assembly no. 1 where Reverse of removal operations
replacement unit removed from stowage rack;
pull used equipment tab at rack location
. REF. GYRO ASSEMBLY NO. 2
REPLACEMENT
a Repeat steps in item 8 CM1 adjust workstation; perform operations Two-man operations
above identical  to ref. gyro assembly no. l re-
placement to replace no. 2
10. CENTER STAR TRACKER RE-
PLACEMENT CMl Operations
e Remove used star tracker Perform required removal operations and One std. electrical connector
from FPA tether center fixed star tracker on package; two self-locking
thumb screw (one/side) fast-
eners hold shade to tracker;
four captive bolts (two/side)
on package; removal from com-
partment is two-hand opera-
tion for safety
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TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
a Obtain replacement star Using second tether, hand exchange used CM2 has performed separate
tracker star tracker package for replacement unit simultaneous tasks to obtain
with CM2 replacement unit from stowage
a Install
	 replacement Install replacement center fixed star Reverse of removal operation
star tracker tracker to operational configuration Alignment guides/stops on
tracker, shade and FPA
mounting surface
CM2 Operations
e Repeat CM2 steps in Perform operations similar to ref. gyro Four captive bolts; rack
item 8 above substitu-- assembly replacement tethered caps provide elec-
i ng star tracker for tri cal and optical interface
gy ro protection
11. WORKSITE CLOSEOUT FOR
GYRO AND STAR TRACKER
REPLACEMENT
	 _..^
0 Deactivate lights/re- CMl prepare worksite for FPA access door Reverse of preparation pro -
trieve workstation and closure; transfer portable workstation and cedures; Door seal inspectio
equipment/close access support equipment to CM2; perform door seal assures acceptable stray
door inspection, deactivate interior FPA fixed light/contamination barrier
lights and close access door
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TABLE 2.4.4: LST EVA Tasks--Mission Scenario No. I (Continued)
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TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
Stow workstation and CM2 accept portable workstation and support Tether required; CM2 proceeds
EVA support equipment equipment from CMl and replace in stowage to SI module exchange prepa-
rack ration tasks
12. WORKSITE PREPARATION
FOR SI MODULE	 EPLACE-
MENT CM1 Operations
a Transfer to new work- Translate to and open 42 axis aft compart- Four latch levers and racket
site/open access door/ ment door; activate interior compartment operated open/close door
activate lights fixed lights mechanisms designed for one-
hand operation; mobility aids
provided by payload; fixed
lights required to illuminate
SI module interfaces and
powered via Orbiter/LST
umbilical
® Install SI module Ingress foot restraints and assist CM2 in Two pr, fixed foot restraint
monorail transfer completing SI module monorail transfer provided by payload at each
system system installation between stowage rack SI worksite (aft bulkhead)
and SI module no. 2 Monorail system provided as
payload SSE and designed with
one-hand operated captive
fasteners to interface LST
aft bulkhead mounting
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TABLE 2.4.4: LST EVA Tasks--Mission Scenario No. 1 (Continued)
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TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
CM2 Operations
a Unstow/install	 SI Using tethers, remove SI module monorail Monorail transfer system con-
module monorail	 trans- transfer system from stowage rack; begin- sist of self-aligning inter-
fer system ning installation at SI module stowage connecting track sections and
rack, assemble/install monorail system two transfer carriages; Crew
forward to SI module no. 2 in LST aft com- mobility aids and tether
partment; CM1 to assist when available points required along instal-
lation path
13.	 SI MODULE NO.	 2 REPLACE-
CM1 OperationsMENT
Attach monorail car- Transfer, align and install monorail Carriage design provides one-
riage to S1 module carriage--one to SI module no. 2 hand operated controls/
mechanisms for base interface
lateral	 and vertical align-
ment adjustment, elevation
and rotational positioning
and hand brake; Three hand
operated captive fasteners
in mounting plate for module
attachment
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TABLE 2.4.4: LST EVA Tasks--Mission Scenario No. 1 (Continued)
TABLE 2.4.4: LST EVA Tasks--Mission Scenario No. 1 (Continued)
TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
9 Remove used SI module Perform required removal operations and Three std, electrical con-
from EPA mounting tether SI module no, 2; transfer used nectors; one quick disconnect
module to CM2 waiting at stowage rack; at grd. N2 purge interface;
detach tether after handover two base attachment latches
at module fwd. end; lowering
monorail carriage plate dis-
engages module axial align-
ment/retaining pin from FPA
pyramidal support structure;
module provided with hand-
holds; monorail track used
as mobility/restraint aid
along translation path
o Obtain replacement SI Tether and transfer replacement SI module Replacement module at stand-
module no. 2 to LST aft compartment by track section thru sepa-
rate simultaneous operations
of CM2
o Install	 replacement SI Position replacement SI module no. 2 within Reverse of removal operation
module FPA pyramidal support structure and return alignment guides/stops pro--
to operational configuration vided on FPA support struc-
ture
Detach/remove monorail Disengage and remove monorail carriage-one Reverse of attachment opera-
carriage from SI module from SI module no. 2 tions
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TABLE 2.4.4: LST EVA Tasks--Mission Scenario No. 1 (Continued)
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TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
CM2 Operations
o Unstow replacement SI Transfer, align and install monorail 	 car- Module stowed in horizontal
module riage 2 to replacement Si module no. 2 and position; rack tethered caps
perform operations to remove from stowage provide N2 purge Q.D. and
rack; tether and rotate module to vertical electrical	 interface pro-
position and transfer onto monorail standby tection; module base latches
track section; detach tether and await CM1 and axial alignment/retaining
delivery of used module pin used to mount module in
stowage rack; stowage rack
handrail and monorail track
used as crewman mobility/re-
straint aids
® Stow used SI module Using tether, accept u st:: SI module no.	 2 Reverse of removal operation
from CM1 and complete transfer to stowage CM2 proceeds to removal of
rack; install where replacement module re- SI module monorail transfer
moved; pull used equipment tab at rack system at completion
location 
14.	 WORKSITE CLOSEOUT FOR
SI MODULE REPLACEMENT
Remove SI module mono- CM1 assist CM2 in removing SI module mono- Two-man operations; reverse
rail	 transfer system/ rail	 transfer system; Using tethers, dis- of installation and unstowing
stow assemble and transfer to stowage rack; CM2 operations
perform stowage of system
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TAS K{/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
a Deactivate lights, re- CMl prepare aft compartment worksite for Reverse of preparation opera-
trieve tethers, close access door closure; remove tethers, per- tions; Door seal inspection
access door form door seal inspection, deactivate assures acceptable stray
interior fixed lights and close access door light/contamination barrier
15. PORTABLE LIGHT REMOVAL
® Stow tools and EVA Crewmen stow all EVA support items and Reverse of removal operations
support equipment tools in stowage rack
0 Remove/stow portable Deactivate, retrieve and stow portable Reverse of installation and
lights light assemblies at equipment stowage rack unstowing Operations
16, LST STABILIZING STRUT Note:	 LST stabilizing strut
REMOVAL removal performed if subse-
quent EVA operations are not
planned.
Verify EV crewmen clear of LST; observe RMS Operation from Orbiter cabin
engagement and stabilization of LST payload station; tethered
crewmen observe operation
from safe location
s Remove/stow stabilizing Using tether, remove and stow payload Reverse of installation and
strut stabilizing strut in equipment stowage rack unstowing operations
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TABLE 2.4,4: LST EVA Tasks----Mission Scenario No. 1 ( Cont i nue d)w
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TARI P 2.4.4- 1ST PVA Task-,--Missinn Sranarin Nn_ I (fnntiwjPd)
TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
a Secure equipment stow-- Closeout equipment stowage racks for
age rack Orbiter entry
e T, anslate to and TASKS COMPLETE
ingress airlock
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TABLE 2.4.5: LST EVA Task-Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. I
TASK ANALYSIS. TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIYITV TIRE:
	
LST 5eiwduled Maintenance	 I	 Shaft	 of _ 17
TIiiE iii®. FUNCTION AiD CREW TASK SYSIF^fPRgt^ DIAL REixiTS.e
iiemits. MOTESM. ITASK EVA CM	 EVA 0a	 Il[FU SUPPORT
ST systems in passive
I
caster n
 
and docking
1.0	 Prepare for planned ttw-san EVA to rwove and replan 5511 iquipmt anA LST int^ssnc2	 sfi^ra-ir o,
letorbit aEaintenante
lemma prlmr too arr-
scientific instruaents: 3 battery chassis in 5S1 equipftnt Section, 2 eefernw
ohs'gyro and one star tracker an the OTA FMI Plane Asteably (FPA) ant! ^ $l
WdUle its SS11 aft CDRPCrtr=nt.
1.1 Elms airlock end trans- Egress airled and translate Payload Station: 	 pay-4.5 4.5 miter airletk MW
late to apipznt stmgv to c aip^H storage ratios load bay lighting acts- low hay hwArails
racks vated i lkhead and doors)
7.0 E.5 1 . 2 Inams ffW. mstraints; Ingress foot restraints; tether Fwt restraints (2 sets)
retPi®ve and tathar LST Assist CHI proni4:d at stoaega racks;
stni Mirk4 strut strut pre Ailed as gayload
. SSE
13.0 6.0 1.3 Install atebilizing strut Assist CHI 02 axis) afi: sta- treat V.14es EST stabili
(adjust 13;gth as mulveil) eo and SSE oqui^ant zatias dsrieg vointeearte
an+beg 	LST and stwep zsp rack Ida dise^gW
rack and rive tether
17.0 4 .0 1.4 Egress foot restraints, Egme fmat mtratntso hylew aweul: dis"• eauipatitt stowage Handrail provided later-
translAte end tether to translate s4 tether td star- pp W stow W Ow ;k hwdrails; RF voice ally accross egvipemnt
starboard sida of equip- beard sida of equipmat rails CMG Clear,
 of i.SY ications stowage rack
Cant rack handrail; Notify hthtdrall, mnitor RMS disen-
Mltsr payload station gag	 nt rparatim
crew clear for WS disen-
gagemnt; eanitor opera-
ti ens
17.0 +17.0
EVA support eganiprent inquired to complete LST iiissinn Scenario Ho. 1 to be	 rovided b	 e load
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TASK ANALYSIS: TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:	 LST Scheduled Maintenance
	
Sheet __L_ of
	 _	 l7
TIME Nin,
SEQ,
FUNCTION AND CREW TASK SYSTEM/PAYLO.'10
IIiTERFACES
SPECIAL REQITS.,
REi	 ICS, NOTESCUT4. TASK EYA CHI	 EYA Dig OTHER SUPPORT
2.0
	
portable light plauea~nt to illuminate LST exterior worksites
1.5 1.5 "Portable light assemblies2 . 1 Ingress foot restraints at Ingress foot restraints at
equipment stowage rack; un- equipment stowage rack; (2) provided as payload
stow portable light assem- assist CM1 SSE
blies and tether
6.0 4.5 2 .2 Install, connect cable and Install. connect cable and Orbiter electrical parer SSE equipment Stowage	 • V--ility electrical outlets
adjust portable light on Wust portable light on system rack handrails; payload requited in Orbiter pay-
port end of equipment rack
handrail to illuminate LST
starboard end of equipment
rack handrail
bay utility electrical
outlets
load bay at equipment
stowage racks
anti-sun side worksites
23.0 6.0
3.0	 SSH equipment section aorksita preparation for battery chassis replacaa<mt
2.5 2.5 SSE equipment stowage
rack; EMU tether
"SU	 Pt equips	 t requlred
a 1	 table %w station
with tool kit/hand tools
and adjustable battery
3.1 Unstow portable wrkstation
and 3 equipment tethers;
tether equipment to EM
Unstoa and deploy tool kit
and 3 equipment tethers at
SSE itcwage• rack
powered light
a 5 equipment tethers
e 1 tool kit/hand tools
-EYA support a ui	 nt Muired to , complete LST Mission Scenario No. I to be y mxided
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TABLE 2.4.5: EST EVA Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. l (continued)
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TABLE 2.4.5: LST EVA Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. 1 (continued)r.
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TASK AWLYSlS: THO—ONES AND PIS	 URE
Sheet	 3	 of	 17
ACTIVITY TBTLE•
TIM 11n.
SM.
FUWTlOff W CBill TAStt SIStF14/PAY1.6k0
SCI WACES
EMM REWS..
iii MM, NM131'0.: TASK EVA aft EVA CH2 MM SUPPORT
5.0 2.5 3 .2 r,^aslote to xarUito ( 5511 1mstma, tether and deploy LST exxtarior longitk- °EGuipmt tl	 for rod
fpwnt bay SQ with sup- equipwnt transfer rod; dinal and eirewafer- provided as peyload SSE
rt equftmt and stabilize locate carriage plate at antial daadrailsi SSE
staxage rack end of rod equipment stowage rack
9.5 4.5 3. 3 107. attach end ingress Continha sam t. ebove LST/5541 egaiphhheat tool tetMrs provided
ertabte irorkstatica; section exurb part of teal kit; work-
ivate m^rd adjuBt tmrk- atIon light aced to illu
5natetattoo light; deploy tool  imediate work areas
It and equipment tethers
14.5 5.13 3.1 t and of equipient Attach equipaihat transfer LST cireverftteetial
ransfer rod fray Cif rod base socket to storage handrail: SM eWpaeot
attach at wortksite rack and extend end to CMI stowage rack
37.5 14.6
4.0	 5514 batury chassis 5A removal/replacawnt
2.5 2.5 EVA portable rorkstati Dols regoirad: %W drive.1ea, "suable and tether Lhetom. assemble and tather
 tools to workstation and tools to storage rack SSE a"ipeerht storage racket	 l,4° eut^h-
rack CION. sae$et and tMoM
:moter
omcih at each wortsite
9.0 6.5 .290 fight captive bolts aasen eight captive bolts Battery chassis counts Floating outplates attached
phd battery chassis 5A holding replacment battery at equipment bay and back surface of hawu. ting
chassis 5A 10 storage rack stowage rack Structure
*EVA support ehlxipawat nmined to complate LST Kission Scenario 4io.1 to be provided
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T,4 SK ANALYSIS:
	 TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:	 LST Scheduled Haintenance	 Sheet	 4	 of	 17
IIY.E min. SEQ. FUNCTION Aim CREW TASK L0:1SYSTUI/PAYD SPECIAL RE5%TS.9NOTESCUM. TASrr EVA Cr11 EVA CH2 OTHER SUPPORT Ira1MFPXE3 REWYS,
11.0 2.0 1.3 ing chassis to open post- Swing chassis up and discos- Equipmat bAy 5A elec- Hinge haunted chassis;
Lion; disconnect four elec- nett four electrical con- trical Coanactor Std. twist type electrical
rical connectors from bay nectors from stowage rack bracket; statage rack connectors
racket bracket dhL=y connector bracket
13.0 2.0 3.4 Ittach tether and remove Attach tether and remove re- Chassis hinges Ball ,joint and slat
used chassis fron bay hinges; placem±nt chassis fro gs stow- designed chassis hinges
cmporarily Lothar aside age rack hinges for ease of rmoval
19.0 6.0 1.5 1_3 s t Rount replaceaxnt chassis to Equipmnt transfer rod Spring loaded. self-adjust-
equipment transfer rod car- ing clip mechanise holds
riage; remove tether and chassis to carriage plate
transfer chassis to CHI during translation
worksite using hand crank
on transfer red
23.0 4.0 .6 Attach tratteer WA raahuve Rest Equipment transfer rod;
replacement chassis from chassis hinges
equipoent transfer rod
carriage; engage chassis
hinges. string to open
position and move tetfiff
8.5 5.5 1.7 Mount used chassis to quill- When CHI has used chassis Equipment transfer rod
rent transfer rod carriage mounted, transfer to stow-
and remove tether age rack using hand crank
on transfer rod
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TABLE 2.4.5: LST EVA Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. l (continued)
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TASK	 PSIS: TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
AcxIVITY TITLE:	 P	
Stmt
	 5	 of
TTt c chin. SEQ.
FURTIM AM CREW TASK s7sm/mn= SlELIAI. REQWS.,
CUM. TASK EVA CHI EVA CH2 OTM SMM 1111	 ACES lt48i IS, WTE5
32.5 4.4 4.B N rmplatemrnt battery Attach tethar and m-mve Egnipnt bey EA aletc- ited ftssis stand where
chassis 5A connect four used chassis from equipent trisal c=hactcs mplacm, t snit was
aloctrical connectors at transfer rod carrlagri on- bra Ometb eq41pwrht i	 %ad fm equipment
bQ bracket gep chassis hingas. swing transfer red; chassis stokldga rack
to up position and rema hiqu at stodar rak
Lather
49.5 0.0 4.9 Visually im pact bg7/4ma gs C	 ct fouraloctrical Battery chassis mounts Pull t6 at stowaw ram:??qe :raira 6c3sis ticzed; tCriWmo s fre'l used Oaasis at equip;nt biky and location exposes visual
o ,.—,are =_J tovqus of 0t
ca-ova bolts arozmd chessis
to stcwaga rasa bracket; stc^jago rack marker to indicate used
sating chassis to stewed equipment occupancy.
SA perirter position. enpsga and torque.
-light raptive bolts around
primtar; plT used equip-
mnt t6 of racit location
70 0 49.5
5.0	 S%1 battery chassis 59 e^Jal/r^p]a^nt
3
5.1
	 ' tgruss >;or^kstation; a^~tnch C--iltor CRI MmtW. s and4.5 4.5 LST handrails ;equip- Equi;=nt trcasfer rod
rmr1.stati+on and tool tilt ssist in aquiprent transfer rwnt transfer r ead base ball socket r=ains
and transfer to ".
	
work— rod adjustramts and relo- attached to stawag3 rack
OU {S%l aqui+rmnt bay 5C}; . cation to mad S51I equip-
attc i and ingress portable cznt section srork0to
"r.'kstation; adjust wortL-
statton 1!ght; transfer
equipnt transfer rod to
neu tor-ksite
2)
0
M
°g
M
I'i=l
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N 3
Q
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TABLE 2.4.5: LST EVE. Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. 1 (continued)
i -
e:
TASK ANALYSIS: 	 TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE: 	 LST Scheduled Maintenance	 Sheet	 6	 of	 17
TIME
CUH.
Hin.
TASK
SEQ.
FUNCTION AAA CREV TASK 5Y5TEH/PAYLMD
111TERFACE5
SPECIAL AEgiTS..
RE1aARK5, NOTESEVA Ctil EVA CM2 OTHER SUPPORT
41.0 36.5 5.2 Repeat sequences 4.2 through 4.9 for battery chassis 58
14.0 41.0
6.0	 SS% battery chassis 413 rcanoval/replacem4nt
6.1 Repeat sequences 5.1 and 4.2 through 4.9 for battery chassis 4041.5 41.0
45.5 4.5 6.2 Detach equipment transfer 	 Accept equipment transfer LST handrails; SSE Equipxnt transfer rod not
rod at last worksite for	 rod from CM1; using tether. equipment stowage rack required for subsequent
CH2; temporarily stow toots	 detach rod base socket at operations
in kit and deactivate/stow
	 stowage rack and restow
light on workstation;	 in rack
egress workstation
64.5 45.5
7.0	 Focal Plana Assembly (FPA) worksite preparation for reference gyro assemblies
and star tracker raplacEsment
7.1 Retrieve portable worksta- Assist CMI upon arrival at1.5 1.5 ECRU tether; LST hand- FPA access door located
Lion with support equipment FPA worksite access door rails on 43 LST aeis (faring
and translate to next work- aft payload bay bulkhead)
site at FDA access door
lu
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TABLE 2.4.5: LST EVA Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. 1 (continued)
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TASK MALYSIS: TUAMINES AND PRMEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:	 LST Scheduled Maintenance 	 stmt ---	 — of	 —	 z
TIME SEQ. NRCTIa`i Affil CM TASK SYSTERRAVIMINTERFACES
SMIA REWS..
RDWKS. WTES(alF4. EVA Ml EVA CK2 OTHER SUPP(RT
6.0
FTAS11
7.2 " FPA accros door; deploy,
attach and ingress portable
rkStetion; activate and
rdlust workstation light;
Assist CRI in opening FPA
access door
FPA acwss boar latch
and opaningg mchanium,
LST bandralls; FPA
interior fixed light
Threa en	 and aStrated
Este-acting latch levers
release hingad a=ss door
raciest operated open/close
deploy tool tit/equipment
tethsrs; activate interior
snitch reehanism at door hinga
ling incorpopatet auto
FPA fixed lights position lock;
*fixed lights. Gtr and by
Orbiter via tbilical
6.0N.5
0.0	 SSM reforenas Wro assembly no - 1	 val /r2plawmat
8. 1 fttsra, assesble tad tether
honxdtools to Workstation
lm;rass foot restraints at
eguipnnt stawage rack;
e &amjp. asseebla and
tstmr MWduals to stow-
2.0 2.0 EVA portable worftta-
tion SSE equipmMt
stowage racy
*Tools requiredt3fe Mk*
raehet nand:. 80 exten-
lion, socWt and torque
w mh at each+ warlksite
ap rant
3.5 1.5 &2 Locate W. gyro ".I an Loco" replaoment W. gyros Ref. gyro esse*lies at Std. twist .type electrical
F?A support structure
(te erd 02 axis) and
remove and terporarlly stave
cribs frog
 two electrical
FPA and stowage rack connectors; stowage rack
tether caps provided as
disconnect two electrical emmestm on upper' case 5S` to protect electrical
connectors an uppar case surface interfaces on rei~.gyro
gy^nc^
*EVA support equipeent required to c000lote LST Mission Scenario ko.1 to be provided by payload fV :^Q
C, n
C
rn :
TASK ANALYSIS: TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:7 $	 Main ena	 Sheet	 A	 of	 17
TIME 14inj SEQ. FURCTION AND CREW TASK SYS'i"£M/PAYLOADINTERFACES
SPECIAL REVS.,
RMRKS, NOTESCUM. ITASK I EVA CMl EVA CH2 OTHER SUPPORT
8.5 5.0 8.3 Attach equipment tether to Attach equipment tether to Ref. gyro counting Lock nuts are captive
used ref. gyro assembly no.1s replacement ref, gyre structure on FPA and on mounting structure
loosen six captive bolts assembly and loosen six stowage rack
(three each end) from unit captive mounting bolts
10.0 1.5 11.4 Using two-hands, maneuver Remove replacement ref, gyro Removal/installation of
used ref, gyro no.1 out- from stowage rack and pro- uiq	 pment mounted on FFA
oard and aft to exit pare to exchange units with is two-hand operation to
ccess 41oar 0141 ensure safe; clearance and
protection of hardware
11.0 1.0 8.5 Using second tether. hand Perfrca ref. gyro assembly Equipment tethers Direct hand exchange of
exchsnge used for repiack- exchange with CHI using Muipmt between crewmen
went ref, gyro assembly menequipt tethers by effective use of tether
no. 1 rtth CM2
17.5 6.5 8.6 Using tau hands. maneuver Transfer used ref. gyro Ref. gyro no-nitisg ised ref. gyro stowed where
replacement ref. gyro assembly to equipment structure on FPA and replacement unit was re-
nd, 1 through access door stowage rack; guide onto stowage rack mved from equipment stow-
and inboard to FPA; rack sxhunting surface. age rack
align orientation mark on engage and torque six
gyro and slip over mounting captive bolts; remove
surface guide pins; engage equipment tether
and torque six captive bolts,
remove equipment tettw
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TABLE 2.4.5: LST EVA Task Completion-Plans -- Mission Scenario No. 1 (continued)
TASK ANALYSIS: TIMELINES AIDED PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE: LST Sclieduled Haintenimce	 sheet	 9	 of	 17
TIME Kla.) SIA. FUIiCTM AND CREM TASK SYST€ VPAYLOOI0TERFACES
SPECIAL REQMT5.,
REMARKS, NOTESCUR. TASK EVA CHI	 EVA CH2 OTHER SUPPORT
19.0 1.5 8.7 Corr*ct bm electrical
	 install protective caps on Ref. gyro essetbiies
cwmctors oe mar cam	 tem electrical connectors at EPA od otwap rack
surf ce of mpl	 t	 on ref gyro c-Mr case sur-
ref. gyro M . E asssably	 face; pill wed equipment
tai at melt location
189.5 19.0
9.0 SSH rya zr=p Wro czscmh ly tb.2 rival /repiataament
17.0 0.0 9.1 &Jt3t m:rk%%at1= a6 resat seqmcos 8.2 thro* 8.7 for raft3renee gyro
033 1y ilo.2
205.5 17.(1
10.0	 SS€4 center star tracker rc
	 val/replacannt
1.0 1.0 EVA portable tcrhstn- cols required: sm as10 . 1 Adjust portable wfttatic-A Assist CM
for canter star tracker tine for mt. gyro
rival raplalnt
2.5 1.5 10.2 On center star tra,l ar. ureter Star trackers at FDA Std. bdst type electrical
scmnect otn electrical star tracker; move and and stews= rank =..nectar
m
hector	 ttaVarsri ly stou cap from
r
an electrical connector
°EVA support cui	 nt rr uired to
	 fete
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TALE 2.4.5: LST EVA Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. l (coot- need)
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TABLE 2.4.5: LST EVA Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. Z (continued)
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TASK ANALYSIS: TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:	 LST Scheduled Maintenance	 Sheet	 10	 of	 17
TIRE Ilan,
SEQ.
FUNCTION AND CREW TASK SYSTEH/PAYLOAD
IHTEAFiICES
SPECIAL REQKTS.,
REH{4RK5, NOTESCUM. TASK EVA CH1 EVA C42 OTHER SUPPORT
4.5 2.0 10.3 Loosen two captive th" Remove and temporarily stow Star tracker optics at Self-larking captive thunb
screws (one each side) on protective cap from star FPA and storage rack strews an shade; nuts are
star tracker shade; slide tracker optics captive an tracker inter-
shade outboard to clear face
optics interface
9.0 4.5 10.4 Attach equipment tether to Attach equipment tether to Center star tracker Lack nuts are captive on
center star tracker; loosen replacement star tracker and mounting stureture mDunting structure
four captive bolts ( two each loosen four captive mounting on FPA and storage rack
side) from unit bolts
10.5 1.5 30.5 Eking tmo-hands, maneuver Remove replacement star
used center star tracker tracker from storage rack
outboard and aft to exit and prepare to exchange
access door units with Cldl
11.5 1.0 10.6 Using second tether, hand Perform star tracker exchange Equipment tethers Direct hand exchange of
exchange used star tracker with W using equipment equipment
for rsplacement with CK tethers
18.0 6.5 10 . 7 Using toad hands, maneuver Transfer used star tracker Star tracker mounting Used Star tracker stored
replacerent star tracker to equipment stowage rack; structure on PPA and where replacement unit was
through access door, fwd. guide onto rack mounting stowage rack removed from equipment
P,1,1 inboard to center FPA surface; engage and torque stowage rack
ntislide into aligment four captive bolts; remove
guides until against stop$; equipment tether
engage and torque four
captive bolts; remove
equipment tether
r
TASK AMALYSIS: TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:
	 LST Scheduled HaintenanEg 	 Sheet —^-- of --17
TIRE min. SEQ. FU)jCTIM AND aii TAB 5^5TI14/FA^^INTERFAMS
rca EEIRl. REQliis..
REMUS, DOTESILU . TASK EVA CHI EVA CK2 alln SUPPM
82.0 4.0 10.FAlig and slide center star fapi^ protectivo cap an ohs Star tracker at FPA an
r shsd3 inbaard to electrical comactor of med sta&tge rack
tracer optics; star trader; pull used
q=l^ aid tir^stan W equipmat tab to rack locations
I
interface
captIve tdamb screws
2ze.^ 22.0
18.0 R=I plum assa*ly waitsite cleat after equipment replacemnt
4.0 8.0 11.1 Stox ail hand tools in tool accept parteblo workstation Fortble tnricstatim; Porteble woftsUlAm not
kits [activate lights and from OU (hand mxchanp); SSE ewip2sant staraga required for eft
stew kit and light on work- stcme workstetion in rack; EW 2atisar %*ratio%
statien; retrieve eWipamt equipment step rack
tathers and attach to EMU.
w4ms portable WAstatian
and detach from workiita;
tmufer workstation to
W
7.3 3.5 1.2 inspect FAA access door AnIst WI iR closing FPA LST hwArails, FPA IasFectian assaraa ftv6v-
5e al; derstivata interior arms door interior fixed light table a" ligEht►contaxl-
FPA lights; close and latch switch; FPA access door nation barrier
r seal. closing and latch
mechanis
r^
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TABLE 2.4.5: LST EVA Task Completion Plans 	 Mission Scenario No. l (continued)
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TASK ANALYSIS: TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:
	
LST Scheduled Maintenance
	
Sheet _j^ _ _ of
T 1HE itin. FUNCTIO:i AND CREW TASK SYSTSI/PAT1.M
IRTERFAUS
SPECIAL RE119S.,
RWRKS, KDTESSEq.Cu4. TASK EVA ml EVA C422 OT1fEt7 SUPPOIT
12.0	 LST aft compartment worksite preparation for ,; module replace:ent
12.1 Translate to 42 axis LST Using tethers. rotrieve 516.0 6.4 LST handrails; LST -V2 Aft compartment access
aft compartment access door; module monorai; transfer axis aft campartunt doors design and operation
stabilize and open door; system from stowage rack; accass door latch and saw as FPA door except
activate inta^ior fixed assenble/install systain opening wchLnismes; four double-acting latch
livhts beginning at $1 module interior fbmd light levers; ' swwrail trans-
stowage rack and work for- swritch; SSE equipment fcr system consist of self
ward toward 51 nodule no.2 in stowage rack; Orbiter aligning interconnecting
LST aft conpartrant payload bay door hand- track sectiaps with tern
rails transfer carri+gas;
'fixed interior lights
powered by Orbiter via
wbi1iCal
24.0 18.0 12.2 Translate into aft cospart» ContIMA 51 module moaa- LST aft co partment; "Foot restraints (2 sets/
stunt and ingress foot re- rail lransier system 51 axxlulo stowage rack module) provided at each
straints; assist W to assembly and Installation S1 worksite on aft bulk-
complete $1 module mono- head for attachment
rail transfer system in-
stallation to S1 module
24.0
no.2
60.0
"E VA support equipment required to complete LST Mission Scenario No.l to be provided by payload
0M
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TABLE 2.4.5: LST EVA Task Completion Plans --- Mission Scenario No. 1 (continued)
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f r^rail 2^-mfor ft=rail carriaga design
systems carpi	 =4 prajidas crag-hand  operated
SI mfmlQS in aft cam- cmtmis/wchanisw for
partm:it cod at Stow- aligam ent adjustment, base
ileck
age race VSitions and annual brmb;
nuts are captive on
nodule for carriage attach
limit
SI madulos Std. mist tea electrical
cm-aiacto ; Std. double-
acting Q.A. connctar
SI cmdula Ming	 Dazzle acting base Tattles
structum on FPA and	 hold module in position
stoxargn rack
	
along with module axial
alignment/retaining pin(similar mounting in stow-
age rack except moodule
in horizontal position)
f
TABLE 2.4.5: LST EVA Task Completion Flans -- Mission Scenario No. 1 (continued)
TASK ANALYSIS: TIMMI +IES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE: LST Sdnduied Maintenance 	 Sh"t —13--- Of -- 7 -
Tlrc iiEi^iTFill,	 FUNCTION AND Cla TASK	 STSTWPASi'lfi^	 S91CL1]	 S..
Cl i. TASK 
sm.	 EVA C1i1	 EVA 012	 Mm 	 MTSFACES	 RF?1liRKS, W fB
13.0 St mule no.2 rermval/replacomnt
6.0 5.0 13.1 Transfer. align and attach Trmfar ranorail carriaga-
	
m avail tarria,a-on; to
	
tea to replan, =t St eodula
S1	 10 no.2; cngaga vid no.2 in s=ag3 ruck; rotate
tutor) thrao hcnd m„3rotad carriag3 to horizontal pasi-
taptitt fastarara in car- 	 tiont align and attach to
rl'go plate; =381P car-	 nmdulo; engago and tighten
Hop bre:o	 three hand-operated captive
fastenars; sagop carrier-
brake
	10.5 4.5 13.2 0n S1 mt^ilo ro. 2. die-	 an repIrce ont 51 mdale
cc=--ct tbrce aloctrieal	 iio.2, mcav, end t :mrarily
ca=rton and ao E12	 step cap3 frva thr*3 eleetri-
quich diaccn-=ct (Q.0.)
	
col cennactorz rind	 6112
12.	 2.0 13.3 Attach tathor to cx sla 	 Attach teth.r to replacaient
henOold and release tea
	
module end ralctaso two base
	
base attachment latches
	
dttaehMnt lateba !S fmroa
from FPA structure	 staxage rack
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TABLE 2.4.5: LST EVA Task Completion Plans --- Fission Scenario No. 1 (continued)
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TASK ANALYSIS: TMINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:	 EST Scheduled Maintenance	 Sheet	 14_	 of	 17
TIME IM41SEQ. FUT;CTIOIi AIM CM TASK SYSTEWPAYLOAO
INTERFACES
SPECIAL REWrS..
REHARKS, ROTESCum. TASK EVA CHI EVA CM2 OTHER SUPPORT
24.5 12.0 13.4 Loader oDnorail carriag° and Release monorail carriage Monorail system car- Lowering carriage base
release hand brake; egress hand brake, move to disen- riages and track, plate disengages module
foot restraints and trans- gage retaining pin and re- tethers. and ctodatp axial alignment/retaining
fer used SI module no. 2 to engage brake; rotate module/ rack handrail pin from mounting struc-
CH2 at stowage rack using carriage to vertical position, tune
tether release hand brake and trans-
fer replacermnt SI nodule
no.2 onto monorail standoy
track section; engage brake
and detach tether
38.5 14.0 ME Hand used SI module no.2 Accept used SI module no.2 Sam as above
to CTl2 and switch tether from CHI, attach tether and
to replacement module; transfer to stowage rack;
release carriage hand
brake and transfer re-
engage carriage brake; rotate
module to horizontal positiont
placement
	 module to release brake and move to en-
LST aft corpartment; align gage module retaining pie; re-
module within FPA pyramidal engage hand brake when module
support structure and against stop
raise carriage to engage
module alignment/ retaining
pin; engage carriage brake
41.0 2.5 13.6 Engage two base attachment Engage two base attachment Si module eounttng used SI module stowed
latches to FPA structure latches to stowage rack an structure on FPA and where replatemeni unit
on replaceaent S1 module used SI module no.2 and stowage rack was removed from spare
no.2 and detach tether detach tether equipment stowage rack
ry
i
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t^
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TASK WLYSIS: TIMMIiutS AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:
	 LST Scheduled Maintenance
	
Sheet	 15	 of	 17
TIPM
UP.1.	 TASK
SEQ. FUIXTI04 AND CREW TASK SYSTE"/PAYLM
INTERFACES
SPECTRE REQWS.,
RE11	 XS, HATESEVA Cmi EVA CR2 OTHER SUPPORT
45.0 4.0 13 .7 Q't mpl accrosnt SI coddle 01 used SI module no . 2, re- SI module
no.2, connact three
electrical connectors and
plane protective caps on
three electrical connectors
one W2 Q. 0. and cna C!2 Q.D.
411.5 3.5 13. Leeson three hand opratcd . Lemon thraa E and o^eratad Mrorall trarisfer
ceptiva fasteners in car-
riap plate; releaso hand
cotity
 Qastmrs in tar-
riakp plats;; rotate carriage
systm carriages and
Sl merle in aft com-
brako, layer carriap and
ream from replacamt
to vertical position; ruleass
hard brat& and remvo cnorail
parWent wd at storag
rack
SI module carriage from used SI rmdulel
pull used equipr4nt teb at
rack location
308.5 48.5
14.0	 LST aft k*artmt wor&3ita closeout after 31 module replacmnt
14.1 Assist 012 to rvwve SI
module monorail transfer
system from EST aft toes-
partment and transfer for
Wing tethers, disassemble/
remove S1 module monorail
system (beginning at SI
wdule stowage rack); stave
12.0 12 . 0 LST aft ampar
	
t,
SI module and SSE
egOpment stowage rack;
LST aewl Orbiter hand-
Assumes mot rail transfer
system not required on
any subsmegkeent EVA
storage system in equipment stowage rails
rack
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TABLE 2.4.5: LST EVA Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario I go. 1 (continued)
W N ANALYSIS: TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:	 LST Sch3duled tiaintenance	
sheet _j§_of	 R,17
TIME Min.
SEQ.
FUHCTIO1 ACID CREW TASK SYSTEM/PAYLOAD
INTERFACES
SPECIAL REQiTS.,
REMARKS, NOTES
CUM. TASY EVA CHI EVA 0142 OTHER SUPPORT
18.0 6.0 14.2 Inspect -V2 axis LST aft
coapartment access door seal
retrieve equipment tethers
and attach to EMU; deacti-
vate interior fixed lights;
close and latch access
Continue 51 module monorail
transfer system disassehrbly,
removal and storage
LST handrails; LST -Y2
axis aft compartment
access door seal, clos-
ing and latch m`chan-
isms; interior fixed
light-,switch EMU tether
inspection assures accep-
table stray light/con-
Lamination harrier
doors
326.5 18.0
15.0	 Portable light rep.	 Istawage
4.5 4.5 15.1 Translate to equipment 	 Stow all hand tools in
stowage rack handrail; 	 tool kit; accept portable
disconnect, remove port- 	 light asseW ies from Crib;
Orbiter payload bar
door handrails; SSE
equipment stowage rack
Stoma and secure tools/
equipment for reentry
able lights (port and	 stow lights- tethers and
starboard ends of hand-	 all E'.A sup-ort equipment
rail) and transfer t0
0142; ingress foot re-
straints at equipment
stowage rack and assist
CM2
331.0 4.5
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TABLE 2.4.5: LST EVA Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. I (continued)
TASK ANXYSM. TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
h-TIVITY TITLE:
	
LST Scheduled maintenance 	 Street	 17	 of	 17
TIOM !:'_w. `+EO. FUNMOR AMD CREW TASK STS;'EEl/Pt119.OiiL!
IRTEAFfr u
SPECIAL REQNTS.,
REM M, ROTESW. TASK EVA CNl EVA OQ 01M SVPFW
16.0	 LST stsbiliaing strut removal and EVA mission termination
5.5 6.5 16.1 Egress feat restraints, Egress foot restraints and payload Statim: ihstrsr 55E erripmElt stcsa;s Strut renaval perfoni?d
translate and tether to ,loin CNN. tether to handrail; RMS. engage and stabs- rata: bin1rails; RF if aubseVent EVA opera-
starboard side of equip- monitor f4-	engagement opera- 112e LST when Brea cleav vaim a	 =icatiems tions are not planned
mat rack handrail; notify tiaras of vehicle
Orbiter payload station
eecai clear for F,-S engags-
cent to LST; cmmritov opera-
tisms
9.0 3.6 16. 2 Tr=lats to crd ingms Iwturn to stomtc rack and LST (43 axis;) aft
fmt mtraints at straw- Ingress foot nastraints; station cad SSE *"ip-
cp rech; remm sta?bi- assist (MI rent stemage rack; EN
lizing strut frog
 betom tether
LST =^d stouap rack
13.5 4.5 16.3 Iransfer stebiliainro strut Assist Coil; confine all Egaipmnt btoraga racks
and stow in egrsip=t stowaga racks Vemure
stowage rack; detach
tether; secure all stt^F-
age racks
17.0 3.5 16.4 Egress foot restroint59 Egme feat matraintsrtram- Orbiter payload bay EVA OPERATIONS COWLETE
17.0
translate to airlock turd
ingress
late to oirloch and ingress (doors and bulkhead)
and airlock handrails340.0
T^OTJ TOTAL EVA TIFai 5 hrs.. 48 min.
EVA
T1N^
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TABLE 2.4.5: LST EVA Ta sk Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. 1 (continued)
M O
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SPACE SHUTTLE EVA
	
2 JUNE 1976
9 Foot restraints (2 sets), tether attach points and mobility aids
are provided at the equipment stowage racks.
® Sufficient lighting, fixed and/or portable, is provided by the
Orbiter and payload to perform all extravehicular tasks.
9 LST replacement equipment assemblies are provided and stowed in
spare equipment racks located in the Orbiter payload bay.
® EVA support equipment items (i.e., portable workstation, equipment
transfer/handling units, stabilizing strut, tethers and tools) are
provided by the payload in stowage racks located in the Orbiter
payload bay.
a Since design details were not available for LST equipment physical/
functional interfaces and EVA support equipment (i.e., stowage racks,
equipment transfer/handling units), conceptual designs were assumed
to implement procedures development.
The LST EVA mission scenario no. 1 is predicated on the removal/replacement
of equipment to retain and/or improve the spacecraft operating proficiency.
Oetail designs of the LST flight hardware items were not available and only
limited preliminary conceptual design information was accessible on the
space support equipment items. Therefore, to depict representative types of
extravehicular operations and crewman interfaces that may be encountered,
hardware concepts were either assumed or developed by the study. The
hardware concepts are not intended to influence final component design.
In addition to the present Shuttle Orbiter EVA baseline accommodations, other
support equipment will be required to accomplish the planned payload (sched-
uled) maintenance functions. These additional support items are discussed
and summarized in Section 3.0 (Payload EVA Task Support Requirements) of
this study.
2.4.4.3 LST EVA Mission Scenario No. 2 -- Retract Failed Solar Array Panel
The LST mission scenario no. 2 is based upon a primary task from the
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"unscheduled EVA" category identified in Table 2.4.3. The hypothetical EVA
mission was developed on the premise that a malfunction had occurred in the
port solar array panel retract =ion mechanism. With the large 19.1 m2
(206 ft 2 ) panel failed in the deployed position, it was considered a safety
hazard to attempt RMS grapple, capture and berthing of the payload to the
Orbiter. To capture and retrieve the LST, an EVA would be necessary to inspect/
diagnose the failure and perform the operations necessary to retract/recinch
the solar panel. Two EVA crewmembers, using the "EVA with MMU" operational
mode, would be required. The primary tasks involved and task performance
rationale are. :ontained in Table 2.4.6.
2.4.4.4 LST EVA Task Completion Plans	 Mission Scenario No. 2
The LST task completion plans for mission scenario no. 2 provide a preliminary
set of procedures and timelines which demonstrate that the selected EVA pa y
-load task can be accomplished by application of the Shuttle EVA system.
The task completion plans identify principle elements of the EVA mission and
the extravehicular mission support requirements including number of crewmen,
EVA mission time, translation aids, restraints, tools and lighting.
The EVA task analysis preliminary timelines and procedures for the retraction
of a deployed solar array panel (mission scenario no. 2) are provided in
Table 2.4.7 and include identification of payload interfaces and support
requirements. Assumptions associated with the mission scenario include the
following:
a Two qualified Orbiter crewmembers are available for conducting an
EVA. A third crewmember is available to perform Payload Station
extravehicular supporting functions and crew activities monitoring.
a LST Mission Operations Center is available to perform diagnostic
assistance, command telemetry functions and monitoring of !_ST systems.
Sufficient crew mobility aids (i.e,, handrails, handholds) are
provided by the payload and/or Shuttle Orbiter to access the MMU
flight support stations and support stowage areas from the airlock.
TASU ACTIVITY OPERATIONS +OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
RETRACT FAILED SOLAR Perform•	 a two-man "unscheduled" EVA to Assumes port (-V2 axis) solar
ARRAY PANEL retract solar array panel to allow Orbiter array panel retraction mech-
RMS grapple engagement for retrieval of LST anism malfunction leaving
from free space.	 Initial	 task is to diag- panel extended and preventing
nose failure and plan corrective operations safe Orbiter RMS engagement
for capture in free space.
1.	 FAILURE DIAGNOSIS LST is in configuration for capture except Note:	 Crewmen have obtained
for failed solar array panel. 	 Orbiter RMS battery poweredortable
is stowed.	 Payload bay lights activated. lights	 (one each p} from
Orbiter cabin stowage and
tethered to EMU during EVA
prep.
e Deploy Orbiter RMS/ Activate RMS TV and lighting systems; Orbiter cabin payload station
monitor deploy RMS to vicinity of LST failed solar operations; provides lighting
panel retraction mechanism and safety video coverage
during EVA operations outside
payload bay
s Egress airlock and Crewmen translation using handholds/nand- Requires crew mobility aids
translate to MMU Flight rails to MMU Flight Support Station to MMU FSS's
Support Station	 (FSS)
* Don and checkout MMU's Ingress MMU FSS; don and perform MMU check- MMU's required for transla-
out in preparation for HA outside the tion to/from worksites out-
Orbiter payload bay. side payload bay; two EV
crewmen
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TABLE 2.4.6: LST EVA Tasks -- Mission Scenario No-2
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TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
a Translate to worksite Crewmen translate to LST in vicinity of MMU`s used as mobility aid in
port (42 axis) solar array panel deploy/ free space, separate simul-
retract mechanism using MMU taneous operations by crewmen
9 Inspect/diagnose and Visually inspect solar array panel deploy/ Requires voice communication
plan corrective action retract mechanssm to determine cause of with LST Mission Operations
malfunction, corrective workplan, tools and Center (MOC) to activate
ancillary support equipment; monitor re- mechanism actuator via com-
traction attempt as a trouble-shooting mand telemetry; crewman
technique tether point and worksite
access required
0 Unstow tools and sup- Second crewman retrieve porzable worksta- Requires portable workstation
port equipment tion and EVA support equipment from stowage tethers, handtools located in
rack stowage racks in Orbiter pay-
load bay
o Transfer support equip- Second crewman returns to LST in vicinity Equipment tethered to trans-
ment to worksite of first crewman using MMU; hand carries lating crewman
workstation and support equipment to work-
si te
2.	 WORKSITE PREPARATION
FOR SOLAR PANEL RETRAC-
TION
o Deploy portable work- Attach/deploy equipment and ingress port- Requires portable worksta-
station and equipment able workstation; activate workstation tion interface or "Universal"
light to illuminate work area and deploy attachment fixture
tool
	 kit
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TABLE 2.4.6: LST EVA Tasks -- fission Scenario No.2 (Continued)
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TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
3. SOLAR PANEL RETRACTION
Disconnect and restrain	 electrical	 con- Std.	 twist type electricalo Remove electrical
connector nectar from deploy/retract actuator connector removed as safety
precaution
a Remove deploy/retract Perform operations to remove deploy/retract Two bolts it shaft coupling;
actuator shaft coupling actuator output shaft coupling output shaft must be disen-
qaged since cannot back-drive
actuator
a Retract solar array Visually verify solar panel	 recinch mecha- Three latch interfaces on re-
panel/monitor nism latches are open; perform manual re- cinch mechanism; assumes re-
traction of solar array panel; monitor re- traction mechanism is opera--
traction operation tional, actuator only had
failed
o Recinch solar panel/ LST MOC command solar array panel	 recinch- Requires voice communication
monitor ing; monitor latching operation and verify coordination with LST MOC;
recinch assumes recinching mechanism
operational; EV crewmen re-
main in proximity until	 re-
cinching achieved
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TABLE 2.4.6: LST EVA Tasks -- Mission Scenario No. 2 (Continued)
TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
4. WORKSITE CLOSEOUT FOR
SOLAR PANEL RETRACT-ION
9 Remove portable work- Remove all support equipment from worksite Reverse of installation
station and support operations
equipment
e Stow tools and EVA sup- Crewmen return to payload bay and stow all Reverse of unstowing opera-
port equipment EVA support items tions
Monitor RMS engagement Observe RMS capture and stabilization of Orbiter cabin payload station
of payload LST operations; EV crewmen
observe operation from pay-
load bay
9 Return MMU to FSS Translate to MMU FSS; doff, stow and re- Two EV crewmen perform sepa-
charge MMU, if required rate simultaneous operations
e Translate to and ingress TASK COMPLETE
airlock
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TABLE 2.4.6: LST EVA Tasks -- Mission Scenario No.2 (Continued)
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TABLE 2.4.7: LST EVA Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. 2
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TASK ANALYSIS:	 TWELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:	 Retract Failed solar Array Panel 	 ME:	 EVA WITH &.-41 	 Sheet	 1	 of	 b
SEQ,
FUNCTION AND CREW TASK SYSTEFI/PAYLQAD SPECIAL REQMls.,
tWM
Min.
_ TASK EYA coil EVA CM12	 OTHER SUPPOZT INTERFACES REMARKS. ROTES
1.0	 Prepare for unscheduled tyro-man EVA to inspect and retract malfunctioned LST system; in capture Orbiter is station keepingF1 port (42 axis) solar array panel for safe Orbiter 115 errgagemnt/capture configuration except with the LST at an approx.and retrieval of LST from free space for failed/extendad distance of 15.Zxk (50 ft)solar army panel
5.0 5.0 1.1 Cc7pleto EVA preparation; Conpleto EVA preparations; payload Station: Acti- EMU tathor;	 a, TV and Orbiter payload specialist
retrieve battery p=tired retrieve battery powered vate payload boy light- lighting monitors all EVA operation
partOle Tiot fm-9 air- portable light from air- ing; activate R24S TV outside payload bay via
lock sod tether to EMJ lock stowage and tether and l uring and mane u- payload station video;
to EM ver RM	 to vicinity of *2 flattery powered portabl
LST failed solar panel light assemblies required
retraction cachanisn
7.0 2.0 1.2 Egress airlock rnd trans- Egress airlock end translate Orbiter payload bay
late to *W Flight Support to IW FSS handrails
Station (FSS)
32.0 25.0 1.3 Ingress FSS Ho.I; Don and Ingress FSS Ho.21Don and 141U FSS *MM required for crewman
checkout MMU; stow port- checkout MM; staler portable translation outside pay-
able light for translation; light for translation; load bay in free space
perform trial flight perform trial flight (2 required)
36.0 4.0 1.4 Translate to LST in vicinity Translate to LST in vicinity Payload Station: Main- #Dill's; LST hadrails
of port (42 axis) solar of port (42 axis) solar tain WS position con-
array panel deployment/ array parcel deployment/ stant during crewmen
retraction mechanism retraction mechanism and translation
and stabilize stabilize an opposite side
from i]tl
" EVA support equipment required to complete LST Mission Scenario 1 ,10.2 to he prqvideg
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TABLE 2,4.7: LST EVA Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario ado. 2 (continued)
TASK AN&YSiS: TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:	 Petract Failed Solar Arra	 Panel	 Sheet	 2	 Of	 _ 6
TIME Ain. FUNCTION AND CREW TASK SYSTEM/PAT= SPFjCVU. UEONTS.,
EVA CHI EVA Cll2 OTHER SUPPORTCM. ITASK IPiT3 RFRCES AEIiARILS. WM
MC 12.0 I.5 Inpen:t solar array panel Ding portffile light assist Solar penal deploy/ tack i6r obvious daeage
dzplcy/rotract
 
=chanisn C141 In inspection of solar ratratt mchanism to ox 0anism/actuator,
usin	 portable light as array panel dsploy/retract mechanism misalignancnto
r	 red to ilivadnate area amchanism binding or interference
0. •2.0 1 .6 Tr	 late clear of LST solar Translate clear of LST solar CST NOC: Send telemtry RF voim	 ieati Inspection has revealed
p	 1; notify LST PllIIsion pal (c	 ite from CRI); co2md to retract solar LST c=m1d tolenstry panal is in correct atti-
Cnrtticas Qmznr (MCI cm c niter solar p	 l retract- arnW ps*l. meat fbef and solar pawl retvax tuda. articulation gir ble
clear f& P=1 mtraction tics attampts and dstenairne times. Lion cachanisWwtuat0 lock-out mathaaism "
attapt3; cznftar and dater- states Payload Station: Pasl- engaged correctly for re-
Gina ata%= tion IM TV W iightin traction and no obvious
for video ueonitoring damage, misalignment or
binds I^ty exist in retract
aeduantss
54.0 4 . 0 1.7 Diagnose pm5lem and Assist CM and determine Failure of pawl to retrac
form late corrective tools/support equipment indicates aaduaniem ectsua-
nork plan required tar has failed
57.0 3. 0 1.8 Continue sae as above Trrakslate to equipment Payload Station: kaft- "W's,SSE equipment foot restraints (2 sets)
stowage racks; ingress twin RNS position coin- stowage racks in provided at stowage racks
foot rastraints stant during cremtaan Orbituer payload bay
translation
62.5 5.5 1.5 Trcnalate to nrnrtsita at ibtriere portable worikstation. EM tether; Pell! "Support equipment require
failed solar panel rmtrac- carrq-all container and 3 o I portable workstation
tion uavchaniso actuator, equipment tethers; tether and (with tool kit/hand
st:Piliae and attadP 	 tetimr stow equipment for transfer tools and adjustable
and return to Cis vorksite battery powered light)
a Carry-all container
a 3 equipment tethers
62.5 52.5
* EVA support equipment mquirad to amplete UT PlIssion Scenario Ho.2 to be provided by payload
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TABLE 2.4,7: LST EVA Task Completion Plans --- Mission Scenario No. 2 (continued)
TASK ANALYSIS:	 TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:
	 Retract Failed Solar ArrayPanel
	
Sheet -
	
-i	 of
TIME
	
Min. SEQ. FUNCTION ARD CREW TASK SYSTEH/PAYLOAD
INTERFACES
SPECIAL REQHTS.,
REMARKS, NOTES
'CU at, TASK EVA CMl	 EVA CH2 OTHER SUPPORT
2.0	 Harksite preparation for solar array panel manual retraction
4.5 4.5 LST handrails and SSM workstation light used to2.1 Oeploy. attach and ingress Assist CMI to set up work-
portable workstation; acti- station; transfer to opposite equipment section ex- illuminate imcoediate wont
vate and adjust workstation
light; deploy tool kit and
side of mechanism from CHI,
stabilize and attach tethers
terior area; hand tool tethers
provided as part of tool
equipment tethers kit
7.0 2.5 2.2 unstow, assemble and tether
and tools to workstation
Unstow and restrain	 carry-
all container
EVA portable	 woiksta;,
tion
"Tools required: 319" drive
racihet wrench, 4" exten-
sion socket, magnetic
parts retainer and manual
7.0
override adapter
69.5
3.0	 Failed solar array panel manual override retraction
1.5 1.5 Electrical connector Std. twist type electrical3.1 Disconnect electrical Assist CMI: restrain
connector from actuator electrical connector housing connector removed for
when removed safety
11.5 10.0 3.2 Remove two bolts from Assist CMI: tether output Actuator output shaft Lock nuts are captive on
ploy/retract actuator shaft coupling, capture couDling coupling; output shaft
 put shaft coupling;
move coupling from
bolts with magnetic re-
tainer and stow bolts and
disengaged to prevent back
dHving of actuator
P-EVA
haft coupling
 support equipment required to cowlete LST Mission Scenario Mo.2 to be provided by payload
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TASK ANALYSIS: TIMELIIES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:
	 It•tract Fai;e4 Solar Arr 	 Pafel	 sheet —AL— of	 6
TIME min.
SEQ.
FUNCTION AHO CREl1 TASK SYSTEM/PAYLM
1HTWACES
SPEC14 AEWS.,
WMU.RTESCUPS. TASK EVA coil EVA CM2 OUTER SUPPWT
20.5 9.0 3.3 Retract Solar arm dal Verify solar array pawl rer- Solar panel manual re- KLnu4il operation; override
cinch wchsnite latchts (3) tract/fplay o^mrrid4 retraction whanise is
are ba r; assist 04 and RF voice conamications operaticnal, actuator
mnitor re tractian Wratial d4ly has fail—#d-
24.0 3.5 3.6 goal ffrem solar arrt,Pg' Assist Ci41 in mniteMrq solar LST MC: Send talamtry [IF soict cocmunicati suns recinching mchan-
1 awed] meride; pawl mciatbing CP&Mven co=and to recinch solar d toleas'trq ism is operational; aram r.
iffy LST WC cry+ mcQ and ftftroln2 stags array panel-canfim and solar panel recinch mine recinch letclms
er peeffi1 r+atisokicx3; latching Ma bslaaeLry ing sefianlsae/aciwtor ova engaged panel
iter latching operation talk-back
detaraimo status
93.5 24.4
4.0	 Solar parcel warksite closeout. LST capture and EIJA mission termination
i . l Stow all hand tools in tool Assist 011: stow carry-all
iemtainar
3.5 3.5 EVA portable nark- Recover all EVA support
kit, deactivate light atf and aupporz equip- station; EM Lather aquipment for storage
wrkstatien; retrieve t for transfer
equipment tethers.	 s
vurfttatiosr add detach
from wor'ksito; Mw all
support equipmat for
translation
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TABLE 2,4 . 7: LST EVA Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. 2 (continued)
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TABLE 2,4.7: LST EVA Task Completion-Plans -- Mission Scenario No. 2 (continued)
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TASK ANALYSIS: TWELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:	 Retract f,-Hled Solar Arra y Panel	
Sheet	 5	
of---^--
TIME 	 Hinj j
 SEQ.	
FUKTIOH AND CREW TASK	 SYSTEWPAY1.00	 SPECIAL REQKrS..
CUM. ITASK I	 I	 EVA C141	 EVA C142	 OTHER SUPPORT	 INTERFACES	 REMARKS. NOTES
7. 4 O 4.2 Release tethers and trans- Release tethers and translate Payload Station: Main- Ws and SSE equipment Crewmen return to Orbiter
late to equipmant stowage to equipment tstorwage rack:, tain RM	 onLS position c- stowage radL% Payload bay
racks. stabilize and ingress stabilize and ingress foot Stant during cm=n
foot restraints restraints translation
12. 4.5 4. Stow portable workstation Stow carry-all container SSE equipment storage Stan and secure support
and tethers in equipment (including raavved bolts racks equipment for reentry;
stowage racks; secure and coupling) and tethers in battery powered portable
stowage racks quipment stowage racks; lights are returned to
confirm all stowage racks Orbiter cabin storage
secure
14. 2.5 4.4 Egress foot restraints and Egress foot restraints and Payload Station:	 Main- MMs
translate to M!W FSS No.l translate to HM FSS No.2 tain RMS position con-
stant during crewman
translation
194 5.0 4.5 Ingress FSS and conitor Ingress FSS and ssxiitor Payload Station:	 Using MU FSS Payload retrieval, dockin
LST capture operations LST capture operations RM15, capture and sttbi- and berthing operations
line LST payload are not performed until
cremaen ingress Orbiter
airlock
49. 3D. Doff, rachargs and Starr Doff, recharge and stow WU FSS Feld recharge is dependent4.1
MMU Wu on arty subsequent planned
EVA operations
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TASK ANALYSIS: TIMELINES AND ^IR4CEDURES
Sheet	 6	 of	 6
ACTIVITY TITLE:	 Retract Failed Solar Arry Panel
TIME	 Min.	 FUIiCTIOH AND CREW TASK SYST IPAYE.Gl1!! S ..3A1 RE(1riiS..
SEQ.
CUPS.	 TASK	 EVA CHI	 EVA CH2	 'OTHER SUPPORT
INTERFACES i#Eiijm, mTES
53.0	 3.	 4.	 Egress FSS, tra slata to	 Egress FSS. trcmlate to orbitar prglaj"	 hay
and ingress airlodt	 and insets airleth handrails
63.0	 10 .0 	4.Q Standby in airlock tmt91	 Standby in oirlock IMtil	 Payload Station: 	 Con-
LST is docked	 LST is end	 fi m EST berthed EVA OPERATIMS COMPLETE
156.5	 63.
id.
EVA
INi	 TOTAL EVA TIM:	 2 hrs., 37 rain.
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TABLE 2.4.7: LST EVA Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario Ho. 2 (continued)
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r Realizing the potential requirement for an unscheduled EVA in free
space, crew mobility aids and restraints (i.e., tether attach points,
handholds, handrails) are provided by the payload.
Foot restraints (2 sets), tether attach points and mobility aids
are provided at the equipment stowage racks.
	
r -
9 Sufficient lighting is provided by the Orbiter and payload to
perform all extravehicular tasks.
® RMS TV/lighting is available to support video monitoring of extra-
vehicular crewmember activities in free space.
v EVA support equipment items (i.e., portable workstation, tethers
and tools) and MMU's are payload-provided in stowage racks and
flight support stations, respectively, located in the Orbiter
payload bay.
Since design details were not available for LST equipment physical/
functional interfaces and EVA support equipment, conceptual designs
were assumed or developed to implement procedures/timeline develop-
ment.
EVA support equipment in addition to the present Shuttle Orbiter accommoda-
tions will be required to complete f".e unscheduled payload corrective
action using the MMU. The additional support items are discussed and
summarized in Section 3.0 (Payload EVA Task Support Requirements) of this
study.
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2.5 SHUTTLE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY (SIRTF)
2.5.1 SIRTF Program Desciption
2,5.1.1 Introduction
The Shuttle Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF) is one of a series of
astronomy missions with the general objective of viewing the celestial
sphere using an array of sensors designed to provide specific information
concerning stellar and extended sources. The SIRTF mission objectives are:
(1) to determine the physical processes, nature and structure of stars,
galactic nebulae, interstellar matter, galaxies and other sources of infrared
radiation in the 1-1000 pm wavelength region; (2) observe line emission 'in
comets and planets; and (3) to experiment in the development of IR detector
technology. The SIRTF relationship to other astronomy discipline objectives
is to bridge the spectral region bounded by centimeter and millimeter wave length
radio astronomy and by the optical ultraviolet X-ray observation. The SIRTF
can observe short term phenomena in the radio and infrared regimes currently
inaccessible to ground observations.
The 1-meter, liquid cryogenically-cooled IR telescope consists of a Cassegrain
primary mirror with oscillating secondary cooled baffles, and a movable sun
shield. The system accommodates six cooled instruments near the telescope
focal plane. The six experiment objectives are listed in Table 2.5.1.
A rotatable, tertiary coupling device directs the beam into the appropriate
instrument. There is no direct focal plane access during operation. The
SIRTF is optimized for the 5 to 200 um spectral range.
2.5.1.2 SIRTF Payload Configuration
Phase S 5IRTF studies were being conducted by the Hughes Aircraft Company
concurrent to this EVA study. The SIRTF and supporting equipment
characteristics, location in the Shuttle pay_oad bay, and final equipiiient
configurations were not available. This report selects concepts,
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TITLE OBJECTIVE
Broad Band Filter Photometry, To obtain accurate total luminosities of all types of
10 to 1000 /4 M galactic and extragalactic objects
Source Location and Flux Distribu- Unbiased survey to understand what kind of infrared
tion, 5 to 100//m objects exist; detail shape of the infrared flux distribu-
tion to obtain deviations from the smooth continuum
High Resolution Spectroscopy, Determine velocity distribution in emission line sources;
25 to 1000/Im resolution:	 lambda/delta lambda = 50,000
Polarimetry, Linear and Circular Obtain complex index of refraction and particle size of
instellar matter; gather information on surfaces of
planets, satellites, asteriods and dust clouds of comets
Intermediate Band Spectrophotometry, Accurate line profiles for planets, stars,	 instellar
50 to 100Am matter, galaxies, etc.; measurement of relative and
absolute intensities of lines
Band Limited Spectrophotometry, Relative brightness measurements in selected IR bands
10 to 501i m
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configurations, and supporting hardware locations based on Hughes data
presented in July 1975 to the NASA Ames Research Center.
An SIRTF configuration and major supporting subsystem concept are shown in
Figure 2.5-1. The major SIRTF pallet mounted systems located in the pay-
load bay include the following:
SIRTF telescope assembly
o Telescope gimbal/mounting system
a Control moment gyroscope attitude control subsystem
® Supercritical helium stowage tanks
9 Water stowage tanks (Fuel cells)
a Telescope protective cover
a Electronic Equipment:
- Electrical checkout and test units (6)
- Guide star tracker
- High speed multiplexer/demultiplexer units (2)
Telescope control electronics.
The SIRTF flight configuration, based on early 1976 documentation, will require
a minimum of two payload pallets and will be flown on combined missions with
other IR experiments.
2.5.1.3 SIRTF EVA Requirements
The SIRTF is being designed for operation from a payload station within the
Orbiter cabin. No EVA is currently being planned, and only contingency
extravehicular operations in the event of subsystem/component damage or mal-
function. The possible EVA tasks associated with the SIRTF are categorized
as unscheduled, contin g ency or potential planned as defined in Section 2.1.1
of this report. The SIRTF major systems are discussed in the following
subsections to identify system components and operations which may benefit
`^.
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FIGURE 2.5--1: SIRTF Configuration and Support Systems Location (Concept)
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from EVA capability should on-orbit problems occur. Since the SIRTF hard-
ware design program is not scheduled for completion until early 1979, design
details are limited.
2.5.2 SIRTF Payload Description
An SIRTF system block diagram is shown in Figure 2.5-2. The diagram
depicts the SIRTF, Spacelab, and Orbiter associated hardware under study in
early 1976.
2.5.2.1 SIRTF Telescope Assembly
The SIRTF telescope assembly is shown in Figure 2.5-3 with the sun shield
retracted. The internal assembly precision design and alignment requirements
preclude the need for on-orbit EVA interior access. The exterior of the
telescope assembly incorporates subsystems such as sure shields, mechanical
deployment devices, laser alignment components, insulation, etc. that may
be candidates for EVA servicing/repair in an unscheduled or contingency EV
mode.
The telescope assembly is approximately 729 cm. (23.8 ft.) in len g th and
174 cm. (5.7 ft.) in diameter with the sun shield deployed. The telescope
sun shield (Figure 2.5-4) is approximately 236 cm. (7.7 ft.) long and
292 cm. (9.6 ft.) in diameter em
.
p loying an externally mounted deployment
linkage. Several instrumentation and alignment modules (black boxes) may
be mounted on the telescope exterior which would permit EVA replacement or
servicing on-orbit. A combination of both interior and exterior insulation
is being studied for the telescope assembly. In the event of exterior
insulation damage during launch or payload erection, EVA repairs could be
effected to restore thermal integrity.
2.5.2.2 Telescope Gimbal/Mounting System
The SIRTF telescope gimbal and mounting system being studied consists of a
European Instrument Pointing System (IPS) for telescope stabilization and
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pointing. The IPS gimbals consist essentially of a universal joint mounted
on a support structure, Figure 2.5-5. The support structure is then mounted
cn a standard Spacelab pallet. The telescope is supported at the aft end
voint. To avoid damage or misalignment to the gimbal bearings during launch,
the telescope will be decoupled from the gimbals and supported along the
entire length by structures within the bay. Angular travel about a pair of
axes normal to the telescope line-of-sight is provided by the bearings of
the universal joint. Capability for rolling the telescope about the line-
of-sight is provided by rotation of the universal joint about the support
structure. The gimbal base is soft-mounted to the structure to partially
isolate the gimbals from base-motion disturbances.
The ring gimbal (the gimbal mounted on the support structure) is designated
as azimuth and provides +180 0 angular travel (Figure 2.5-6). The inner
gimbal is designated as cross-elevation and provides +60° angular travel.
The outer telescope supporting gimbal -is designated as elevation and provides
+900 angular coverage (ref. Figure 2.5-5).
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Mounted on or in the immediate vicinity of the gimbal system are stabili-
zation gyroscopes, power and gyro interface electronics, data distributions
3
boxes and various telescope support hardware. This category of equipment
can be serviced or replaced if the system is designed for on-orbit main-
tenance. Additional equipment including gimbal locks, telescope tilting
mechanisms, and jettison devices could utilize EVA in contingency situations
(ref. Figure 2.5-5).
2.5.2.3 Control Moment Gyroscopes
A control moment gyro (CMG) attitude control subsystem is being studied
for SIRTF stabilization. The gyro subsystem will consist of 4 single
gimbal CMG's located on standard Spacelab pallets or platforms. The tele-
scope will be slaved to the platform by means of the Instrument Pointing
System (IPS) gimbal servo-mechanisms to stabilize the SIRTF to within 1 arc-
second. The stabilization accuracy is further improved by using the plat-
form gyro signals as inputs to autoalignment mirror servos. The com-
i
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bination of IPS gimbals, the SIRTF stable platform, and the autoalignment
system permit stabilization to within .25 aresec.
The SIRTF platform CMG's (Figure 2.5-7) will be accessible by the EVA
crewmembers based on early studies. Design permitting, the CMG's could
be replaced on-orbit by EVA.
2.5.2.4 Cryogenic and Water Stowage Tanks
Cryogenic stowage tanks for supercritical helium are required for 2°K
SIRTF cooling. One tank is required for 7-day Shuttle flights and two for
30-day missions. Tank locations are depicted in Figure 2.5-7. Each empty
cryo tank weighs approximately 894 kg. (1970 lbs.) and provides a 210 kg.
(465 lb.) cryo SHe supply.
Stowage tanks for fuel cell produced water are included in the SIRTF support
hardware. Two tanks are required for , a 7-day flight and four tanks to
support a 30-day mission. Tank location relative to other SIRTF hardware is
shown ;n Figure 2.5--7. Typical EVA applications may involve continqency
operations to repair water tanks or associated plumbing to prevent telescope
contamination.
2.5.2.5 Telescope Protective Cover
A protective cover is provided in the payload bay for damage and contam-
ination protection prior to SIRTF orbital operations. Current concepts
depict the protective cover and supporting assembly integrated into a
dedicated SIRTF support structure (ref. Figure 2.5-7). Operation of the
protective cover is designed as an automatic SIRTF function; however, design
does not preclude manual contingency removal and replacement. The rover
will be approximately 178 cm. (70 in.) in diameter.
2.5.2.6 Electronic/Support Equipment
It is anticipated '--hat several "black box" SIRTF supporting assemblies will
be mounted in the payload bay and accessible by EVA crewmen. The supporting
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assemblies may include electronic checkout and test units, star tracker
subsystems, telescope control electronics, and cryogenic monitoring equip-
ment. The quantity, physical characteristics or payload bay locations
were not totally defined in the preliminary design studies terminating in
late-1975. However, it is assumed that such externally mounted equipment
critical to SIRTF operation will be designed for on-orbit replacement and/or
servicing,
!	 ^ I
2.5.3 SIRTF EVA Task Selection
2.5.3.1
	 Planned EVA
The SIRTF preliminary desi gn studies have indicated the facility to be
totally operated from the Orbiter cabin using controls and automated features
designed into the payload station. No planned EVA functions are
identified in the early SIRTF design studies.
2.5.3.2 Unscheduled, Contingency and Potential Planned EVA
Payload damage or systems malfunction during launch or orbital operations may
require EVA support to return the experiment to operational status, salvage
equipment, or ensure safe vehicle and crew return. Under such conditions, an
EVA mission could be conducted to perform corrective functions for experiment
completion or configure/jettison equipment for safe flight termination.
Typical EVA tasks are identified based on postulated anomalies and classified
as unscheduled or contingency EVA in Table 2.5.2.
Since complete provisions are furnished by the Shuttle Orbiter to conduct two
EVA's (two crewmembers) of 6 hours duration on each Shuttle flight,
elimination of certain automated subsystems in the preliminary SIRTF design
phase may be cost effective to the payload. Replacement of automated systems
with manually actuated devices for EV crewman operations are suggested in
the identification of potential planned EVA tasks in Table 2.5.2, The
potential EVA tasks identified are based on the utilization of EVA and base-
line EV support equipment to replace automated systems.
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UNSCHEDULED EVA CONTINGENCY EVA POTENTIAL PLANNED EVA
a Release/secure telescope o Inspect/diagnose payload Payload Setup (Manual)
hold--down clamp(s)
o Deploy/replace telescope o Remove debris/damaged hard- -	 Remove telescope hold-down
front cover ware clamps(12)
o Remove/replace contamination o Engage telescope hold-down -	 Remove and stow telescope
shields clamps front cover
a Release/secure gimbal 	 locks v Recouple gimbal	 system -	 Remove and stow contam-
ination shields
e Repair insulation (exterior) a Remove telescope front cover -	 Couple gimbals to telescop
from stowage and engage
o Replace laser alignment e Vent cryo tanks -	 Deploy sun shield
source
e Rep.`:V remove sun shield a Remove/jettison H2O tanks -	 Mate instrumentation
linkage interfaces
e Deploy/retract sun shield ® Jettison telescope assembly r	 Payload stowage
(manually)
e Replace control moment gyro 9 Direct RMS telescope jettison -	 Reverse above operations
® Replace gyro interface elec- a Configure SIRTF hardware for
tronics reentry following malfunction
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2.5.4 SIRTF EVA Mission Scenarios
The SIRTF primary source of information used in developing representive
EVA mission scenarios was the preliminary SIRTF design study performed by
the Hughes Aircraft Company. The SIRTF study was performed concurrent
with this EVA applications study; the major objectives were as follows:
v Feasibility of a one meter class cooled infrared telescope for
Shuttle application
® Development of preliminary SIRTF design
o Identification of technology requirements
0 Estimation of performance and cost.
Since the SIRTF telescope and supporting systems were in the conceptual
design phase, the operational subsystems, equipment and components con-
figurations were obviously not available for study relative to EVA
application. The preliminary SIRTF design, however, indicates all external
operations will be remotely controlled from the Orbiter payload station.
No.planned EVA operations are presently identified.
Two EVA mission scenarios were developed from an analysis of the represent-
ative SIRTF tasks identified in Table 2.5.2. Several separate tasks were
combined into a typical payload EVA mission based on the representative
tasks. SIRTF EVA mission scenario number 1 assumes an electrical power
failure to several telescope subsystems. The telescope, while being re-
tracted into the reentry position, experiences a loss of power in the
gimbal system and stops in the partially extended position. In order to
close the Orbiter payload bay doors for reentry the telescope must either
be jettisoned or an EVA mission conducted to salvage the SIRTF experiment
equipment. Further visual observation indicates possible damage to the
payload bay door closure mechanisms if jettisoned in the failed attitude.
The EVA option is selected and is classified as a contingency operation.
In order to configure the SIRTF for reentry a combination of manual and
automated tasks must be performed. The creumian tasks consist primarily of
2.5-16
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releasing the telescope gimbal system, retracting the sun shield,
positioning the telescope, replacing the contamination cover, engaging
the launch locks, etc. The major tasks involved and task performance
rationale are provided in Table 2.5.3.
The second SIRTF EVA mission scenario is based on the payload being
initially designed to employ manually actuated equipment and man-machine
interfaces incorporated for conducting on-orbit EV experiment operations.
The SIRTF design as currently conceived will use automated systems to
actuate all latches, locks, deployment mechanisms, cover removal/stowage
subsystems, etc. The potential planned EVA mission scenario assumes
simple manual systems in lieu of the above. The major extravehicular
operations would involve releasing launch lock mechanisms, removing
contamination covers and manually deploying experiment systems at experi-
ment initiation and reconfiguring the experiment hardware for reentry.
The primary tasks for the SIRTF mission scenario no. 2 are listed, and task
performance rationale provided in Table 2.5.4.
2.5.5 SIRTF EVA Task Completion Plans--Mission Scenario No. 1
The SIRTF EVA task completion plans are designed to provide a preliminary
set of crew procedures and timelines depicting the major sequential steps
in accomplishing the payload servicing requirements. The task completion
plans delineate the major elements of the EVA mission and the extra-
vehicular mission support requirements including the number of crewmen,
EVA mission time, restraints, tools, translation aids, safety tethers and
other ancillary equipment.
The preliminary timelines and procedures developed for the SIRTF mission
scenario no. 1 (contingency EVA to retract and stow the telescope for
reentry) are contained in Table 2.5.5. The following assumptions relative
to Orbiter and payload EVA accommodations and mission scenario task per-
formance are listed below:
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TABLE 2.5.3: SIRTF EVA Tasks -- Mission Scenario No. 1
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TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
RETRACT AND CONFIGU RE SIRTF Perform a two-man contingency EVA
to stow SIRTF payload for reentry
Malfunction in SIRTF power
system resulting in onlyROM RUNTRY
partial	 retraction of tele-
4^ scope
o
	 Egress airlock and Crew translation using payload bay hand- Use existing mobility aids
translate to telescope rails
s	 Inspect and diagnose Determine approach to telescope stowage May require use of payload
structures as crew trans-
lation aids
®	 Translate to tool stow-- Retrieve equipment tethers, tools and por- Stowage locker located in
age table EVA foot restraints payload bay
o	 Transfer repair equip- Hand carry repair equipment Tethering equipment to crew-
ment to worksite man
a	 Deploy and ingress EVA Attach workstation to Orbiter or payload Requires workstation inter-
workstation structure face or "universal" attach-
ment fixture
a	 Attach equipment tethers Attach tethers to aperture end of tele- Required to control tele-
to telescope scope scope during positioning
a	 Position telescope Retract telescope to stowage cradle Requires gimbal system drive
release or "backdrive" units
e	 Retract sun shield Position sun shield for telescope stowage Must be retracted for stow-
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TABLE 2,5.3: SIRTF EVA Tasks -- Mission Scenario No. 1 (continued)
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TASK/ACTIVITY OPERATIONS OVERVIEW RATIONALE/REMARKS
SIRTF PAYLOAD ON-ORBIT Perform a two-man (potential	 planned) EVA
to configure payload for on-orbit operatior
Manual design should be
economical	 in payloadSETUP	 N
development and number of
' ci- launch programs
o	 Egress airlock and trans-
,
Translate using Orbiter and payload pro- Access provisions incorpor--
late to tool stowage vided handrails ated in design
o	 Retrieve dedicated tool Ingress foot restraints, open stowage con- Requires standard tools only
kit and restraints tainer and retrieve tools
o	 Translate to gimbal end Hand carry tools and equipment to worksites Tether equipment to spacesui
of telescope and attach foot restraints
o	 Retract thermal Insert tool and actuate isolator mechanisms Cryogenic jacket is
	
secured
isolators by thermal insulators during
launch and are decoupled for
operation
a	 Uncage Instrument Point- Engage tool and uncage gyros Gyroscopes are caged when
ing System (IPS) gyros not operating
and mirrors
o	 Release IPS launch locks Manually release IPS launch locks No tools required
o	 Release intermediate Manually release intermediate support/
telescope support launch latches
latches
o	 Deploy sun shield Release latches and deploy sun shield No tools required
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e Only partial electrical power to the payload is lost.
a Adequate crew mobility aids are provided by the Orbiter to
inspect the payload.
a Structural equipment and hardware protrusions on the payload
and pallets (and in payload bay) provide sufficient mobility
aids for crew access to required payload areas. 	 i9
e Standard Shuttle tool kit contains the necessary equipment for
task completion.
e Two qualified crewmembers are available for conducting EVA.
v Capability exists to manually disengage drive systems, release
clutches/brakes or backdrive the subsystems necessary to effect
telescope stowage.
a Provisions for manually engaging the launch lock mechanisms are
incorporated into the unit design.
o Sufficient lighting is provided by the Orbiter to perform the
EV tasks.
o Foot restraints (1 pair) and mobility aids are provided at the
tool stowage locker.
o No spare parts or special tools are available for payload
servicing.
Detail design of SIRTF equipment/subsystems that may require an EV man-
machine interface to complete mission scenario iio. 1 was not available
during this study. Only overall conceptual layouts of the major components
were available from the SIRTF preliminary design study contractor (Hughes
Aircraft Company). In performing the tasks included in the EVA mission
scenario it was assumed that the operational hardware subsystems and man-
machine interfaces encountered would be compatible in design to "typical"
Shuttle payload subsystems.
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The mission scenario is performed with basic hand tools from Shuttle on-
board stowage -- no additional EVA support equipment is required. The SIRTF
EVA mission scenario no. 1 preliminary timelines and procedures are provided
in Table 2.5.5.
2.5.6 SIRTF EVA Task Completion Plans -- Missicn Scenario fro. 2
The second SIRTF EVA mission scenario is based on the payload being designed
for manual on-orbit release and configuring at experiment initiation and
stowing prior to reentry. The payload automated launch locks, contamination
covers, retraction devices, equipment caging units, gimbal locks, etc., would
be replaced with manually operated mechanisms. The payload subsystems would
provide man-machine interfaces for either manual unassisted operation or
interfaces for "standard" tools. The hypothetical EVA mission operations
release the payload from the launch configuration, actuate all externally
accessible mechanical subsystems required to effect operational status and
assists initial telescope erection.
The primary EVA tasks selected for SIRTF mission scenario no. 2 are outlined
in Table 2.5.4 including EVA task performance rationale. The EVA task
completion plans, shown in Table 2.5.6, provide a preliminary set of time-
lines and procedures to configure the payload for orbital operation. The
reverse procedure would be used at experiment ompletion. Assumptions and
guidelines associated with the mission scenario include the following:
o The SIRTF mechanical subsystems are specifically designed for on-
orbit EV operation and servicing.
® Only manually actuated devices and standard mechanics hand tools
will be used to perform the SIRTF tasks.
® Crew translation aids are provided at all required locations by the
payload,
a A set of portable foot restraints for each crewman and foot
restraint ingress aids are provided by the payload.
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TIME Hln. FUn'C7I05 AM CREb TASK SY5TFF3/PAYm20 SPEOLI REWSS.eSEQ.
EVA CAI	 EVA CH2	 0111M SUPPOTCFf-,i. TASt 11NEl1MES Fir' MKS,
28.5 3.0 Translator to telescope	 Rwovo tools and tether Payload str'attmes and
1.6
	
gicMl mount and attach	 tools to payload
font restraints
subsyst¢a,
28.5 28.5
2.0	 Telescope g1mbal drive release and payload retraction
4.0 4.0 EVA CH2 asst translate2.1 Inr; ms foot restraints, Prepare to translate along Payload Station:
retrieve teois and deter- telescopa to attach tsurvrs 0bsarva Feld ercman aJcr extviw of tele-
mine mthod a releasing ewations sore to so shield vea
gimbal and mttech tethers
16.0 12.0 2.2 Egress foot restraints Translate aver tslasm elimccp *ztesier Use telestw €truces
and manage CH2's tether exterior to sun shield structinvs for eobility aids
during translation
20.0 4.0 2.3 menage Id's safety tether Attach equipaent tathere Sun WOW Attach ttthera a !Oa apart
(2) to telescope structure, if possible sear saes
attach Second tether hook shield
to spacesult
21.0 1.0 2 . 4 Pull CM2 1 a safety tether Creagan release payload and ayload bay translation C92 is tethered with three
Last oral guide "tree- translate to payload tray ids tethers
floating' crowen to pay- with equipment tethers
1014 bay attached; stabilise SAFETY 110TE • 	Use extreae
caution 	ereAwn trans-
lation frog telescope to
payload bay. Cramp CK2
is in a semi-firee-floating
node (with tethers
attached) for approx.
3.7 a. (12 ft.)
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TAS C AWALYSIS: T1011IES AND PROCEDURES
ACTtVITV TITLE:
	 Ret act And Conn	 a SIRTF F r Reen	 Sheet ^_ Of
TIRE Win. r
^^
FUP:CTIIYI AND CM T&W SYSTEI';/PAVLM
I1HU FACES
SFECF^!. VE(T7S.,
R .L.g:^, P lT^SCf R. TASK VA CHI EVA 02 [liter ^ZF
27.0 6.0 2 6 TrainsiLta to gimtal and of Attach one equip ,—nt te8hsr Gimbal subsystm Use 3/I3 0 driva ratchet
telescope. release gimbal to payload bay part side and arean to relcaso
and rotricvo foot and translate with second gill
r-5traints tether to forward end of
telescope stowage rack
32.0 5.0 2.6 Translato to toraard Erb of Ingress foot restraints and 9sm MTE. mv- wlc-
teleseope stotnge rack c-iJ
attcch foot restraints
initiate telescope daC=et
Laing tether
seM OFE--oly 51cu to
avoid mmmtzo buildup
and stand eleav of tele-
scope path
ED.P: 18.0 2.9 Tvanslate to part side Qatroct telescope into 5E€ FIGUH 2.5-0
tathtr and stabilize;
assist Cfl2 in °rdidinp°
telalcove
stowaga rack and stcure
tether to structureTa,g 54).c
3.0	 'Replara cont®ir;etion cover
O.G 8.0 containation cover Telescope freat lar=d3.1 Assist 02; retrieve Replace telescope front
tethm and place in contmination cover and subsystem leas rn ImmWrated
carry-all bag egege telescope latches Into contoteation cover
subsystem
12. 9.0 3.2 Lock telescope front Rmve foot restraints Telescope front latches Use standard box end
latches using 9/le and translate to gimbal rerencl9 to Sao" tele-
box end r+rench and of telescope scope froart laarach locks
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TABLE 2.5.5: SIRTF Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. l (continued)
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TASK ANAIMIS: TOULM ES AND PROCEDURES
fMIUlT4 4ttLE:	 Retract And Configure SIRTF For Reentry 	
Sheet	 4	 of	 7
BIr HIM.
TASZ
T	 MIXTIM AND CREV TASK SVSTM/PAYLOAII
713TERFACES
SPECIAL REQWS.,
&E231 KS. Hums
M. ^	 EVA Cal EVA C 12 OTfiER SUN=
22.0 10.0 3.3	 Translate to gi^al area; Attach fact restraints at Check for indicationsof electrical malfunctionInsp=t telescope
exteMEX in route
gimbal area; Inspect
teiesco a subs stems100.5 22.4
4.0	 Configure subsystems for reentry and landing
4.0 4.0 Telescopa structure4.1 Ingress foot restraints; Continue telescope sub-
acquire tools for locking systcns inspection;
gfabals Assist CHI
9.0 5.0 4.2 Lock gimbal mount systm Assist CHI Use 3/8" drive ratchetand ext"Sien
10.0 1.0 4.3 Standby for sutonatic Standby Payload Station: Payload bey Nw*zils Electrical der tb sub-
caging of painting cage gyros and system W" eat
systma gyros end- mirrors (twitch Interrupted
telescope mirrors actuation)
11.0 1.0 4 . 4 Confim subsystem Assist CHI Payload Station: Visually observe lock
were actuated canfirm indicators position &*ar Indicator
depict locked status
SAFETY MU: EVA c 
alto  area clear
of telescope operational
envelope .Shen observing
any automatic experimot
function.
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TABLE 2.5.5: SiRTF Task Completion Plans '-- Mission Scenario Flo. 1 (continued)
TASK AI	 PSIS: TUAWNES MD PROM ORES
ACTIVITY TITLE:	 fttract Ad Coafi ure SIRYF For Reantr	 Sheet	 b	 of
TIRE Win. SEQ. FUEeCHO Aidl CFO TASK SYSTEEl/PAYE^^I
IE11Fl^FaE5
MIAL REEFiTS.,
^t.1ElUS, t ^ TE5CUM, TASK E4tA 011 EVA %2 t1M SUPT MT
17.. 6.5 4.5 Nle/engsp th?-nal Assist tell 6trbal/telescope f'.aauanlly dric. thermal
isollators for rcantry taunted subsystc- isolat=L	 using 3181
drive ratchet and
e^4tnaion
19.4 1.5 4.6 Standby for isolator cam- starAby PaylOa3 Station:
ling confirmtion confute indicators
sfinw cauplad status
21._ 2.5 4.7 Tmsslaie to part nlda Tramlato to part 4ida Use pules bay halwvails
tolescopa intamediate tolaMV2 intov--Wato t€lesca ;n entEricr n7a
su^x7t4lounch loch. =P?t/laurmh locks stowage vack for trans-
stabili2e lotion
26.5 5.4 0.0 Ergaga Intcr=Alate Aauict in stabilizing Use pry bw to Aga
iaurcis loch 0411 dvia;.3 lamm^
	
lcsk (intarfece
lmrh lobs ettuation iamc-rp mw in initial
Cszign)
29.5 3.0 4.9 'translate to otarZa^W Tramiato to starboard Teteseop-a exteriv aril To eo.mc—,ve ticn, only a
side telescope iotcr- aide stvage rack cmw tether and the Call
nediate support/launch cmwn are used to sta-
lock; stabilize bilize 011 during inter-
Oadiate launch 1066 aan-
gag=ent.	 Design of the
launch lock asstrnes foot
restraints gill net be
required.
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TASK ANALYSIS: TIME
	 INES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY
-
TITLE:	 Retract And Configure SIRTF For Reentry
	
Sheet	 O	 of
TIME 0. FUKTION AND CREW TASK SVSM/PAYL(M SPECIAL ROPTS.,
EVA CHI EVA Cn2 MR SUPPORTcm. TA9a INTERFACES R131ASK5, WES
34. 5. 4.1 Engaga intermediate launch Assist in stoilixing CHI I Use pry bar to engage
lock during launch lock attUatibn launch lack
36. 1.5 4.11 Translate to gfebii mW of Translate to giobal end of
telescope telescope
42. G.0 4 . 1 Standby for systems status Standby Payload Station: Payload Station provides
check P."dout status of readback status of
reentry configuration fonctionins telescope
subsystem
1142.
6.0 Prepare for and terminate EVA mission
2A Y. S.1 Ingress foot restraints	 Assist CKI
and retrieve tools
4.	 2. 5.2 Egress foot restraints
	 detach foot restraints
and translate to
	
and translatA to
tool storage
	
tool storage
Use carr"11 beg for
tool traaspart
Payload bay hmndralls. CM 1 assists C-.^' stabili-
tool star" containr. ration during foot re-
foot restraint staraga stratnt detachment. 	 Fast
and tool storage restraints are replaced
interface at initial location out-
side tool/equipmt stor-
age container.
	 Bath crcr
men maintain tether
attachment to structure
during all EVA operations
m
TASK ANALYSIS: TINIEWUS MD PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE: Retract And Configure SIRTF For Reentry 	 Sheet ^L_ of	 Z_
TIFF Flin. FU c^"L5'iIOH AM C€M TASK 5G5TE IPATI.Wa SPECIAL RECW1T5.,
CU1I, TASK
SEq. IKW.FACE5 1 "ART'S. 1-'DMEVA CHI LVA CR2 OTHER SUPPDRT
S.0 4. S. 2 Ingress q0t restraints. Attach font restraints Starr and secure
staff teals at tool stuwago toils for reentry
container; Assist CK1
13.0 U 5.4 Egress f0t restraints. Translate to etrloct
translate to airlack and Ingress
13.
and Ong oss EVA OgERATIOI&5 COMPLETE
155.5
TOTAL.
EVA
TIME 'MTP.I EVA TIME-	 2 i:rs., 35 rain.N
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TABLE 2.5.5: SIRTF Task Completidn Plans -- Mission Scenario No. i (continued)
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FIGURE 2,5-8: Contingency EVA SIRTF Telescope Retrieval
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TASK ANALYSIS: T g MIVES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:	 SIRTF Payload On-Orbit Setup (Manual)	 NODE:	 LMAIOEO EVA	 Si:eet	 I	 of
TIFi 414aa. R UCTIM AND CREt1 TASK	 Sg511JsAYMSEQ.	
EV75 (ail	 EVA C	 Oita SURMT	 1	 ACES
SPECIAL RMS.,
P.€il1An, O4i E5
,MI. TASK
1.0	 pue for t i3-awn EVA t3 confipre trm SIRTF • for are-orb8t operation
1.1 Egress airlrch and to - vG-
late t3 ^1 GMP-; s
container; its	 g fat
fgrcB3 alrlczf: and i;lanz-
lato E3 teal stta.gt
Pa,yl"d staticn .
obsem W	 n
apratfons
3.5 3.5 O' hItor hmdrail sys 5ta^.^ag2 contaft—m located
an pallet; foot ratmints
provided t-3' cay1cad
restraints
7.5 4.0 i.S r4triao W13 and c—' ,ais- i-iWic-de poMblo EVA foot Tool caddy centair:3 coly
r_ant f= 3	 13 4 c7,fl:w
fcot V--tvaMz
postrairst4; tothier to space-
twit; transloLr- to gliftl
eW and attach foot
stWtvj tools fa= Swt-
tle tool list
restraints
10.0 2.5 1.3 Translate to gimbal c,4 of
telescope; 1r9ress foot
restraints
Trw3late to intone Rite
lest	 lock
prt skid) location; attach
Payload handrail rys
ned mlecd ar"- zm
*Fe--ai¢,e a
	 A. 9.2 0.(30 fR.) EYA	 r^ra8a
10.0 10.0 cm-a tov--r
Foot restraint attach
provision^, (passive) are
designtd ;nto payload at
2.11	 lelmse telescopa launch lock cod operational subsystems
each mrksite
4.5 4.5 2.1 Dc-couple  telescope th"ml
Isolators; confirm actuation
ltslense telescope part side
intCxcediate launch lack
(leave safety latch attached)
Payload Station:
observe EV cre=n
operations
Paylaad :_)port
structure; cam al
IatcfaB
Retracts cryogenic ele-
rants secured by tt:areal
isolators for launch.
Launch leek operation
required 31130 drive
ratchet.
°EYA items/equlpm2nt required to cac:plete SIRTF mission o=,8rio no. 2 	 to l-9 provided by payload.
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TABLE 2.5.6: SIRTF Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. 2
LI
TASK ANALYSIS: THAELINES AND PROCEDURES
P.CTIVITV TITLE;
	
SIRV P	 ioe3 On-arbft seta	 (manual)	 Sheet -,2—  of
TIFF pin. FlJHLTIN A^ CREW TASK SYSTEH/PAYLM SPECIAL REQKTS.,
W4. TASK EVA CHI EVA G2 OTM SUPPORT INTERFACES REHARKS, MOTES
0.5 4.0 2.2 UpWo Ie3trsaent Pointing Translate to te-lese-apa Payload support Releases IPS fi"ros, use
Systm (IPS) wnvscom starboard side intwwwdiate structure; tuns 3/3" drive ratchet and
launch lock location; at- extension
tack crew tether
13.0 4.5 2.3 Bncage telescope mirrors San as above Kinually retract airral
caging mechanim; use
3/80 drive ratchet and
extension
17.5 4 .5 2.4 Release IPS launch locks Release telesco a starboard
side interned€ate launch
loci (leave safely latch
attached)
20.0 2 . 5 2.5 Story Coals in caddy; sgress Translate to gimbal end of
foot restraints; detach
tether
telescope; retrieve foot
restraints
30.0 20.0
3.0 Rwnove ea,^ntaniaatioa caw and stow
3.1 Translate to tool stowage Translate to sun shield area;3.5 3.5 Orbiter ant!payload Attach foot restraints on
lather; ingress foot attach Toot restraints and bay translation aids pert side of pAyload sap-
restraints ingress (port side) port cradle
7.5 4.0 3 . 2 Stow tools cnd retrieve EW Release contamination cover / 'Tema contamination collec-
n
	 natim LoIWImri fmpt UjSWgRg s ypport tors raspafrad 'n prrvantpayload costweination
*Required to avoid contmaint,ting payload; payload chargeable. 	 REQUIRE$ FEASIBILITY STUDY.
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TABLE 2.5.6: SIRTF Task Completion Mans -- Mission Scenario fro. 2 (continued)
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TASK ANALYSIS: TIMLONES MD PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:	 SIRTF Payload On-Orbit Satuo tftnual)Sheet	 3	 of	 5
TIME iiin. Sole PMCTION AND CREU TASK STSTEfi/PAYUAD SPECLAL REORM,
CUR. TASK EVA (tit EVA Cis OTIiER SUPPORT I11IERFACES REiiliRK5. NOTES
(mss}; e+.^ s3 ftt lottlr^s
restraints
12.0 4.5 3.3 Lotach foot reatraIM; rMu Sundby; asslat CM. Telescope um shield,/
tether restraints to 9PQte- Egress foot restraints cortaidnati0n corder
suit and translate to stun huftere
thield ertl (starboard stda)
15.5 3.5 3.4 Attach foot restraints cur Attach cantaair.ation collec- Contxainatioi collettor
starboard side of tolescoga for to Cell fife support oys- retains vater vepor from
support cradl®; ingress too ssdzitatur axhtust port the suhltaator for 18-24
arirites
19.0 3.5 3.5 Attach cwrtWtmtion collec- R1 to foot restraints;
for to Cl{2 life support Vs- Ingress
tem
Z3.5 4.5 3.6 Release contamination donor/ Retract contamination cover/ Contaainatiee ryas' Push cover and sLvWrt
front telescope support support frome to allow sun hardware fraae forward on track
latches (starboarO side); shield deplopent; latch 1?OTE: Task is tip Itilte
retract cover/suet frem is stowed position
27.0 3.5 3.7 Egress foot reseraf ts. Ekes foot restraints, NOTE:	 Tasks rmining are
detach and tether to qa ee- detach ass; tether to space- 1TWe Baited until clear
suit; transfer to starbo rd suit. transfer to part side of contamination sensitive
side of sewn shield; cf sea shield, Attach area--due to collector
Attach foot restraints foot restraints capacity
57.0 27.0
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TABLE 2.5.5: SIRTF Task: Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario No. 2 (continued)
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TASK ANALYSIS:	 TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE:
	
SIRTF Payload On-Orbit Setup (Manual)	 Sheet ^_ of	 r
TIME Rin. SEq, FUNCTION AND CREW TASK STSTEk]/PFYLOLV
IisTEF PCES
SPECIAL REOTS.,
RMM, AYESCum. TASK EVA XI EVA U2 OTRM SUPPORT
4.0	 detract sun shield assembly
4.1 R©leas* wn shield deploy-
meat lever safety pin
(starboard sid3)
Release sun shield dploy-
mat l	 r safety pin (Wt
side)
Payload Station:
track and advise EV
crewwn of tin
2.5 9.5 Telescope stm shield
hardware
Safety pia {pip pins))
for launch/ruistry an#y
wMininngg on coat=ing
tion collector
7.5 5.0 4 . 2 0eploy sun shield (coordi-
ratty
 tdth C92)
Mploy Om shield (cwrdinata
with 0111)
Sun shield deplaymant
handle
Actuate ratehat handles
to fflgy sun shield
10.5 3.0 4.3 Lock sun shield in Lock sum shield
estencL-^ position
57.5 10.5
5.0	 Teruainate EVA operations
3.5 3.5 Completely releases tele-
scope for deploy ent.
Foot restraints main
attached for rreeitry EVA
5.1 Egress foot restraints and
translate to starboard side
intemediate telescope lock;
release safety latch
Egress foot restraints and
translate to port side inter-
mediate telescopa lack;
release safety latch
operations
7.5 4.0 5.2 Translate to tool stowage
and stow tools
Translate to airlock and
ingress
Transfer contninatlon
collodion bap into air-
lock
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TALE 2.5.6: SIRTF Task Completion Plans -- Mission Scenario fro. 2 (continued)
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TABLE 2.5.6: SIRTF Task Completion Pans -- Mission Scenario No. 2 (continued)
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TASK ANALYSIS: TIMELINES AND PROCEDURES
ACTIVITY TITLE: SIRTF Na laad On-Orbit Setap (Rarwall 	 Sheet ^^ of	 5
TIME Iitn. FUNCTION AND CREW TASK SYSTERIPATLOW SPECIAL RMITS.,
Cw,,. ITILSK
SEQ.
WERFACES AE1lARK5. RMEVA CRI EVA CH2 OTHER SUPPORT
12.0 4.5 5 . 3 Translate to and tnOrns Assist CHI Into airlock Airleck ingress aids
airloct
79.6 12 .0
EVA OPERATIONS COMPLETEq&
TOTAL
EVA TOTAL Earl TM.	 1 hr.. 20 ob.
TIME
0
C6
m
C
r
m
m
D
2
MDC X10014
SPACE SHUTTLE EVA	 2 JUNE 1976
o Adequate lighting is provided by the Orbiter.
s Tools are stowed in a locker mounted on the experiment pallet.
@ Two qualified crewmembers are trained and available for per-
forming EVA.
The SIRTF EVA mission scenario no. 2 is classified as a potential planned
EVA and is performed in the unaided EVA mode.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
7	 ..	 9
In the development of representative timelines and procedures based on the
hypothetical payload EVA scenarios, EVA mission/task support requirements have
been identified in addition to the Orbiter provided accommodations. The
additional task support requirements are primarily classified as: (l) ancil-
lary hardware items to aid unscheduled or contingency EVA; and (2) modifica-
tion/replacement of automated subsystems with manually actuated equipment.	
- f
The ancillary hardware items will be needed to aid worksite access, for crew
and equipment restraints/stabilization, and as additional hand tools to
enhance task performance. Modified systems will be required for potential
planned EVA scenarios to fully take advantage of extravehicular capabilities.
The potential planned EVA scenario missions are designed to replace automated
systems with the equipment and interfaces necessary to manually perform the
payload operations. The payload EVA task support requirements for each of
the scenarios developed by the study are presented in this section.
3.2 EVA BASELINE SUPPORT SYSTEM CAPABILITY
Analysis of the crew tasks required to complete the EVA payload mission
scenarios disclosed that the current Shuttle baseline EVA accommodations
are sufficient to allow performance of all basic EVA functions and most
specific task operations. The basic EVA functions include crew translation,
cargo transfer, works i te/payl oad access, crewmember stabilization/restraint,
and payload EV tasks not requiring special tools or crew interfaces.
Additional tools and crew/equipment restraints will be required to perform
certain EV operations on payloads not presently designed for on-orbit
servicing. However, only a minimal quantity of tools in addition to the
Shuttle baseline complement is required for mission (EVA scenario) completion.
The Shuttle Orbiter will provide an EVA mobility aid system (e.g., handrails.
rwscno^nr^^^ ^cu^ ,^^a' ^s J^
CORPORgTlO/V
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handholds, and tethers) to ingress/egress the airlock and access the forward
bulkhead, payload bay and aft bulkhead. Many payloads can be accessed using
only the Orbiter accommodations; however, any additional mobility aids
required to access specific payload areas must be provided by the payload.
Manned Maneuvering Units (MMU's) will be available to the payload community
to access free-flying satellites and are payload weight chargeable if used
primarily to support payload operations.
The Orbiter will provide EV crew restraint s.wstems (foot restraints, tethers)
on each Shuttle flight. The quantity was undefined at report preparation.
For purposes of this study, it was assumed that foot restraints would be
provided at no cost to the payload for the retrieval of tools, support
equipment or spare hardware from a payload bay stowage facility. Additional
units are provided by the user as weight chargeable items.
The Shuttle also provides all systems directly supporting the crewmembers
in the extravehicular environment including spacesuits, life support
systems, and consumables. The baseline EVA accommodations include all
provisions to support 2, two-man EVA's of 5 hours duration each on every
Shuttle flight. Provisions for additional EVA capability may be incorporated
into the Shuttle as mission kits weight chargeable to the payload.
In comparing the EVA task scenario requirements with the supporting capabili-
ties of the Shuttle baseline EVA system, the following fundamental elements
were considered in establishing satisfactory EV operational conditions/
interfaces:
s Required expansion of the Shuttle Orbiter baseline EVA system
Required performance improvements of the Orbiter baseline EVA system
® Task performance requirements that were beyond the capabilities of
the,baseline EVA system
® Task design alternatives that will bring task performance within the
capability of the EVA system
i
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a Additional EVA support equipment required from the Shuttle baseline
inventory but payload chargeable
s New items to be provided by the payload to effect task completion.
3.3 EVA TASK SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
The payload EVA task support requirements derived from the representative
mission scenarios are summarized in Table 3.3.1. The requirements summary
lists only the additional EVA equipment and baseline system performance
improvements considered necessary to ensure efficient task performance.
Task/hardware design alternatives required in the modification of automated
experiments to bring task performance within the capability of the EVA
system may be found in Tables 3.3.2 through 3.3.10. Table 3.3.1 is provided
for convenience to depict general requirements across the specific payloads
reviewed.
Each of the nine EVA mission scenarios developed will require support
equipment in addition to Orbiter provided accommodations. However, the
majority of planned, unscheduled and contingency operations/tasks can be
accomplished with a minimum of new equipment. Additional equipment
identical/similar to that provided in the Orbiter EVA accommodations
inventory will suffice for completing the majority of EVA payload tasks in
the categories noted above.
The potential planned payload tasks (i.e., replacing automated systems) will
require hardware design alternatives to configure the payload for on-orbit
EVA servicing. The scenarios depicting potential planned EVA operations,
as the hardware is presently conceived, require certain operations that may
be beyond the capabilities (or marginal) of the crewman and baseline EVA
system. The "marginal" EVA operations capabilities result primarily from:
(1) limited EV crewman access, (2) inherent interface design (i.e., limited
man-machine interface) of automated hardware, (3) force-torque requirements,
and (4) massive equipment handling.
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TABLE 3.3.1: Payload EVA Task Support Requirements Summary
EVA SYSTEM BASELINE EXPANSION AND SYSTEM PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT REQUIREMENTS
QUANTITY
SUPPORT REQUIREMENT RATIONALE REQUIRED REMARKS
Portable EVA Handholds Provide crew stabilization at 4 per Portable handholds with attach-
various unscheduled worksites and flight ment capability to flat
ingress aid for EVA portable surfaces and structural shapes
-Foot restraints
Magnetic Small Parts Provide temporary stowage of 1	 per Control loose parts removed
Retainer ferrous and nonferrous parts; flight during EVA operations (bolts,
assist capture of ferrous parts nuts, fasteners, spacers, etc.)
Small	 Items Carryall Assist in EVA support equipment 2 per Soft "bag" type container
Container and tool transfer; temporary on- flight
orbit stowage at EV-worksite
Portable Lights Used to illuminate EVA worksite 2 per To be used by payload or
flight Orbiter as required
Utility Outlets Power supply for portable lights, 6 per Permanent units on all Orbiter
power tools, etc. vehicle vehicles
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The payload EVA task; support requirements for each of the mission scenarios
developed are provided in the following tables:
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY
1. Interferometer Boom Release and Development -- Table 3.3.2
(unscheduled EVA)
2. Deploy ATL (Mission 11) Pallet Mounted Experiment Subsystems --
Table 3.3.3 (potential planned EVA)
LOW COST MODULAR SPACECRAFT
1. Deploy Payload -- Table 3.3.4 (unscheduled EVA)
2. Recover Damaged LCMS -- Table 3.3.5 (contingency EVA)
3. Refurbish LCMS -- Table 3.3.6 (potential planned EVA)
LARGE SPACE TELESCOPE
.1. LST Scheduled Maintenance	 Table 3.3.7 (planned EVA)
2. Retract Failed Solar Array Panel -- Table 3.3.8 (unscheduled EVA)
SHUTTLE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
1. Configure SIRTF Hardware for Reentry -- Table 3.3.9 (contingency
f
EVA)
2. Payload On-orbit Setup (Manual) -- Table 3.3.10 (potential planned EVA).	
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MISSION SCENARIO:	 Interferometer Boom Release and Deployment 	
REQUIREMENTS RATIONALE
EVA CLASSIFICATION: 	
Unscheduled EVA
Unaided EVA Mode	 QR^^ ^``
SUPPORT	 TASK	 QUANTITY	 s od
OR	 REQUIRED^`aQ`'^ m^a^^fi'^ a~ ^^Q^'	 REMARKS
REQUIREMENTS	 OPERATION	 (per f1 t)
EVA Handrail Access pallet mounted 12 m. Continuation of
equipment (40 ft.) Orbiter baseline
Portable Handholds Ingress foot restraint 3 each ® Stabilization at
and stability at worksite
worksite
Portable EVA Work- All EVA tasks requir- 1 set Crew resiraint at
station ing force application worksite
Magnetic Parts Retain bolts, fasten- l each Retain bolts and
Retainer ers, etc. hardware items
Small Item Carry-All Temp. stow loose 2 each
Container equipment
Pry Bar Service boom canister 1	 each 24 in. pry bar
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TABLE 3.3.2: Payload EVA Task Support Requirements -- ATE Mission Scenario No. l
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TABLE 3.3.2: Payload EVA Task Support Requirements -- ATL Mission Scenario No. 1 (Continued)
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MISSION SCENARIO: Interferometer Boom Release and Deployment
	
REQUIREMENTS RATIONALE
EVA CLASSIFICATION 	
unscheduled EVA
Unaided EVA node
SUPPORT	 TASK	 QUANTITY	 t,^uti, ¢•	 ac o	 no	 ti o"^
OR	 REQUIRED
 	
^^^Q'^^`' .^ ow^y ,z,^"^` ^oo^	 $e	 REMARKS
REQUIREMENTS	 OPERATION	 (per Flt}
EVA Tethers Equip. and crew 3.each
restraint
Wrench Set Remove launch lock I set 5 piece combination
and strut open/box end set
from 7/16" through
3 /411 
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TABLE 3.3.3: Payloac EVA Task Support Requirements -- ATL mission Scenario No. 2
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MISSION   5CENAR I 0 4 Deploy ATL (Mission 11) Pallet Mounted	
REQUIREMENTS RATIONALE
Experiment Subsystems
EVA CLASSIFICATIO^d: Potential Planned EVAU id d EVA Mode o^
	
e
SUPPORT	 TASK	 QUANTITY
OR	 REQUIRED	 REMARKS
REQUIREMENTS	 OPERATION	 (per f10
EVA Handrail Access pallet mounted 20 m. ® Continuation of
equip. (65 ft.) Orbiter baseline
Portable EVA !Mork- All EVA tasks requir- 2 sets Crew restraint at
station ing force application worksite
EVA Tethers Equip. and crew 2 each ® -
restraint
Boom Deployment Tool Experiment subsystem 2	 -ch ® Special ratchet hand
deployment tool to deploy ATL
elements
Workstation Attachment Deploy EVA workstation 6 Passive interface
Interface for workstation
Manual Launch Locks Release Interferometer 4 ® ® Replaces automated
Boom Canister units
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TABLE 3.3.3: Payload EVA Task Support Requirements -- ATL Mission Scenario No. 2 (Continued)
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l MISSION SCENARIO:	 Deploy ATL (Mission 11) Pallet Mounted 	 REQUIREMENTS RATIONALE
Experiment Subsystems
EVA CLASSIFICATION: Potential Planned  EVA	 z	 ^^^	 ^^	 ti°^
flna i ded EVA Mode	 eP`^^^^y	 r
SUPPORT
	
TASK	 QUANTITY
OR	 REQUIRED	 ^w^^^s`^`^°^,^^^ ^^m Qr^'	 REMARKS
REQUIREMENTS	 OPERATION	 (per f1 t)
Boom Canister Deploy- Deploy Interferometer l ® Gear drive unit with
ment Drive Mechanism Boom Canisters hand tool interface
and support hdw.
Interferometer Boom Deploy Interferometer 1 ® og Gear drive unit with
Extension Drive Booms hand tool interface
Mechanism and support hdw.
SLR Antenna Tilt Release antenna tilt 2 40 i Manually actuated
Launch Locks mechanism launch locks
Antenna Deploy
	 Launch Release antenna for 2 0 Manually actuated
Locks deployment launch locks
Antenna Deployment Deploy antenna 1 • Gear drive unit with
Drive Mechanism hand tool interface
and support hdw.
Environmental Effects Deploy EEE sample 1 ® ® Modify "STET' unit to
Experiment (EEE) Boom container accept hand tool and
Deployment Tool Inter- add retention pin
face
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TABLE 3.3.3: Payload EVA Task Support Requirements -- ATL Mission Scenario No. 2 (Continued)
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ATL (Mission 11	 Pallet Mounted	 REQUIREMENTS RATIONALEDeploy	
}MISSION SCENARIO:	 Experimen t Subsystems 
EVA CLASSIFICATION: 	 Potential Planned EVAUnaided EVA Mode
SUPPORT
	
TASK	 QUANTITY	 ^•^a c`^`'`` `a^
OR	 REQUIRED	 ^ae^Qc. o^^ ^;^s° Poop ^^ Q^ 	 REMARKS
REQUIREMENTS OPERATION# 	 (per f10
EEE Launch Lock Release boom l Q Manually actuated
l aurich lock
UV Meter Cover Launch Release contamination 2 p 0 Manually actuated
Locks cover launch locks
UV Meter Manual Vent Vent contamination 2 manual vent
Valve container
Autonomous Na y . Cover Release telescope 2 ® Manually actuated
Launch Locks contamination cover launch locks
Auto. Nav, Manual Vent Vent contaimination 2 0 ® Manual vent
Valve container
Lidar Unit Cover Release contamination 2 p ® Manually actuated
Launch Locks cover launch locks
E.idar Unit Manual Vent contamination 2 Manual vent
Vent Valve container
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TABLE 3.3.4: Payload EVA Task Support Requirements -- LCAS Mission Scenario No. 1
w
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REQUIREMENTS RATIONALEMISSION SCENARIO,
	 Deploy Payload
EVA CLASSIFICATION:	 Unscheduled EVA	 ^, ^^^
EVA with MMU Mode
	 ^ 	 ^ ^ ^QG ti^ 	 y°
SUPPORT
	
TASK
	 QUANTITY 	 ^
^•^^e^^,a^^^^,^
	 o 	
^^^Q^^REQUIREMENTS
	
OR	 REQUIRED	 REMARKS
OPERATION	 (per fl t)
Portable Lights Portable 1 inht place- 2 ea. 40D Illuminate vaorksite
ment
Portable Light Portable light attach- 2 ea. Attach to retention
Brackets and Fittings ment cradle structure
Utility Outlets Power for lights 6 ea. ® 0 0 Three each side of
payload bay
Loop Pin Removal Tool Remove retention cra- l	 ea. ® Pin removal is first
dle latches task in latch remov-
al operation
Pry Bar Remove retention cra- 1	 ea. 0 24 in, pry bar
dle latches
Portable EVA Work- All tasks requiring 2 sets ® Stabilization at
station force application worksite
Manned Maneuvering All EVA operations out 2 ea. Translation
Unit side P/L bay
EVA Tethers Equipment/crew 3 ea.
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MISSION SCENARIO:	 Recover Damaged LCMS 	
REQUIREMENTS RATIONALE
EVA CLASSIFICATION-.	 Contingency EVA
Unaided F`.lA Mode	 e^°^^ c'	 y^
SUPPORT
	
TASK	 QUANTITY	 5 5	 n	 d^'^ Q °,
	
^o	 ^!	 REMARKS
REQUIREMENTS	 OR
	 REQUIRED	 ^^} 5	 ^^^, ^^^ a	 Q
OPERATION	 (per flt)
Come-along (winch- Pull damaged solar I	 ea. Candidate item for
type device) array from RMS P/L bay door repair
kit.
Bolt Cutters Cut bolts, cables and I ea. For contingency
structure to permit operations
array jettisoning
EVA Tethers Equipment/array 3 ea.
handling and restraint
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TABLE 3.3.5: Payload EVA Task Support Requirements --- LCMS Mission Scenario Ito. 2
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MISSION  SCENAR I0:	 Refurbish LCMS
	
REQUIREMENTS RATIONALE
EVA CLASSIFICATION:	 Potential Planned EVA
EVA with RMS Mode	 e`^^'^ o`er
SUPPORT	 TASK	 QUANTITY	 °^^	 tva^	 4^°	 ti 'off
REQUIREMENTS	 OR	 REQUIRED	
Iq	 RDIARKS
OPERATION	 (per fl t)
Modified LCMS Posi- Dock and position LCMS l	 ea. ® ® All automated
tioning Platform for maintenance functions deleted
operations
Power/Checkout Cable Supply power during l	 ea. ® ® Manual connection
maintenance checkout performed by EVA
operations crewman
Special EVA Worksta- Provides access for l	 ea. ® To be stowed in the
tion module replacement and proximity of the
positioning platform LCMS work area and
orientation deployed after LCMS
docking
Equipment Tethers Module stabilization 4 ea.
during transfer and
pre-installation
operations
Module storage pallet Store replacement mod- I	 ea. 0 ® Includes foot re-
ules for on-orbit ser- straints, handrails,
vici ng -- -return low-level utility
spent modules to earth platform
Motor Unit Actuate module latches I	 ea. 0 4p Hand-held unit
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TABLE 3.3.6: Payload EVA Task Support Requirements -- LCMS Mission Scenario No. 3
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MISSION SCENARIO;	
REQUIREMENTS RATIONAL£
LST Scheduled Maintenance
tip`	 ^ tip°
EVA CLASSIFICATION: Planned EVA
 Unaided EVA Mode	
Qs^w^	
^Q
SUPPORT
	
TASK	 QUANTITY	 L^,a°`'^
	 REMARKS
REQUIREMENTS	 OR	
REQUIRED
	 ^^ 5^ e y^ .r^ 	 ^,	 e@yQ
OPERATION	 (per fl t)
LST Stabilizing Strut Stabilize payload 1	 ea. p Allows RMS disengage
during maintenance ment
EVA Handrail Access stowage rack, 4.6 m. Part of equipment
restrain cremen and (15 ft,) stowage rack
portable lights
Portable Light Illuminate payload 2 ea. ® ® TBD watts each
Assembly exterior worksites
Utility Electrical Power for portable 6 ea, ® ® ® Three each side of
Outlets light assembly Orbiter payload bay
Portable EVA Work- All	 EVA tasks requiring 1 set 0 Crew restraint, hand
station force application, tool tools and illumina-
kit and auxiliary tion at worksite
lighting
EVA Tethers Equipment and crew 8 ea. ® 6 equipment, 2 crew
restraint
Tool Kit/Hand Tools Spare equipment and 1 set 0 0 For use at stowage
SSE removal/install. racks
Pig
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TABLE 3.3.7: Payload EVA Task Support Requirements -- LST Mission Scenario No. 1
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REQUIREMENTS RATIONALEMISSION SCENARIO. 	 LST Scheduled Maintenance
EVA CLASSIFICATION: Planned EVA
Unaided EVA Mode
SUPPORT	 TASK	 QUANTITY
OR	 REQUIRED	 ^,p^Q^ c^'m^po	 ^ QPr'	 REMARKS
REQUIREMENTS	 OPERATION	 (per f1t)
EVA Handrail Access payload exter- 23 m. Longitudinal and
for worksites (75 ft.) circumferential
Equipment Transfer Transport equipment 1	 ea. ® ; Adjustable length
Rod between stowage and
worksi te
Workstation Attach- Deploy EVA workstation 4 ea. 0 i Passive interface
ment Interface for workstation
Fixed Interior Lights Illuminate payload 6 ea. 0 TBD watts each
interior worksite
Fixed Foot Restraints Crewman restraint in 2 sets ® 2 pair per SI module
payload aft compart- mounted on aft bul k-
ment head
Fixed Handholds Ingress foot re- 2 ea. 9 Stabilization at
straints and stabilize worksite
at worksite
Monorail Transfer Transport SI modules 1	 ea. 40 0 Self-aligning inter-
between stowage and connecting track
installation worksite sections with two
transfer carriages
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TABLE 3.3.7: Payload EVA Task Support Requirements -- LST Mission Scenario No. 1 (continued)
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TABLE 3.3,8: Payload EVA Task Support Requirements -- LST Mission Scenario No. 2
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MISSION SCENARIO: Retract Failed Solar Array Panel 	
REQUIREMENTS RATIONALE
EVA CLASS I F1 CATION: Unscheduled EVA
EVA With MMU Mode ^?^^ti^ o^
SUPPORT	 TASK	 QUANTITY	 So
OR	 REQUIRED	 ^l^y^^o^P^^	 ^.^^,^^	 REMARKS
REQUIREMENTS	 OPERATION	 (per flt)
Crewman Portable Illuminate worksite 2 ea. ® Stowed in Orbiter
Light (Battery cabin
Powered)
EVA Handrail Access payload exte- 10 W. ® Longitudinal and
rior worksite (33 ft.) circumferential
EVA Tethers Equipment/crew 5 ea. 3 equipment, 2 crew
restraint
Portable EVA Work- EVA tasks requiring I set Crewman restraint,
station force application, tool hand tools and il-
kit and auxiliary lumination at work-
lighting site
Small Item Carry-all Temporary stowage and l	 ea.
Container transport of loose
hardware
Magnetic Parts Retain fasteners, l	 ea. i Retain small hard-
Retainer small parts, etc. .,:are items during
handling
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TABLE 3.3.9: Payload EVA Task Support Requirements -- SIRTF Mission Scenario No. 1
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MISSION SCENARIO. Configure SIRTF Hardware - for Reentry 	
REQUIREMENTS RATIONALE
EVA CLASSIFICATION: Contingency EVA	 o^, lb . yti^'Unaided EVA Mode	 5o^aa^Qa-ti^'^o'^	 ^,Q
TASK	 QUANTITY	 y^a^ti d`fi^,o a^^ t^io ^^"a^SUPPORT
	
OR	 REQUIRED P^@ 	 REMARKS
REQUIREMENTS	 OPERATION	 (per f1 t)
NOTE: ALL EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR THE SIRTF MISSION SCENARIO IS ASSUMED TO BE AVAILABLE IN ORBITER
TOOL STOWAGE.
Wrench Set Secure telescope, 1 set ® 5-pc, combination
front launch locks open/box end set
from 7/16" through
3/Aft
EVA Equipment Tethers Equip./crew restraint 6 ea.
Foot Restraints All tasks requiring 1	 set i Crew restraint at
force application worksite
Ratchet (3/8" drive) Gimbal release 1	 set 0 Standard Orbiter
and Extension tools
Pry Bar Engage intermediate 1	 ea. ® 16 in. pry bar
launch lock
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TABLE 3.3.10: Payload EVA Task Support Requirements -- SIRTF Mission Scenario No. 2
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MISSION SCENARIO: SIRTF Payload On-Orbit Setup (Manual)
	
REQUIREMENTS RATIONALE
EVA CLASSIFICATION: Potential Planned EVA
Unaided EVA Mode A o
SUPPORT	 TASK	 QUANTITY	 y^^'S^°	 .^^ o``,	 t ^c
OR	 REQUIRED
	
REMARKS
REQUIREMENTS	 OPERATION	 (per f1 t)
NOTE: THIS SIRTF EVA MISSION IS ASSUMED TO BE DESIGNED TO ALLOW PAYLOAD SETUP USING ONLY STANDARD
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT SELECTED FROM THE ORBITER MASTER TOOL LIST,
Manual Thermal Retract thermal TBD ® ® Replaces automated
Isolator Actuation isolators units and support
Mechanisms subsystems
Manual	 IPS Caging Uncage gyros TBD
Mechanism(s)
Manual Mirror Caging Uncage mirror 2 ea. g
Mechanisms
Manual	 IPS Launch Release intermediate 2 ea. 0
Locks (Intermediate) Instrument Pointing
System launch locks
EMU Contamination Collects H 0 vapor 2 ea. ® Requires feasibili
Collectors from EV life support study
system subiimator
Manual Contamination Release contamination TBD 40 & Replaces automated
Cover Release cover
I
units and support
Mechanism I subsystems
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TABLE 3.3.10: Payload EVA Task Support Requirements -- SIRTF Mission Scenario No. 2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS RATIONALEMISSION SCENARIO. 	 SIRTF Payload On-Orbit Setup (Manual)
Potential Planned EVAEVA CLASSIFICATION:
      Unaided EVA Mode
	
a Q^^^^^ti	 Q^^b
SUPPORT
	
TASK	 QUANTITY	 ^^y ^	 n^ a`` 	 '' ^	 tiA
OR	 REQUI RED 	 5	 ^^^,^ ^s^ ^o°	 ^^ c^	 WWK'S
REQUIREMENTS OP ERATION	 (per fit)	 @	 ^'	 `^r
Manual Latches on Release telescope 2 ea. Replaces automated
Telescope Front Sup- units and support
port subsystems
Manual Sun Shield De- Deploy telescope 1	 ea.
ployment Mechanism sun shield
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In considering EVA for planned payload operations, it should initially be
noted that the EVA preparation time does not constitute a block of time
specifically set aside after on-orbit payload operational attitude is attained.
EVA preparation functions can be performed in parallel with Orbiter and other
payload preparation requirements. The following subsections provide a
nominal time for EVA preparation and post-EVA activities based on EVA
systems information available in early 1976, including preliminary times
for rapid EVA response to planned payload requirements.
4.2 EVA PREBREATHE
The prevention of dysbarism (decompression sickness/bends) from occurring
in spaceflight is of major significance in Shuttle EVA missions. When the
EVA crewmembers are to be subjected to a 206 mmHg (4.0 Asia) pure oxygen (02)
pressure environment from the 760 mmHg (14.7 psia) mixed gas Shuttle cabin
atmosphere, 3.5 hours of oxygen prebreathing are required. The prebreathing
can be interrupted prior to the final one hour if equal interruption time is
i
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added to the total prebreathe time. However, to iterate, the final one
hour of prebreathing prior to entering the 206 mmHg (4.0 psia) pure 02
spacesuit environment cannot be interrupted.
To accomplish prebreathing (denitrogenization) the EVA crewman will use a 	 -^
portable oxygen system (POS) with a quasi-"walk-around" capability. The
portable oxygen system will use an umbilical system connected to the Orbiter
Environmental Control System (ECS) as the primary operational mode. The 	 l
POS will also contain an internal oxygen supply to provide a ten-minute
independent "walk-around" capability. The walk-around capability, however,
will normally be reserved for contingency situations. POS oxygen supply	 y
connections (i.e., quick disconnects) are provided at various locations
in the Shuttle Orbiter cabin.
The final 1.5 hours (approximately) of the prebreathe phase only will be
allocated to preparing the Orbiter subsystems and EVA support equipment
(e.g., spacesuit, life support systems, airlock) for EV operations.
However, the time prior to EVA prep will be available for performing payload
functions. Both the prebreathe and EVA preparation functions, including
spacesuit donning, can be performed solely by the EVA crewmen. No assistance
from other crewmen is required with the exception of communications system
operation verification.
4.3 EVA PREPARATION OPERATIONS
The time required for the EV crew to prepare the spacecraft and EVA support 	 Y
equipment for external activities has been estimated although the EV hard-
ware and Orbiter interfaces have not been finalized (early 1976). Table
4.3.1 provides a summarized set of pre- and post-EVA operations and timelines
for a nominal EVA mission including prebreathing. The table is not intended
to provide a detailed explanation of each EVA required operation. Instead,
a block of time is allocated to specific areas and/or generic operations.
After the POS is unstowed and donned for prebreathing, the EV crewmembers
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TABLE 4.3.1: Nominal EVA Preparation and Post-EVA Time Requirements
EVA FUNCTION	 PRE- JCREW TIME	 REMARKS/EXPLANATION
BREATHE	 (min.)
n
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Prebreathing equipment (rebreather, 0 umbilical, and
	
5	 mask) is unstowed, connected and operationally
checked.
Crewman starts prebreathing and continues for up to
	
115	 3.5 hours. During the 2-hour period prior to EVA
preparation, the crewman may perform non-EVA related
activities.
Airlock and lower deck area are configured for life
	
10	 support equipment and suit donning. Donning aids,
such as restraint devices and temporary stowage com-
partments, are unstowed and positioned, as required.
Equipment required for EVA (i.e., suits, life support
	
15	 equipment, tethers, etc.) are unstowed and positioned
for donning. Preliminary checkout of the equipment
will be performed, as required.
START PREBREATHE
CONTINUE PREBREATHE
CABIN PREPARATION
EQUIPMENT
PREPARATION
it
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TABLE 4.3.1: Nominal EVA Preparation and Post-EVA Time Requirements (continued)
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EVA FUNCTION
PRE-
BREATHE
CREW TIME
(min.) REMARKS/EXPLANATION
inflight suits are doffed and stowed.	 EVA and ancil-
SPACESUIT AND LIFE lary equipment (i.e., crewman's waste management
SUPPORT SYSTEM 30 system and liquid cooling garment) are donned.
DONNING Spacesuit and life support systems are donned. 	 Crew-
man connects to the airlock water cooling umbilicals.
HELMET AND GLOVE
Oz purge of EMU is performed. 	 Crewman doffs re-
DONNING
15 breather and dons comm carrier, helmet and gloves.
Comm check between the PLSS and the Orbiter comm
COMMUNICATION CHECK 10 system is made.	 PLSS telemetry is checked.	 Backup
PLSS comm modes are also checked.
An integrity check of the EMU's is performed prior to
INTEGRITY CHECK 5
completion of airlock depress.
	 This is a gross check
of the EMU to verify that all connections are made
and that leakage is acceptable.
Airlock depress will be performed by the EVA crewman.
AIRLOCK DEPRESS 6 Depress will be interrupted at least once to verify
EMU and airlock integrity.
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rTABLE 4.3.1:	 Nominal EVA Preparation and Post-EVA Time Requirements (continued)
EVA FUNCTION
PRE- CREW TIME REMARKS/EXPLANATION
BREATHE min.
After opening and securing outer airlock hatch, the
HATCH OPENING 4 crew will	 initiate start-up of PLSS cooling.	 After
cooling has been established, crew will	 begin the EVA.
f U)
I
PREPARATION TOTAL 3.5 215 EVA prebreathing and preparation n
HOURS M
-. 1WM S	 Rf
1
EVA MISSION OPERATIONS TIME Up to 6 hours of EVA srn
ESTIMATE MC
^+ `rrt3 rrr^	 4	 ^	 Sf
1i
p EVA FUNCTION
CREW TIME REMARKS/EXPLANATION(min.)^
M
r
r
C After completion of EVA, crewman ingresses the air- N
HATCH CLOSING 5 lock; PLSS cooling is shut down and outer airlock
hatch closed. m 2z:
r _a
a
y ^
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CREW TIME
EVA FUNCTION (min.) REMARKS/EXPLANATION
AIRLOCK REPRESS S Crewman represses airlock and verifies airlockintegrity,
After suit pressure is equalized with ambient, crewman
HELMET AND GLOVE DOFFING 10 doffs and stows helmet and gloves and connects to the
Orbiter water cooling system,	 The PLSS is deactivated
PLSS and suit are doffed and secured. 	 Crewman also
SUIT DOFFING 20 doffs ancillary suit equipment and dons flight suit.Suits and ancillary equipment are stowed unless suit
drying is required.
PLSS consumables are replaced.	 PLSS is prepared and
PLSS RECHARGE 20 secured for next EVA. 	 Loose equipment, such as
tethers and cameras, is stowed.
Suit drying is initiated, if required. 	 If not,	 suits
SUIT DRYING 20 and ancillary equipment are stowed, and the lower
deck/airlock are returned to pre-EVA configuration.
POST-EVA TOTAL 80
NOTE:
	
Timeline and sequences outlined are typical of those required for Shuttle EVA preparation
and post--EVA activities. 	 They are subject to change as equipment required to support EVA is
better defined and procedures ar•a a timized.
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TABLE 4.3.1: Nominal EVA Preparation and Rost-EVA Time Requirements (continued;
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will have approximately 2.0 hours prior to EVA equipment preparation and
donning for performing payload associated tasks. The crewmen can perform
tasks on the Orbiter flight deck and mid-deck within reach of the POS
umbilical. Tasks in these areas can be performed on a continuous basis
throughout the 2.0 hour period. The EV crewmen may (pending further study 	 r -
relative to baseline POS utilization) use the POS internal 0 2 supply (tank)
for tasks remote from the ECS oxygen supply. The internal tanks can be 	 ' 1
recharged on-orbit. Each remote task cannot exceed an estimated 10 minutes
before the crewman is required to return to the Orbiter ECS oxygen supply.
Since the POS is a chest-mounted unit with a facemask, the crewman is not
significantly encumbered during task performance. 	 '^!
The remaining 1.5 hours of the required prebreathe phase will be dedicated
primarily to configuring the Orbiter subsystems and EVA support systems for
external operations and donning/checkout of EVA equipment, However, payload
systems or operations requiring periodic monitoring/actuation from internal
control panels can be performed by the EV crewmen prior to spacesuit ingress.
The,EV crewman should remain on the POS prebreathe system during the total
3.5 hours, independent of task performance, to avoid "makeup" prebreathing.
Tradeoff studies should be performed for each planned EVA mission for
optimum support of payload requirements during the prebreathe and EVA
preparation phase. Various procedural options will be available.
4.4 POST-EVA OPERATIONS
Following airlock ingress and repressurization, the EV crewmen initiate
	 j
spacesuit and life support system doffing and configure the EVA equipment
for stowage or subsequent operation (Ref. Table 4.3.1). The post-EVA
operations require approximately 80 minutes from airlock hatch closing to
completion under nominal EVA termination. However, when two-man EVA's
are conducted, one EVA crewman can doff the EVA gear and be available for
payload internal support within approximately 30 minutes if required.
The second EV crewman would continue the equipment doffing, servicing and
stowage until complete. The EVA support equipment (i.e., spacesuit and
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life support systems) must be readily prepa,,ed for subsequent EVA's in the
event of a contingency requirement. Ancillary, loose support equipment
(e.g., cameras, tethers) may be temporarily stowed and secured later if
payload support requirements are immediate.
Several procedural options for post-EV operations will be available.
Procedures specifically applicable to the individual payloads are developed
and crewmembers cross-trained in EV, and payload operations.
4.5 EVA RAPID RESPONSE CAPABILITY
The capability to respond to Orbiter and payload requirements as quickly
as possible from launch can be critical to personnel rescue from a
disabled space vehicle. A rapid EVA response capability after orbit is
attained may enhance payload operations and scientific/defense data
acquisition. The capability to perform a second EVA with rapid on-orbit
response time could also be advantageous to the payload community.
1
1
1
Although the Orbiter and EVA supporting subsystems were not sufficiently
finalized at report preparation to formulate detailed rapid EVA response
procedures and timelines, such procedures will be developed by NASA fo r
EVA rescue operations. For payloads requiring immediate crewman access
after reaching orbit, portions of the rapid EVA rescue procedures could be
adapted to payload operations. The following subsections present possible
options to effect prompt EVA response to payload requirements only. Many
of the possible options will require further study by NASA when the Orbiter
subsystems and EVA support equipment designs are complete and final
performance capability data are available. It should be noted that the
rapid EVA response techniques/operations are conceptual only and are not
baseline Shuttle or payload procedures--the intent is to illustrate that
rapid EVA response to payload requirements can be incorporated into the
Shuttle Program.
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4.5.1 Rapid Response'td 'plahAdd -EVA'Payload'Opt^dtions
Payloads utilizing the Shuttle EVA capability may require manned access to
the payload immediately upon reaching orbit to fully capitalize on scientific
data acquisition. :jince 3.0 to 3.5 hours of crewmember prebreathing are
mandatory for denitrogenizati'on, prebreathing prior to reaching orbit may
be advantageous. The Space Shuttle requires only approximately 40 minutes
to reach a nominal 270 km. (150 Nm.) orbit. Depending on electrical power
and initial checkout requirements, the payloads may immediately be opera-
tional or require in excess of 12 hours preparation after reaching orbit.
A rapid EVA response to the immediately-operational payloads may require
prebreathing prior to launch.
Prebreathing options that may be considered by the payload community to
satisfy rapid EVA response requirements include:
a Mission Specialist(s) initiate prebreathe prior to vehicle launch
and continue uninterrupted until EVA
Pilot and Mission Specialist(s) initiate prebreathing prior to
reaching final orbit (i.e., prior to OMS burn).
Provisions for the above are not presently Shuttle baselined and will
require study. Additional support hardware required to effect the
prebreathing capability concepts may be payload chargeable in mission kit
form.
Assuming the crew prebreathing requirements can be satisfied, further time
reduction may be realized in the preparation, checkout and donning of EVA
support hardware. In nominal EVA operations, approximately 90 minutes are
allowed for EVA preparation. The following may be Shuttle baseline options
or operationally feasible if increased crew safety risks are acceptable to
the payload:
Launch the EVA hardware (EMU) with all systems fully charged
9 Perform all EVA systems operational checkouts prior to launch---
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repeat only crew safety critical checkouts on orbit
i Use additional crewmembers (other than EVA) to assist EVA
preparation.
Depending on the number of crewmembers aboard and Orbiter operational
requirements, it appears feasible to provide an EVA capability within 30-40
minutes after vehicle attitude stablItzation on orbit.
4.5.2 Rapid Response to Subsequent EVA
The nominal time required to prepare the extravehicular equipment for a second
EVA can be up to 16 hours. The 16-hour turn-around time is based on the
requirement to recharge the primary life support system (PLSS) batteries.
If spare batteries are aboard, the time is based an the 3.5 hour mandatory
prebreathe requirement. If the EV crewman, after returning from an EVA
mission, breathes the Orbiter cabin mixed gas atmosphere for less than 2.5
hours, only the time the cabin atmosphere was breathed plus one hour will be
required for prebreathe: for example, if the crewman returns from an EVA
mission, breathes the cabin atmosphere for 45 minutes, the required pre-
breathe time is 1 hour 45 minutes since the final one hour of prebreathe
cannot be interrupted (Shuttle baseline).
If back-to-back subsequent EVA's are planned, the EVA equipment changeout
operations can be accomplished in as little as 30 minutes depending on the
quantity of spare EVA equipment available. If spare PLSS and upper space-
suit torso assemblies are aboard, the time required is based on airlock
repressurization, upper torso doffing/donning and airlock depressurization.
To avoid prebreathing, the EV crewman would utilize the portable oxygen
system (POS) during upper torso assembly exchange. The operation should
require approximately 30 minutes.
The primary life support system is designed to be recharged for on-orbit
reuse by one man within one hour. If only spare batteries are aboard the
Orbiter, the subsequent EVA preparation time would be one hour plus airlock
J
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pressurization operations. Approximately l hour 20 minutes total turn-
around time would be required for the "PLSS recharge" subsequent EVA
mode.
4.6 AIRLOCK EQUIPMENT TRANSFER CAPACITY
A capability of importance to the payload community is the transfer of
experiment and payload maintenance equipment through the Shuttle airlock.
The airlock, independent of the cabin interior or payload bay location,
will provide the capability to transport packages with maximum dimensions
of 46 cm. x 46 cm. x 127 cm, (18 in. x 18 in, x 50 in.) from the cabin
into the payload bay, The number of maximum dimension packages with both
one and two spacesuited crewmembers in the airlock that can be transferred
is being studied by NASA. The maximum quantity under the above conditions
was not available at report preparation. However, the information should be
available for payload design use by late 1976.
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